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Preface
In September 2016 a Jubilee 20th National Conference of Discrete Automatization
Processes organized by the Institute of Automatic Control of the Silesian University of
Technology in Gliwice and the Committee on Automatic Control and Robotics of the
Polish Academy of Sciences took place in Zakopane. The papers from the conference
were selected and, after extension, presented in the special issue entitled "Discrete Systems: Theory and Applications".
Discrete processes cover different spheres of human activity, especially connected
with automatic control and production management.
Automatization of production processes constitutes a base of modern manufacturing systems, enabling obtaining high quality products in repeatable way and minimizing
production costs. Today’s basic automation device is the programmable logic controllers
(PLC) used to automate almost all manufacturing processes, including mechanical, energetic, chemical, automotive, food and many others. Developing advanced low-level
devices such as programmable PLCs and industrial robots, makes it possible to focus on
a far-reaching goal – increasing productivity and reducing production costs by effective
using of the resources: devices and employees, including robots. This goal may be the
most spectacular in areas where mass production is the norm. In the longer term, Big
Data and Industry 4.0 appear on the horizon, which are not only the subject of future
work, but today’s reality. The practice generates problems of enormous dimensions and
the number of variables for which optimization should be made, and the existing methods are – unfortunately – insufficient. Therefore, there is a strong need to create new,
more effective methods.
In this special issue selected topics in the field of automation and discrete process
control are presented, including matters related to model building, algorithms design as
well as creating and implementing of decision-making systems. In addition to works connected with classical discrete control problems related to the use of discrete methodologies in bioinformatics, robotics, transport and business processes management, the paper also includes articles covering broader understood automation control, i.e. discretetime measurements, vibration control, control under uncertainty and computing cloud
resources allocation.
All the papers have been peer-reviewed. We wish to use this opportunity to thank all
the reviewers for their contributions to this edition.
Wojciech Bożejko and Mieczysław Wodecki
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Delivery-flow routing and scheduling subject
to constraints imposed by vehicle flows
in fractal-like networks
GRZEGORZ BOCEWICZ, ZBIGNIEW BANASZAK and IZABELA NIELSEN

The problems of designing supply networks and traffic flow routing and scheduling are
the subject of intensive research. The problems encompass the management of the supply of
a variety of goods using multi-modal transportation. This research also takes into account the
various constraints related to route topology, the parameters of the available fleet of vehicles,
order values, delivery due dates, etc. Assuming that the structure of a supply network, constrained by a transport network topology that determines its behavior, we develop a declarative
model which would enable the analysis of the relationships between the structure of a supply
network and its potential behavior resulting in a set of desired delivery-flows. The problem
in question can be reduced to determining sufficient conditions that ensure smooth flow in a
transport network with a fractal structure. The proposed approach, which assumes a recursive,
fractal network structure, enables the assessment of alternative delivery routes and associated
schedules in polynomial time. An illustrative example showing the quantitative and qualitative
relationships between the morphological characteristics of the investigated supply networks and
the functional parameters of the assumed delivery-flows is provided.
Key words: transport network, fractal structure, declarative modeling, multimodal process,
delivery flow, vehicles flow.

1.

Introduction

Assuming that, just as any system, a supply network (SN) has a structure and behavior (Bocewicz and Banaszak 2015), one can distinguish elements of the structure of
such a system (including transport roads, a fleet of vehicles, goods transfer facilities,
etc.) and the processes which determine its behavior (e.g. the frequency and timeliness
of deliveries, downtime, costs, etc.). This distinction is reflected in the researchers perspective take on SNs. Some researchers accentuating the context of analysis of behavior
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(i.e. the execution of processes which guarantee the desired quality of supplies) reachable in networks with arbitrarily given structures, and others focusing on the synthesis
of structures which enable processes executed in these structures to be completed in a
satisfactory manner.
The approach proposed in this paper assumes the possibility of decomposing the
above-discussed problems of synthesis and analysis. Such a decomposition would entail
treating the flow of means of transport and flow of materials transported by those means
separately. In other words, traffic and delivery flow problems observed within SN can be
seen as decomposed into the two separate problems of:
• analysis/synthesis of processes related to the movement of means of transport and
• analysis/synthesis of processes of supply/distribution of the goods transported by
those means.
If this type of decomposition is implemented, the above problems can be formulated
either as problems of finding an optimum goods flow solution for a given structure of a
given SN or as problems of scheduling the fleet (and/or configuring the transport structure) of the SN. The solution of the latter should guarantee the expected quality of goods
flow (deliveries).
Assuming the SN structure encompasses a part of a transportation network (TN), the
following SN analysis and synthesis problems are usually considered: Does an arbitrarily
given SN following TN topology make it possible to carry out transport processes that
meet user expectations? Is there a SN network structure which guarantees the execution
of transport processes that match the expectations of its users? The distinction made
between the above two classes of problems assumes that just as any structure of a system
determines its admissible behavior, so too the behavior of a system can be determined by
its different structures. The elements that determine the solution to these problems are the
relationships between selected structural and functional parameters of the system. This
means that declarative models of analysis and synthesis problems should incorporate
decision variables specifying the topology of the transport networks, the fleet of vehicles
that use it and the stations and loading/unloading stops across the network as well as the
transport routes of the objects being moved and transport route schedules. The structure
of the constraints which connect the decision variables in this type of models allows the
formulation of suitably dedicated constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) (Banaszak and
Bocewicz 2014). These types of problems have the added advantage that they are easily
implemented in constraint programming languages such as OzMozart, ILOG, ECLiPSe,
(Banaszak and Bocewicz 2014; Dang et al. 2014; Sitek and Wikarek 2015).
In the above context, the class of TN analyzed here is limited to network structures
with a regular, recursive morphology typical of tree or mesh (grid) topologies (Fig. 1).
This category of topologies, which include urban transport systems, are the subject of
intensive research (Bahrehdar and Moghaddam 2014; Buhl et al. 2006; Courtat 2012;
Sandkuhl and Kirikova 2011).
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Figure 1: TN structures with a mesh topology (a), and routes with a tree-like structure in
the city of Brasilia (b)
For the sake of further considerations let us assume that a SN encompasses all possible branches of transport and transport technologies, including road and rail (surface
and underground) transport, e.g. buses, streetcars, subway lines etc.
Multimodal transport is by definition the transportation of freight performed with
different, alternative modes of transport along the same transport route, during which
goods can be transshipped between different transport modes (Susan 2014). Therefor
the concept of a multimodal transport process (MTP) has been introduced (Bocewicz et
al. 2015a, 2015b). According to this definition, a MTP involves the movement of objects using different modes of transport in a single, integrated transport chain on a given
route. Examples of MTPs include the processes associated with daily commuting (bus
– street car – subway), courier services (e.g. DHL), etc. A characteristic feature of such
multimodal processes is that their routes are made up of local segments operated by one
mode of transport and the objects are moved by suitable local means of transportation.
A good illustration of this feature is a passenger travelling by subway who, in the course
of his journey, changes from one line to another in accordance with an itinerary.
The considered problem is the simultaneous supply/distribution of different goods
from suppliers to recipients, who are all located at various points of the transport network. Knowing the parameters of the local transport companies, one for example wishes
to identify delivery routes which would minimize transport time or satisfy the constraints
regarding the number of vehicles that can be simultaneously loaded/unloaded at a transshipment point. On the other hand, in solving a synthesis problem subject to the same
assumptions and constraints, one builds on knowledge of routes and transport times to
find the parameters of local transport companies which would guarantee the delivery of
goods within a given time window. Both problem classes belong to the class of computationally hard problems.
In that context the aim of this research is to develop a methodology for the synthesis
of regularly structured SNs that follow a fractal-like topology of a TN ensuring fixed
cyclic execution of local transport processes. The proposed methodology, which implements sufficient conditions for the synchronization of local cyclic processes allows to
develop a method for rapid prototyping of supply/distribution processes which satisfy
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the time window constraints given. The adopted simplifying assumptions enable rapid
prototyping of admissible solutions in polynomial time. The investigations presented in
this paper and the results obtained in the course of this study are a continuation of previous studies collected in (Bocewicz et al. 2015a, 2015b; Bocewicz and Banaszak 2015).
The article is divided into seven sections. Section 2 contains a review of the most
important trends in the research into Vehicle Routing Problems. Section 3 presents a
declarative modelling driven approach to grid-like SN design while being a part of a TN
fractal-like topology. Section 4 provides a problem statement while Section 5 describes a
methodology for rapid prototyping of congestion free traffic flows. Computational experiments illustrating the proposed methodology and the scope of future work are presented
in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively.

2. Related work
The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is an optimization problem which encounters
in logistics and transport and applies to supply chain management in the physical delivery of goods and services. In a simplest form VRP can be defined as the problem of
designing least cost delivery routes from a depot to a set of geographically dispersed
locations subject to a set of constraints. The VRP is an NP-hard problem (Kumar and
Panneerselvam 2012) and one of the most widely studied topics in Operations Research.
A special instance of the VRP is the Periodic VRP (PVRP), in which delivery routes
are constructed over a period of time (Francis and Smilowitz 2006; Coene and Arnout
2010). The objective of both the VRP and the PVRP is to minimize travel costs or the
total travel distance required to visit all customers during the planning horizon. The difference is that in PVRPs the frequency of visits to customers within a given time horizon
varies from customer to customer. Besides of the assumptions traditionally associate
with the VRP, the PVRP has to take into account a time horizon, usually subdivided into
regular periods, as well as a customer visit frequency stating how often within a particular period a customer must be visited. A solution to the PVRP consists of sets of routes
which jointly satisfy demand constraints and frequency constraints. The objective is to
minimize the sum of the costs of all routes over the planning horizon (Coene and Arnout
2010).
There are several variants to the PVRP as there are for the general VRP. Among special instances of the PVRPs the Service Choice (PVRP-SC) plays a pivotal role through
its focus on more efficient vehicle tours and/or greater service benefit to customers. The
PVRP-SC can be stated as follows: Given is a set of customers with known demand and
minimum visit frequency requiring service over the given time horizon as well as a fleet
of capacitated vehicles, a set of service schedules with headways and service benefits
as well as a network with travel times. The goal is to find an assignment of nodes to
service schedules and a set of vehicle routes for each period of the given time horizon
that minimizes the total routing cost incurred net of the service benefit accrued (Francis
and Smilowitz 2006).
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Since the design of an optimal route for a fleet of vehicles to service a set of customers is the main objective of the VRP, most study efforts are focused on the problems
of management of different modes of transport services rather than on the routing of delivery processes within a given TN. The majority of research focuses either on scheduling
available transport modes so that they can service customers in given time windows or on
designing supply networks taking into account the size and capacity of the planned fleet
and the topology and traffic capacity of routes. Gaska
˛ et al. (2015)’s work synchronization of public transport services and urban network analysis by Sevtsuk and Mekonnen
(2012) are classical examples of such research.
Relatively few studies are devoted to delivery-flow routing and scheduling in the existing supply networks; examples of this type of solutions are courier, express and parcel
services (CEP), the rail-road freight services (Crisalli et al. 2013), and many other doorto-door multimodal supply chains. The vast majority of studies focus on the supply/distribution of goods. Besides vehicle routing other media routings are considered such as
message routing (Socievole et al. 2015), energy routing, data routing (Gurakan 2016),
cargo routing (Cargo Movement, Defense Transportation Regulation), and courier routing (Lan et al. 2007).
An alternative approach to traffic flow modelling the specific character of passenger
traffic is found in the work of Gao and Wu (2011). Their concept of multimodal transport processes assumes that supply processes are executed in an environment of cyclic
transport processes. An example of a serial multimodal process is the movement of passengers travelling by different metro lines along a route of arbitrarily selected stations.
A characteristic feature of Gao and Wu’s approach is that it offers the possibility of distinguishing levels that determine traffic flows of transportation means and traffic flows
of multi-commodity flows.

3.

Fractal-like supply networks

The numerous road network patterns deployed in public and/or freight transport systems range from tightly structured fractal networks with perpendicular roads in a regular
raster pattern to hierarchical networks with sprawling secondary and tertiary roads feeding into arterial roads in a branch like system (Courtat 2012; Kelly and McCabe 2006;
Levinson and 2012). The throughput of passengers and/or freight depends on geometrical and operational characteristics of public transportation and/or cargo supply networks.
Recent research (Courtat 2012; Sun et al. 2015; Zhang 2011) draws attention to the
fact that the development of urban agglomerations, and in particular the morphology
of urban regions, is subject to the laws of recursion, which are best modeled by fractal
structures. The consequences of this fact can be used both in predicting the needs related to the expansion of the existing transport infrastructure, as well as planning new
industrial and/or urban agglomerations. The main advantages following from the regular structure of supply network layout are flexibility and robustness which are vital to
the improvement of robustness of supply/distribution networks (Haghani and Oh 1996;
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Figure 2: Examples of routes in transport networks with a fractal structure: generated by
clusters of shape (a), generated by clusters of shape (b)
Susan 2014). Among numerous reports concerning mesh-like or grid-like as well as
fractal-like structures of urban transportation networks the approach proposed in Buhl et
al. (2006) should be mentioned. A positive aspect of this the approach is that it allows
easy estimation of delivery schedules while taking into account the cyclic behavior of
both local transportation modes and the structure of the whole supply network. This is
because transportation processes executed by particular lines are usually cyclical and as
a consequence multimodal transport processes supported by them also have a periodic
character. In other words, these assumptions explicitly constrain the topology of a SN
to TNs with fractal structures and implicitly make the efficiency of potential MTPs (e.g.
regarding the possible delivery dates) conditional on the admissible flow of traffic (e.g.
congestion-free traffic) operating under local transport processes.
For illustration, let us consider two types of TNs with fractal structures as those
shown in Fig. 2. A graph theoretical model of SN mirroring the TN structure from Fig.
2 (a) with vertices (which represent network resources, i.e. stations and stops and shared
route sections) and edges is shown in Fig. 3 (a). In general case the SN structure can be
treated as a part mapped of TN topology. Further discussion, will focus on SNs of gridlike structures, i.e. structures obtained in the course of clusters aggregation following
specific rules of fractal growth. This assumption implies that research can be limited
to certain elementary structures, the combination of which define the whole transport
network. Examples of such structures are marked with a dotted line in Figs. 3 (a), (b).
The considered grid-like structures are composed of clusters (involved in a fractal
growth) which are identical repeating substructures, called Elementary Covering Struc-
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tures (ECS). The proper example provides ECS from Fig. 3 (b), resources of which are
denoted by k Rr that means the r-th resource in the k-th elementary transport network.
Local transport processes are marked with labeled arcs whose orientations indicate the
j
direction of flow of local traffic (transport modes). For example, the arc labeled Pi denotes that the considered traffic flow, in the local transport process, is comprised of " j"
units of an i-th transport mode (Figs. 3 (b)).
Dispatching rules for synchronization of access of local transport processes to shared
network resources are marked with labels k σr , e.g. k σ10 = (P41 , P51 ) describe the order of
access of means of transport, e.g. P41 , P51 to a shared resource k Rr , e.g. k R10 ; see Figs. 3
(b).
Models of MTP routes that show the sequences of the resources between which
objects are moved are represented graphically with bold symbols of nodes and arcs; see
Fig. 4 (a).
Travel and/or dwelling times of means of transport for various network resources are
designated with ti, j which denotes the time of execution of the j-th operation of the i-th
transport process. A graphic model which can be used to represent both travel/dwelling
times and the waiting times of the means of transport used and the goods moved using those means is a Gantt chart (Fig. 4 (b)). Its graphical representation of timetables
and/or supply schedules), allows one to assess waiting times associated with the fact
that a means of transport has to wait for access to a requested but currently occupied
resource, as well as waiting times of objects transported in MTP chains resulting from
unavailability of the scheduled means of transport.
A further assumption is that the repetitive, cyclic behavior of an ECS described in
above way implies cyclic, i.e. congestion-free flow of traffic across the network SN (Bocewicz and Banaszak 2015; Bocewicz et al. 2015a).

4.

Problem statement

In order to determine the relationships between the structure of TNs along with the
means of transport moving in these network and MTPs which determine the routes for
the transport of objects, let us consider a reference TN model which integrates the models
of a SN structure, local transportation processes and MTP. The reference model of a TN
with a fractal structure presented in the previous section makes it possible to develop an
appropriate dedicated declarative model allowing the formulation of the aforementioned
analysis and synthesis problems as CSPs.
A constraint satisfaction problem: SC = (X, D,C) is usually given by (Sitek and
Wikarek 2015) a finite set of decision variables X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, a finite family of
finite domains of discrete decision variables D = {Di | Di ={di,1 , di,2 , ..., di, j ..., di,m }, i =
1..n}, and a finite set of constraints limiting the values of the decision variables C =
{Ci | i = 1..L}, where: Ci is a predicate P[xk , xl , ..., xh ] defined on a subset of set X. What
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Figure 3: Graph theoretical models of fractal structures corresponding to the route patterns from Fig. 2 (a) are shown in (a); uncovered and covered forms of ECS are shown
in (b) and (c), respectively
is sought is an admissible solution, i.e. a solution in which the values of all decision
variables X satisfy all constraints C.
Accordingly, the declarative TN model comprises:
• Sets of decision variables describing the structures of
– local transport processes, i.e. the type and number of resources and modes
of transport they use, as well as the associated travel/ dwelling times,
– the MTP, i.e. the type and number of resources in a chain and the type and
number of transport modes used, as well as the associated travel/dwelling
times,
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Figure 4: A representation of a MTP performed in a SN given in Fig. 3 (a), Gantt’s chart
of local transport processes and the MTP (b)
• Domains of decision variables,
• Sets of determining constraints:
– sets of dispatching rules assigned to shared network resources,
– transport schedules determining the periods (tacts) and dates of delivery of
transported goods.
The set of decision variables found in this model includes:
• a set of resources R found in the structure of the SN and a set of resources R
determining MTPs,
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• a set of local processes occurring in the SN and transportation routes of multimodal processes,
• a set of dispatching rules θ governing the access of local processes/streams to
shared resources of the SN and a set of dispatching rules θ governing the access
of multimodal processes/streams to the resources of set R,
• initial states: S0 in the SN (corresponding to the initial allocation of local processes) and S0 corresponding to the initial allocation of MTPs in the set of resources R.
Sets of decision domains corresponding to the above-mentioned decision variables
determine the integer values of resource availability, integer operation execution times,
integer vectors specifying the number of local process streams (vehicles moving along
shared routes), permutation vectors of local processes sharing the resources and binaryvalued vectors which specify the values of initial states.
Sets of constraints imposing regularity of structure of an SN and the principle of
mutual exclusion of local processes as well as constraints enforcing the principle of
mutual exclusion of MTPs (Bocewicz et al. 2015) also include constraints which treat
as identical the resources of these structures. For example, R ⊂ R, and times of goods
transport operations with the travel times of the means of transport used for this purpose
(Bocewicz et al. 2014). Additionally, it is assumed that there are constraints which relate
routes of multimodal processes mPi with fragments of routes of local processes.
Let us consider the "covered" form of ECS from Fig. 3. (b). The so called "covered"
form arises as a result of "gluing together" selected vertices of ECS. Which particular
vertices are "glued" together in the "covered" form is determined by the choice of those
resources of the elementary transport structure which are shared with the resources of
neighboring structures of the TN. For example, a vertex corresponding to resource k R9 is
′
′
glued with a vertex corresponding to resource k R11 , because resource k R9 is shared with
resource l R9 which is a counterpart of k R9 , see Fig. 4 (a).
It can be shown that if the traffic flow in a given covered form of an ECS is free of
congestion, i.e. the schedule which specifies it is a cyclic schedule, the flow of traffic in
the entire transport network consisting of uncovered forms of ECSs also has a cyclic nature (Bocewicz and Banaszak 2015). This observation allows one to focus on formulating
the following CSP, the solution to which is a structure (a set of dispatching rules) that
guarantees a congestion-free flow of traffic. In other words, assuming that the behavior
′
of each i-th ECS is represented by a cyclic schedule (i) X = ((i) Xk | k = 1, . . . , h, . . . , Li ),
where: (i) Xh is a set of beginning moments of operation of the h-th local process of the
i-th ECS and Li denotes the cardinality of the set of local processes comprising the i −th
ECS, the constraint satisfaction problem in question has the following form:
′

PSi = ({(i) X ,(i) θ,(i) α}, {DX , Dθ , Dα }, {CL ,CM ,CD })
′

where: (i) X ,(i) θ,(i) α – decision variables,

(1)
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– cyclic schedule of the i-th ECS,

– set of dispatching rules determining the order of operations competing for
access to the common resources of the i-th ECS,
– set of values of periods of local processes occurring in the i-th ECS,

DX , Dθ , Dα – domains of admissible values of discrete decision variables CL ,CM ,CD –
finite sets of constraints limiting the values of decision variables
• CL ,CM – sets of conditions constraining the set of potential behaviors of the i-th
ECS (Bocewicz et al. 2015a),
• CD – a set of sufficient conditions that if satisfied guarantee congestion-free (i.e.
deadlock-free and collision-free) flow of traffic in a transport network modeled by
the i-th ECS and execution of transport operations and loading/unloading operations (i.e. operations competing for access to common resources).
′

The sought for solution to problem (1) is schedule (i) X which satisfies all the constraints of the family of sets {CL ,CM ,CD }. Constraints CL ,CM (Bocewicz et al. 2015a)
ensure that local processes in the "uncovered" form of an ECS are executed in a cyclic
manner, i.e. the execution of operations is specified by an appropriate cyclic schedule.
They do not guarantee, however, the same for the "covered" form of this structure. The
additional constraints CD , which follow from the match-up rule (Bocewicz and Banaszak
2015) that conditions the fit between cyclic schedules, guarantee that the local processes
occurring in the structures which satisfy them are executed in a cyclic manner.

5. Methodology for congestion free traffic flows prototyping
The methodology proposed assumes a regular (grid-like or fractal-like) topology of a
SN composed of a finite set of identical repeating substructures, called Elementary Covering Structures (ECSs). An ECS is a directed coherence graph comprised of elementary
substructures (modelling local cyclic processes) which occur in the regular structure of
an SN such that:
• the graph is composed of elementary cyclic digraphs which model local transportation processes,
• it can be used to tessellate a given regular structure.
The patterns do not exhaust all possible cases of ECSs which may differ in shape
(i.e. in the way the elementary substructures are put together) and in scale (i.e. in the
number of elementary structures they contain). However, their common feature is that
they can be tessellated (like a mosaic) to form a pattern that recreates a given regular
structure. Each ECS has a corresponding covered-form ECS which is formed by gluing
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together the vertices of the ECS which in the regular structure of the SN are joined with
the corresponding fragments of the elementary structures of an adjacent ECS.
The behavior of a given supply network can be predicted on the basis of the behavior of its ECSs. It is easy to observe that an initial allocation of local processes in a
regular network (which maps the allocation of processes in the ECS), will be followed
in each individual ECS by a next allocation of local processes in compliance with the
same priority selection rules. That is because if one replicates the same initial process
allocation in all remaining ECSs, the structure will be free of collisions between processes which use the same resources (both shared resources and those integrated/merged
in the covered representation). The new allocation in the regular structure concerns the
processes and resources which are "copies" of the processes and resources of the contemplated ECS. This means that the successive process allocations which occur in cycles
after each initial allocation in the ECS will have their counterparts in the overall regular
structure – allocations of all the local processes of the structure. Thus, period α of the
processes executed in the regular structure is equal to the period of processes executed
in the ECS. This means that cyclic behavior of the ECS implies cyclic behavior of the
regular-structure SN.
In summary, a cyclic behavior of the covered form of the ECS entails a cyclic behavior of the supply network. It means that by solving a small-scale computationally hard
problem (associated with an ECS), one can solve, in online mode, a large scale problem
associated with a corresponding regular-structure supply network.
Moreover, it can be shown that every cyclic behavior of the supply network with a
regular structure can be associated with an appropriate time-driven event system, whose
period is determined by the period of the covered form of the ECS. Viewing those systems as time-driven discrete event systems, provides the possibility of quantitative analysis of the behavior of an SN oriented toward estimating traffic flow rates, routing of
distribution streams, and scheduling of transport fleet and the material flows it supports.

6.

Illustrative example

As an illustration of the approach, consider the grid-like networks shown in Fig.
2. Problem (1) considered for corresponding ECSs from Figs. 4 (a) and 5 (a), respectively was implemented and solved in the constraint programming environment OzMozart (CPU Intel Core 2 Duo 3GHz RAM 4 GB). When the assumption was made
that all operation times in local processes are the same and equal to ti, j = 1 u.t. (unit of
time), the first acceptable solution was obtained in less than one second. The sets of the
dispatching rules obtained are collected in the Table 1.
′
An analysis of cyclic schedules k X allows an easy deduction in both cases of the
same value of the cycle length αk = 7 u.t. However, the time of freight Tmpt = 20 u.t. in
the case from Fig. 4 (a) is significantly shorter, than in the case observed in Fig. 5 (a) i.e.
Tmpt = 52 u.t. Therefore, in the considered case, the grid-like SNs obtained in the course
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Figure 5: A representation of a MTP performed in a SN following TN from Fig. 2 (b),
Gantt’s chart of local transport processes and the MTP (b)

Table 1: The sets of the dispatching rules
ECS

Dispatching rules

ECS following SN from Fig. 4 (a)

kσ

11

ECS following SN from Fig. 5 (a)

kσ

12

= (P51 , P61 ),k σ9 = (P31 , P41 ),
k σ = (P1 , P1 ),k σ = (P1 , P1 ),
2
4
4 1
1 6
k σ = (P1 , P1 ),k σ = (P1 , P1 )
6
8
2 4
6 2

= (P31 , P61 ),k σ11 = (P51 , P61 ),
k σ = (P1 , P1 ),k σ = (P1 , P1 ),
2
4
4 1
1 6
k σ = (P1 , P1 ),k σ = (P1 , P1 )
6
8
2 4
6 2
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of growth of different fractal structures results in the same cyclic steady state of traffic
flow guaranteeing congestion free delivery flows.

7. Conclusion
The declarative reference model of a transport system presented in this study enables
an analysis of the relationships between the structure of the system and its potential behavior, thus allowing formulation and solving of analysis and synthesis problems corresponding to questions such as: Is it possible to make supplies which meet customer
demands in a SN with a preset structure? Is there a SN structure that ensures deliveries
which meet user expectations? Because this model focuses on TN with a fractal-like
and/or grid-like structure, it allows one to formulate a constraint satisfaction problem
and determine the constraints of this problem in the form of sufficient conditions, the
satisfaction of which guarantees smooth execution of traffic and delivery flows in this
type of networks. These conditions, when implemented in commercially available constraint programming platforms, allow rapid prototyping of alternative transport routes
and associated schedules in polynomial time.
The issues of planning and/or prototyping of alternative structures and/ or behavior
of transport networks with fractal structures presented in this work are part of the broader
topic of cyclic scheduling which includes problems occurring in tasks associated with
determining timetables, telecommunications transmissions, production planning, etc. In
future, while continuing along the line of inquiry related to preventing traffic flow congestion in transport networks, we plan to broaden the scope of our research to include
the problems of robust scheduling and the related problem of preventing re-scheduling
of timetables in urban transport networks.
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Cyclic flow shop scheduling problem with
two-machine cells
WOJCIECH BOŻEJKO, ANDRZEJ GNATOWSKI, RADOSŁAW IDZIKOWSKI and MIECZYSŁAW WODECKI

In the paper a variant of cyclic production with setups and two-machine cell is considered.
One of the stages of the problem solving consists of assigning each operation to the machine on
which it will be carried out. The total number of such assignments is exponential. We propose
a polynomial time algorithm finding the optimal operations to machines assignment.
Key words: job shop, cyclic scheduling, multi-machine, assignment.

1.

Introduction

Cells equipped with machines of the same types but with different efficiencies are
elements of various manufacturing systems. Workpieces flow through a cell in a determined order and are processed on an assigned machine. In cyclic scheduling problems,
a determined set of jobs (called MPS, Minimal Part Set) is performed multiple times at
constant intervals called the cycle time. In another words, each operation of the job is
executed on the same machine cyclically. A comprehensive introduction to the problems
of cyclic scheduling includes work of Kampmeyer [8].
Processing times of operations on an assigned machine have a direct influence onto
the length of the cycle (which is usually minimized). Additionally, machine setups between adjacent operations are considered, therefore minimal cycle time determination
constitutes an NP-hard optimization problem, as it comes down to solving a particular
traveling salesman problem (Bożejko, Uchroński, Wodecki [1]).
In the paper, we consider the cycle time minimization problem in two-machine cells,
which are elements of the non-permutational (the order of operations in each cell can
be different) Cyclic Flow Shop (FSP) manufacturing system. The problem, which will
be referred to as CFSAP in this paper, is obviously more complex then classic FSP,
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as one must determine (i) an operations to machines assignment and also (ii) an order
of operations execution on each machine; such that the cycle time (Bożejko, Wodecki
[4]) is minimal. A review of computational complexity of the algorithms solving cyclic
scheduling problems can be found in Levner i in. [9], similar makespan minimization
problem is researched in Sawik [11].
The cycle time in each cell is minimized as it can have an impact onto the cycle
time of the whole system. Because of the non-permutational aspect of the problem, each
cell can be solved separately. On a top level a modified Tabu Search algorithm is used
to determine the permutations in each cell. On the lower level, there are 2o possible
operations-to-machines assignments in each cell, where o is the number of operations.
The algorithm with polynomial computational complexity, determining (for a given permutation of operations) the minimal cycle time in each two-machine cell is proposed.

2. Problem formulation
The considered problem consists of finding such permutations of operations in cells
and such assignment of operations to one of two machines in each cell, that the cycle
time of a manufacturing process is minimal. In the paper we consider non-permutational
flow shop scheduling problem with two-machine cells (CFSAP), where (i) the order of
operations in a cell is independent from other cells’ operations orders and (ii) optimization criterion is a cycle time, which equals to the longest processing time of operations
in a cell of the whole system. Due to these two properties, any instance of CFSAP can be
divided into q independent, one-cell subproblems (Cyclic Permutation and Assignment
Problems, CPAPs), where q is the number of cells. Let Ti denote the minimal cycle time
obtained for the CPAP subproblem consisting of the cell i only. Then, the minimal cycle
time obtained for CFSAP can be obtained from equation T = min{Ti : i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}}.
For the sake of notation simplicity, hereinafter a single two-machine cell is considered
(CPAP).
CPAP can be formulated in a following way: a set of operations O = {1, 2, . . . , o},
which must be executed on machines from a set M = {1, 2} (constituting a cell) is given.
The processing order of the operations (sometimes refereed to later as permutation) can
be represented as a tuple π = (π(1), π(2), . . . , π(o)) ∈ Π, where Π is a set of all the
possible orders. Each operation i ∈ O must be being executed uninterruptible on the
assigned machine l ∈ M for pli time, wherein in the cell at most one operation can be
processed at the same time. The assignment P = (Z1 , Z2 ) is defined by the two disjoint
sets Z1 , Z2 of operations executed on the machines 1 and 2 respectively (of course Z1 ∪
Z2 = O ). The set of all the possible assignments

P=

∪
I∈℘(O )

{(Z1 = I, Z2 = O \ {I})} ,

(1)
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where ℘(O ) is an exponential set and has a cardinality of |P | = 2o . For a given assignment P, a tuple
πlP = (πlP (1), πlP (2), . . . , πlP (|πlP |)), l ∈ M ,
(2)
defines processing order of the operations a machine l, and vP (i) the machine on which
operation i is executed. Between each two adjacent operations on a machine l ∈ M , a
setup with a duration of
slπl (i),πl (i+1) , l ∈ M , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |πlP | − 1},
P

(3)

P

must be done, when no other setups can take place, nor operations can be executed.
Additionally, due to the cyclic character of the problem, an initial setup
slπl (|πl |),1 , l ∈ M ,
P

(4)

P

must be done before the first operations of each MPS on each machine.
The solution of CPAP consists of the operations-to-machines assignment and times
of operations starts and finishes in consecutive MPSes. Starting times of operations in xth MPS are denoted by Sx = (S1x , S2x , . . . , Sox ) and by Cx = (C1x ,C2x , . . . ,Cox ) finishing times.
These sequences must fulfill following constrains:
v (π(i))

P
x
x
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , o} Cπ(i)
= Sπ(i)
+ pπ(i)

,

x+1
x
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , o} Sπ(i)
= Sπ(i)
+ T,

∀i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , o}

x
Sπ(i)
x+1
Sπ(1)

x
 Cπ(i−1)
+ sπP (π(i − 1)),
x
 Cπ(o)
+ sπP (π(o)),

where x denotes the MPS number, T is the cycle time and
{l
sπl (i),πl (i+1) for i = {1, 2, . . . , |πlP | − 1}
π l
sP (πP (i)) = l P P
, l ∈M,
sπl (i),πl (1)
for i = |πlP |
P

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

P

is the setup time before execution of an operation πlP (i) ∈ Zl for an assignment P and
permutation π. The constrain (5) ensures the uninterruption of operations execution and
the equation(6) its cyclic character. The equation (7) represents setups within, and the
equation (8) between MPSes.
For an assignment P and permutation π, let T (P, π) denote the minimal time of a cell
work (cycle time), for which sequences Sx and Cx fulfilling constrains (5)–(8) exist. It is
easy to observe, that
)
o (
v (i)
T (P, π) = ∑ pi P + sπP (i) .
(10)
i=1

The Cyclic Permutation and Assignment Problem boils down to finding such P∗ ∈ P and
π∗ ∈ Π that minimizes equation (10).
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3. Graph model
As discussed in the previous section, each cell constitutes a separate subproblem
of finding the optimal order (permutation) and assignment of operations. In the paper,
two-level problem solving approach is devised:
Level 1

Search for the optimal permutation by altering the operations order of execution only. Evaluate each solution, assuming that the optimal assignment for
any given permutation is known.

Level 2

For a given permutation, calculate the optimal assignment minimizing equation (10).

In the following section, a graph model used in solving Level 2 is presented. Therefore, without loss of generality, following assumptions constituting Cyclic Assignment
Problem (CAP) are taken: (i) there is only one cell (each cell is a separate subproblem);
(ii) the permutation is natural π = (1, 2, . . . , o) and therefore omitted (since operations in
the cell can be renumbered).
The graph presented below cannot be used to model the assignments in which all
the operations are executed on a single machine (constituting the set PZ , the assignments
from the set PZ can be evaluated in O(o) time). Therefore, from now on unless stated
otherwise, only the assignments from the set P \ PZ are considered.
Directed graph A is defined as follows:

A = (W ∪ W ′ , E ∪ E ′ ).

(11)

where W i W ′ are sets of vertices, E and E ′ are sets of arcs, such that:

W=

o { }
∪ ∪
ji ,

(12)

i∈M j=o+1

i∈M j=1

E=

2o { }
∪
ji ,

∪

W′ =

o {(
∪ o−1
∪ ∪

a

i ,j

b

)}
,

o o−1+i
∪ ∪
∪ {(

′

ia , j b

E =

)}
,

(13)

a∈M i=2 j=o

a∈M i=1 j=i+1

where b ∈ M \ {a}. Vertex ia ∈ W matches the operation i executed on the machine a,
while vertex ja ∈ W ′ , respectively, a copy of the operation j − o from next MPS. Set
E consists of arcs between the vertices of W ; E ′ between the vertices of the set W
and W ′ . An example of the graph A for the number of operations o = 5 is presented in
Figure 1.
(
)
Vertices in a graph A have no weights. A weight of an arc ia , jb ∈ E ∪ E ′ is the
sum of execution and setup times of the operations (or their copies from the next MPS)
from i to j − 1. The weights can be calculated from the formula
(
)
a
a
d ia , jb = p′ i + s′ i, j+1 +

j−1

∑

k=i+1

(

p′ k + s′ k,k+1
b

b

)
(14)
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Figure 1: Graph A for o = 5.
where
s′ i, j = sa((i−1) mod o)+1, (( j−1) mod o)+1 , a ∈ M , i ∈ O , j ∈ O \ {i},
a

(15)

is the setup time between operations matching the vertices ia and jb , while
p′ i = pa((i−1) mod o)+1 ,
a

a∈M, i∈O

(16)

is the execution time of the operation represented by the vertex ia .
For a given assignment P ∈ P \ PZ , a tuple π′P = (π′P (1), π′P (2), . . . , π′P (|π′P |)) denotes all the operations with following operations executed on a different machine
∀i ∈ O \ {o}

vP (i) ̸=vP (i + 1) ⇒ i ∈ π′P ,
vP (o) ̸=vP (1) ⇒ o ∈ π′P ,

(17)
(18)

preserving the order of executed operations from π.
For example, for P = ({2, 3, 5}, {1, 4, 6}), π′P = (1, 3, 4)). Then, let
ν(P) = (ν1 (P), ν2 (P), . . . , ν|π′P |+1 (P)),
where:

{
′
π′P (k)vP (πP (k))
νk (P) =
′
(π′P (1) + o)vP (πP (1))

for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |π′P |},
for k = |π′P | + 1.

(19)

(20)

be a path defined by its vertices in the graph A .
Definition 1 A path (ia , (i + 1)b , (i + 2)a , . . . , (i + o)a ), a, b ∈ M , a ̸= b, i ∈ O \ {o} in
the graph A is called the highlighted path. A set of all such paths is denoted by N .
An example of the highlighted path for the assignment P = ({1, 4, 6}, {2, 3, 5}) and the
number of operations o = 5 is presented in Figure 2. Black circles correspond to the
assignment.
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Figure 2: Exemplary highlighted path in graph A .
Lemma 1 For any highlighted path µ ∈ N , corresponding assignment P ∈ P \ PZ , such
that ν(P) = µ exists; i.e.
∀µ ∈ N , ∃P ∈ P \ PZ

ν(P) = µ.

(21)

Proof Let µ = (µ1 = ia , µ2 , . . . , µ|µ| = (i + o)a ) be a highlighted path connecting vertices
ia and (i + o)a , 1 ¬ i ¬ o, a ∈ M . Sequences φ and γ are defined in such a way, that any
γ
vertex from the path µk ∈ µ can be expressed as µk = φkk , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |µ|}. It is easy to
see that for the assignment P = (Za , Zb ), where
|φ|/2

Za = {1, . . . , φ1 } ∪ {φ|φ|−1 + 1, . . . , n} ∪

∪

φ2k
∪

{l} ,

(22)

k=1 l=φ2k−1

Zb = O \ Za ,

(23)

and a = γ1 , there is ν(P) = µ.
Lemma 2 For any assignment P ∈ P \ PZ , a path ν(P) in the graph A is a highlighted
path, i.e.:
∀P ∈ P \ PZ , ∃µ ∈ N ν(P) = µ.
(24)
Proof The Lemma 2 results directly from the definition of path ν(P).
Theorem 1 Function f : P \ PZ → N , f (P) = ν(P) is bijective.
Proof Function f must fulfill properties of bijection:
∀µ ∈ N , ∃P ∈ P \ PZ

f (P) = ν(P) = µ,

(25)

∀P ∈ P \ P , ∃µ ∈ N

f (P) = ν(P) = µ,

(26)

f (P1 ) = f (P2 ) ⇔ P1 = P2 .

(27)

Z

∀P1 , P2 ∈ P \ PZ

From Lemmas 1 and 2, conditions (25) and (26) are met. Let us consider first
′
|ν(P)| − 1 vertices of a path ν(P). From the definition, νk (P) = π′P (k)vP (πP (k)) ,
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k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |νP |−1}. Since permutation π′P includes all the operations followed by the
changes in the machine assignments, it is easy to see that
∀P1 , P2 ∈ P

(P1 = (Z1 , Z2 ) ∧ P2 = (O \ Z1 , O \ Z2 ) ∨ P1 = P2 ) ⇔ π′P1 = π′P2 .

(28)

The case P1 = (Z1 , Z2 ), P2 = (O \ Z1 , O \ Z2 ) can be rejected because then: vP1 (k) ̸=
vP2 (k), k ∈ O . Hence, the condition from the equation (27) is fulfilled.
The consequence of the Theorem 1 is an existence of the inverse function to f ,
g( f (P)) = P, P ∈ P \PZ . Bijective function g assigns a highlighted path to an assignment
from the set P \ PZ .
Lemma 3 For any assignment P ∈ P \ PZ , the sum of weights of arcs of highlighted path
ν(P) is equal to the minimal cycle time T (P)
d(ν(P)) = T (P).

(29)

Proof The proof is based on calculation of sum of weights of arcs of path ν(P)
|π′ |−1

d(ν(P)) =

∑

k=1

|

d((νk (P), νk+1 (P))) + d((ν|π′ | (P), ν|π′ |+1 (P))),
|
{z
}
{z
}
Y (P)

(30)

X(P)

where X(P) is the sum of weights of arcs belonging to set E and Y (P) to set E ′ . Values
X(P) and Y (P) can be determined by Eq. (14). After transformations (described in detail
in report [7])
d(ν(P)) =X(P) +Y (P) =
π′P (|π′P |)−1 (
)
v (k)
= ∑
pkP + sαP (k) +
k=π′P (1)

π′P (1)−1 (

+

∑

o

∑

k=π′P (|π′P |)

v (k)

pkP

(

v (k)

pkP

)
+ sαP (k) +

)
+ sαP (k) =

k=1

)
o (
v(k)
= ∑ p′ k + sαP (k) .

(31)

k=1

right sides of Eqs. (31) and (10) are equal, therefore d(ν(P)) = T (P).
Theorem 2 In graph A , weight of highlighted path with the minimum weight is equal to
the minimal cycle time T (P) for P ∈ P \ PZ ; i.e.
arg max{d(µ)} = ν(arg max {T (P)}).
µ∈N

P∈P \PZ

(32)
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Proof From Lemma 3 and Theorem 1
th. 1

arg max{d(µ)} = arg
µ∈N

µ∈

max
∪

P∈P \PZ

{d(µ)} =

{ν(P)}

(
) lm. 3 (
)
= ν arg max {d(ν(P))} = ν arg max {T (P)} .
P∈P \PZ

P∈P \PZ

The obvious consequence of Theorem 2 is the equation
max{d(µ)} = max {T (P)}.
P∈P \PZ

µ∈N

4.

(33)

Solving CAP

In this section, two CAP solving algorithms are presented and their computational
complexity is discussed.
4.1. The polynomial algorithm (PA)

Proposed algorithm utilizes graph A (described in previous section) to determine the
optimal assignment P∗ ∈ P , and therefore solve CAP. The algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The polynomial algorithm (PA)
Construct graph A .
for all i ∈ O \ {o} do
for all a ∈ M do
Find the path with minimum weight from vertex ia to (i + o)a .
5: From paths obtained in steps 3–5, choose the path with minimal weight and determine the corresponding assignment P1 ∈ P \ PZ .
6: Calculate the minimal cycle time T (P) of the individually analyzed cases P2 =
(Ø, O ) and P3 = (O , Ø).
7: return P∗ = arg
min {T (P)}
1:
2:
3:
4:

P∈{P1 ,P2 ,P3 }

In lines 2–5. the algorithm determines the highlighted path with minimal weight
min {d(ν(P))} = min {T (P)}

P∈P \PZ

P∈P \PZ

(34)

and thus, by Theorem 2, the corresponding assignment from P \ PZ with the minimal
cycle time. In line 7., the values of T (P) for P ∈ PZ are calculated, hence the algorithm
determines the optimal solution.
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Theorem 3 For the Cyclic Assignment Problem, the optimal assignment P∗ minimizing
the cycle time can be determined in O(o3 ) time.
Proof The proof is based on the analysis of the computational complexity of Alg. 1.
Constructing graph A from line 2. requires calculation of O(o2 ) weight of arcs, where
each weight is the sum of O(o) elements, hence the computational complexity is O(o3 ).
Line 5. can be realized by sequentially determining the longest path from initial vertex
to the following vertices (in topological order). Because there are O(o) in- and out-arcs
from each vertex, complexity of the lines 5. equals O(o2 ). The operations from line 5.
are performed O(o) times (lines 3–5.), resulting in O(o3 ) time complexity. Line 7. comes
down to determining the minimal cycle time for separately evaluated assignments from
PZ . They can be calculated from the formula (10) in O(o) time. Finally, the computational complexity of the algorithm equals O(o3 ) + O(o3 ) + O(o) = O(o3 ).
4.2.

One Opt algorithm

One opt algorithm (1-Opt) is a heuristic for CAP. Pseudocode for the algorithm is
presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 One Opt
for all i ∈ O do
P′ ← (ZvP (i) \ {i}, Z{1,2}\vP (i) ∪ {i})
if T (P) > T (P′ ) then
P ← P′
goto line 1.
6: return P
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

In each iteration, an assignment of each operation (one at a time) is temporarily
changed. If the change lowers the minimal cycle time, it becomes permanent. The algorithms stops when no change in an assignment of a single operation can improve the
minimal cycle time.
Since there are 2o different assignments and T (P) can be calculated in O(o) time,
the total computational complexity of 1-Opt cannot exceed O(o · o · 2o ) = O(o2 2o ) =
O(2o ). It is worth noting, that as shown in the computational experiments, in practical
applications, 1-Opt can be much faster then the PA algorithm (with O(o3 ) computational
complexity).

5. Solving CFSAP with Tabu Search algorithm
CFSAP consists of q independent subproblems, one for each cell. Therefore one
should focus on optimizing (which is done in this paper, with Tabu Search algorithm)
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the subproblem determining the total cycle time of the problem (bottleneck subproblem).
This strategy is implemented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 CFSAP solving strategy
1: For each cell, create a TS algorithm instance for solving one-cell subproblem.
2: Run 1 iteration of TS algorithm solving the subproblem with the longest minimal
cycle time i = arg max {T (Pi , πi )}.
i=1,2,...,q

3:

If the time for calculations is not over yet, go to line 2.

The Tabu Search (TS) algorithm is a local search metaheuristic, proposed for the first
time by Glover in [5]. Through years, the original idea has been modified repeatedly,
creating multiple variants of the TS algorithm; applied to a wide range of scheduling
problems (such as famous TSAB [10], neuro-tabu [2], or parallel TS [3]).
The algorithm used in the paper utilizes two types of a memory:
TL

Tabu List, designed to avoid cycles and to leave local minimums. It consists of L
last moves. Whenever the capacity is exceeded, the oldest move is removed from
the list.

LTM Long-Term Memory, storing promising solutions (and associated TS states consisting of: current solutions, tabu lists and neighbourhoods) to provide diversification, each state can be used only once.
The algorithm (shown on Fig. 3) starts with generation of an initial solution. The solution is provided by a simple heuristic — operations are scheduled in an ascending order
according to their number and assigned to a single machine. Then, a neighbourhood is
generated (the neighbour is defined by the swap move, e.g. unordered pair of operations
to be swapped in the permutation.) by the procedure described in Algorithm 4. Then, the
Algorithm 4 Neighnourhood creating procedure
1: Find a pair of consecutive operations with different machines assigned. Take the first
operation.
2: If line 1. provided no operations, take first and last operation from the permutation.
3: Create neighbours, by swapping in the permutations operations from line 1. or 2.
with α following and α preceding operations.
4: Remove duplicates (neighbours with the same pairs of operations to be swapped).
neighbours are evaluated by one of the three methods:
PA

For all the neighbours, compute the exact value of the minimal cycle time,
using the polynomial algorithm.

1-Opt

For all the neighbours, estimate the value of the minimal cycle time, using the
1-Opt heuristic.
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perform the previously described 1-Opt method and then compute the exact
value of the minimal cycle time of the best β neighbours, using the polynomial
algorithm.

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the Tabu Search algorithm.
The neighbours consisting of the moves from TL are removed, unless they improve the best known value of the minimal cycle time (aspiration criterion). If all
the neighbours are removed, the last promising state is loaded from LTM. Then, the
neighbour with the lowest value of the minimal cycle time is chosen and the associated move is added to TL. If the best solution found has not been improved since
1000 + 0.1 · iteration number iterations, the last promising state is loaded from LTM. If
the neighbour fulfills at least one of the following conditions:
• there are less then 5 states memorized;
• there are less then 200 states memorized and T ¬ 1.1 · Tbest ;
• T < Tbest ;
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the current state of TS is saved in LTM. If time for calculations is not over yet, the move
is applied to the current solution, finishing an iteration.

6. Computational experiments
This section provides a description of an experimental evaluation of the proposed
algorithms. First, the comparison of speed and quality of the results obtained in various
scenarios by the CAP solving algorithms is presented. Then, effectiveness of the three
Tabu Search variants on benchmark instances is tested.
The algorithms were implemented in C++ programming language, compiled with
the default compiler of Microsoft Visual Studio 2015. The programs were executed on
PC equipped with Intel Core i7-4930K CPU @3.4GHz, 32GB RAM and Windows 10
Education.
6.1.

CAP solving algorithms

The two Cyclic Assignment Problem solving algorithms (namely 1-Opt and PS)
were experimentally compared. Performance was measured on randomly generated instances of the following sizes: o = 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280, 2560. For each
size, 16 instances were generated (144 in total).
The algorithms were tested in three usage scenarios (as shown in Fig. 4), with different initial solutions for the experiments:
• experiments 1 and 2 – random solution;
• experiments 3 and 4 – optimal assignment, with a random swap move performed
on the permutation;
• experiments 5 and 6 – random solution processed by 1-Opt algorithm, with a random swap move performed on the permutation.

Figure 4: Setup for the experiments on CAP solving algorithms.
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For each experiment and instance, computation times and the minimal cycle times
T were measured. The 1-Opt algorithm is a heuristic, therefore a gap ∆T between the
obtained cycle time T and the optimal cycle time T ∗ was also calculated
∆T =

T −T∗
· 100%.
T∗

The results of the experiments are presented in Fig. 5 and Tab. 1. The computation
time of PA is almost unaffected by the initial solution and 2–4 times longer then 1-OPT
starting from a random solution. As shown in the experiments 2, 4, 6; the quality of the
results obtained by 1-OPT are dependent on the quality of the initial solution. With an
initial solution close to the optimal, 1-OPT provides relatively good results up to about
1000 times faster then PA.

Figure 5: Computation times of the algorithms from experiments 1–6.

6.2. CFSAP solving algorithms

Since the problem has not yet been researched before, no available benchmarks existed. The test instances were therefore generated and published online [6]. More details
on the data can be found in the report [7].In the paper, the first 120 instances were used
(gi0001–gi0120, as shown in Tab. 4). The values of TS algorithm parameters were obtained experimentally (Tab. 2).
Three variants of the Tabu Search algorithm were tested with a time limit of 60
seconds for each instance. The minimal cycle time, mean neighbourhood size and a
number of iterations were measured. The instances were divided according to their sizes
into 12 groups. For each group, an average gap ∆T between obtained cycle time T and
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Table 1: The results of the CAP solving algorithms tests. Columns correspond to experiments 1–6.
o
10
20
40
80
160
320
640
1280
2560

1
6.66E −6
3.79E −5
2.37E −4
1.66E −3
1.37E −2
1.24E −1
1.47E +0
1.56E +1
1.50E +2

Mean computation time [s]
2
3
4
5
3.66E −6 6.50E −6 1.78E −6 6.41E −6
1.76E −5 3.77E −5 5.34E −6 3.70E −5
1.02E −4 2.31E −4 1.84E −5 2.32E −4
7.11E −4 1.64E −3 6.63E −5 1.67E −3
5.47E −3 1.34E −2 2.21E −4 1.35E −2
3.90E −2 1.23E −1 1.33E −3 1.24E −1
3.91E −1 1.48E +0 5.53E −3 1.47E +0
4.94E +0 1.56E +1 2.24E −2 1.56E +1
4.72E +1 1.49E +2 1.42E −1 1.49E +2

6
1.24E −6
6.39E −6
1.60E −5
7.76E −5
2.95E −4
1.03E −3
5.63E −3
2.91E −2
1.09E −1

Mean ∆T [%]
2
4
2.48 1.35E +0
1.56 2.18E −1
1.71 3.96E −1
1.39 9.68E −2
1.47 8.10E −2
1.70 5.43E −2
1.54 2.59E −2
1.45 1.24E −2
1.45 4.48E −3

6
2.07
1.08
1.67
1.23
1.49
1.68
1.56
1.45
1.45

Table 3: An average gap to the best obtained result, grouped by an instance size.

Table 2: The CFSAP solving algorithms parameters.
Algorithm
PA
1-OPT
Hybrid

L

α

β

50
100
75

15
10
15

1

Group
n×q
10 × 10
10 × 15
10 × 20
20 × 10
20 × 15
20 × 20
50 × 10
50 × 15
50 × 20
100 × 10
100 × 15
100 × 20
MEAN:

0
0
0.1393
0.1851
0
0.0206
4.4533
5.4054
4.9372
21.2598
20.7294
20.3415

∆T [%]
1-OPT
0
0
0
0.1044
0.0093
0.1016
0.4277
0.4060
0.6615
0.2158
0.4415
0.6333

Hybrid
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.2084
0.2277
0.0787
0.1161
0.0994
0.2731

6.4560

0.2501

0.0836

PA

the best cycle time across the three algorithms Tmin was calculated
∆T =

T − Tmin
· 100%.
Tmin

The results of the experiments are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. The Hybrid TS
algorithm provided better results for the majority of instances, followed by the 1-Opt.
PA performance dropped significantly for the bigger instances, probably due to an insufficient number of TS iterations (for n = 100, an average of 36 iterations; compared to
597 for 1-OPT and 594 for Hybrid).
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Table 4: The best results obtained for the instances gi001–gi120; 60 seconds of the computation time for each instance.
name
gi001
gi002
gi003
gi004
gi005
gi006
gi007
gi008
gi009
gi010
gi011
gi012
gi013
gi014
gi015
gi016
gi017
gi018
gi019
gi020
gi021
gi022
gi023
gi024
gi025
gi026
gi027
gi028
gi029
gi030
gi031
gi032
gi033
gi034
gi035
gi036
gi037
gi038
gi039
gi040

n×q
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 15
10 × 15
10 × 15
10 × 15
10 × 15
10 × 15
10 × 15
10 × 15
10 × 15
10 × 15
10 × 20
10 × 20
10 × 20
10 × 20
10 × 20
10 × 20
10 × 20
10 × 20
10 × 20
10 × 20
20 × 10
20 × 10
20 × 10
20 × 10
20 × 10
20 × 10
20 × 10
20 × 10
20 × 10
20 × 10

T
608
623
500
585
549
629
603
506
588
493
597
554
594
505
631
626
585
529
649
561
535
586
602
607
598
572
605
619
646
591
958
838
974
904
1002
998
988
872
1009
1000

name
gi041
gi042
gi043
gi044
gi045
gi046
gi047
gi048
gi049
gi050
gi051
gi052
gi053
gi054
gi055
gi056
gi057
gi058
gi059
gi060
gi061
gi062
gi063
gi064
gi065
gi066
gi067
gi068
gi069
gi070
gi071
gi072
gi073
gi074
gi075
gi076
gi077
gi078
gi079
gi080

n×q
20 × 15
20 × 15
20 × 15
20 × 15
20 × 15
20 × 15
20 × 15
20 × 15
20 × 15
20 × 15
20 × 20
20 × 20
20 × 20
20 × 20
20 × 20
20 × 20
20 × 20
20 × 20
20 × 20
20 × 20
50 × 10
50 × 10
50 × 10
50 × 10
50 × 10
50 × 10
50 × 10
50 × 10
50 × 10
50 × 10
50 × 15
50 × 15
50 × 15
50 × 15
50 × 15
50 × 15
50 × 15
50 × 15
50 × 15
50 × 15

T
992
1097
989
1038
998
1077
997
921
902
1035
914
1019
997
928
973
1011
943
959
1079
940
2176
2100
2147
2289
2171
2185
2152
2321
2173
2242
2222
2403
2305
2279
2283
2014
2185
2236
2223
2136

name
gi081
gi082
gi083
gi084
gi085
gi086
gi087
gi088
gi089
gi090
gi091
gi092
gi093
gi094
gi095
gi096
gi097
gi098
gi099
gi100
gi101
gi102
gi103
gi104
gi105
gi106
gi107
gi108
gi109
gi110
gi111
gi112
gi113
gi114
gi115
gi116
gi117
gi118
gi119
gi120

n×q
50 × 20
50 × 20
50 × 20
50 × 20
50 × 20
50 × 20
50 × 20
50 × 20
50 × 20
50 × 20
100 × 10
100 × 10
100 × 10
100 × 10
100 × 10
100 × 10
100 × 10
100 × 10
100 × 10
100 × 10
100 × 15
100 × 15
100 × 15
100 × 15
100 × 15
100 × 15
100 × 15
100 × 15
100 × 15
100 × 15
100 × 20
100 × 20
100 × 20
100 × 20
100 × 20
100 × 20
100 × 20
100 × 20
100 × 20
100 × 20

T
2147
2285
2270
2264
2192
2052
2130
2172
2530
2498
4465
4269
4201
4330
4158
4355
4363
4268
4143
4313
4285
4421
4288
4295
4295
4257
4610
4579
4578
4219
4472
4460
4446
4504
4417
4503
4442
4411
4506
4556
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7.

Final remarks

Cyclic work of a two-machine production cell with setup times is considered in the
paper. We proved, that the optimal operations to machines assignment (for a fixed order
of operations), can be determined in the polynomial time O(o3 ), where o is the number of
operations, despite the exponential number of all the possible assignments. In the further
research we plan to extend our considerations onto cells with the number of machines
greater than two.
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A fine-grained parallel algorithm for the cyclic flexible
job shop problem
WOJCIECH BOŻEJKO, JAROSŁAW PEMPERA and MIECZYSŁAW WODECKI

In this paper there is considered a flexible job shop problem of operations scheduling. The
new, very fast method of determination of cycle time is presented. In the design of heuristic
algorithm there was the neighborhood inspired by the game of golf applied. Lower bound of the
criterion function was used in the search of the neighborhood.
Key words: job shop, cyclic scheduling, parallel algorithm.

1.

Introduction

Universal globalization, and thus increasing competition forces lowering of the cost
of production, which can be achieved through mass production. In practice, production, in which a set of products is manufactured in large quantities, is carried out in a
cyclic manner. It is a very effective method because once fixed schedule is repeated over
many periods of time. Such method enables delivery of the batch of products, at predetermined intervals, resulting from the demand of consumers. It provides a systematic
replenishment of small inventories and generates a systematic demand for raw materials
and components from suppliers. In this way it is much easier to manage the logistics
of supply. Moreover, it is relatively easy to detect certain anomalies that may indicate a
deterioration of the operating parameters of the production system. New technologies,
materials and rapidly changing customers’ needs enable manufacturers to frequent modernization of the machinery. As a result of this process companies have machines with
different parameters. In this case, production planning requires determining of not only
the allocation of tasks to individual machines but also determining of the order of their
execution. This leads to a complex, strongly NP-hard optimization problems, in particular to, known in the literature, flexible job shop problem. Due to the large number
of decision variables and requirements of the above mentioned management methods it
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is necessary to use advanced algorithms to support scheduling at the operational level.
Flexible production planning systems enable the implementation of challenges posed by
modern management methods such as JIT (just in time) or JIS (just in sequence). In the
work there is considered a flexible job shop problem in which a set of tasks to be performed on machines grouped into production cells is given. One should assign tasks to
the appropriate machines and determine the order of their execution on each machine so
as to optimize some criterion (e.g. all tasks execution time Cmax ). In most of the works
on a flexible job shop problem, as an optimization criterion there is completion date of
all tasks execution considered (Yan and Xu [11], Gonzales et al. [6], Pezella et al., [8],
Bożejko et al. [2]). Much less papers were devoted to the cyclic version of this problem.
In the works of Brucker and Kampmeyer [5] and Kampmeyer [7] there was presented a
cyclical job shop problem (i.e. a special case of the considered in this work problem in
which each slot contains only one machine). In turn, in the work by Bożejko et al. [4]
there were not only certain properties proved but also algorithms for solving the cyclic
job shop problem presented. The main problem that exists in the design of efficient algorithms to solve NP-hard cyclic scheduling problems is time-consuming determination
of the cycle time. In this paper we present not only some properties of a cyclic job shop
problem but also an efficient method of determining the cycle time in which parallel processing was used. They were applied in the algorithm which was described in Bożejko et
al. [4] where significant reduction of computation time was obtained, without worsening
of the quality of designated solutions.

2.

Cyclic job shop problem

In the flexible job shop problem there are given: a set of tasks J = {1, 2, . . . , n} and a
set of multi-functional machines M = {1, 2, . . . , m} grouped into production slots. Each
machine at any time can execute at most one task. Task j ∈ J consists of o j operation
j−1
for a set J j = {l j + 1, . . . , l j + o j } where l j = ∑i=1 oi is the number of operations of the
first j − 1 jobs. Operations included in the tasks are performed according to the order of
their numbering and form the so-called technological line. By O = {1, 2, . . . , o}, where
j−1
o = ∑i=1 oi we denote the set of all operations. For each operation v ∈ O there is defined
a subset of machines M v ⊂ M . The operation v ∈ O is to be executed on any k machine
from the set M v in time pv,k  0. Execution of operations on the machine cannot be
interrupted. In the cyclic production system a set of tasks (hereinafter referred to as
MPS-Minimal Part Set), is executed repeatedly. In each of the MPS on each machine
operations are performed in the same order. The problem consists in the allocation of jobs
to machines from the adequate type and the schedule of jobs execution determination on
each machine to minimize the cycle time. The following constrains have to be fulfilled:
(i) each job has to be executed on only one machine of a determined type in each
moment of time,
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(ii) machines cannot execute more than one job in each moment of time,
(iii) there are no idle times (i.e. the job execution must not be broken),
(iv) the technological line has to be obeyed,
(v) each operation is performed in sequence after the cycle time is completed.
Constraints (i)-(iv) define known in the literature Flexible Job Shop problem (in short
denoted by FJS). If in addition we assume that each socket contains exactly one machine,
then it is a classical in task scheduling theory Job Shop problem (abbreviated to JS).
Descriptions of these problems and metaheuristic algorithms solving them is presented
in the works by Nowicki and Smutnicki [9], Barnes and Chambers [1], González et
al. [6], Yuan and Xu [11] and Bożejko et al. [3] and [4].
By µ = (µ1 , . . . , µo ) we denote the assignment of operations to machines where µa ∈
a
M is a machine assigned to perform the operation a ∈ O . The set

O l = {a ∈ O : µa = l}

(1)

i
operations executed on the machine l ∈ M , wherein ∪m
i=1 O = O .
Let permutation πl be a certain sequence of operations from the set O l on machine l
l
(|O | = nl ) whereas Φl the set of all permutations of elements from O l . The sequence of
operations’ execution on the machines is determined by the composition m of permutation π = (π1 , π2 , . . . , πm ), where πi ∈ Φi , i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Let Φ be the set of all such permutations. Let us see that a permutation π ∈ Φ unambiguously determines the allocation
of operations to machines and the order of operations’ execution of individual machines.
For the fixed sequence π ∈ Φ (of solution to FJS) problem, let S k = (S1k , S2k , . . . , Sok ) be a
sequence of begining times of operations’ execution in the k-th MPS, where Sik denotes
the commencement date of operation i on machine µi in k-th cycle. We assumed that
time schedule of the system is cyclic (constraint (v)). This means that there is a constant
T (π) (the so-called cycle time) such that
k+1
k
Sπ(i)
= Sπ(i)
+ T (π), i = 1, ..., o, k = 1, 2, ...

(2)

k+1
1
Sπ(i)
= Sπ(i)
+ (k − 1)T (π), i = 1, ..., o, k = 1, 2, ...

(3)

or equivalently

Equality (2) is an implementation of the constraint (v). Undoubtedly, in a feasible schedule there must be met also restrictions (i–iv) met, which can be written in the form of the
following inequities:
k
Sπ(i)
 0 i = 1, 2, . . . , o, k = 1, 2, . . . .

(4)

k
k
Sπ(i)
+ pπ(i),µ(π(i)) ¬ Sπ(i+1)
, π(i), π(i + 1) ∈ J j , j ∈ J , k = 1, 2, . . .

(5)
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Sπk l ( j) + pπl ( j),µ(πl ( j)) + ¬ Sπk l ( j+1) , l ∈ M , j = 1, ..., nl − 1, k = 1, 2, . . .

(6)

Sπk l (nl ) + pπl (nl ),µ(πl (nl )) ¬ Sπk+1
, l ∈ M , k = 1, 2, . . .
l (1)

(7)

Inequity (5) is a realization of the constraint (iv), (6) of constraint (ii), whereas (7)
of constraint (v). For a fixed order of operations execution on machines π, the minimum value of T (π), for which there is a feasible schedule that meets (2)–(7), will be
called minimal time cycle and denoted by Tmin (π). Since the order of operations for each
MPS is the same, it is enough just to determine the beginning moments of execution of
operations S11 , S21 , . . . , So1 for the first MPS and make the shift by the size of T (π). The
considered in this work flexible cyclic job shop problem (in short denoted by CFJS)
consists in determining a permutation π∗ ∈ Φ with a minimum value of cycle time, i.e.
such that
Tmin (π∗ ) = min{Tmin (π) : π ∈ Φ}.
(8)

3. Graph model
For a fixed sequence π = (π1 , π2 , . . . , πm ) (π ∈ Φ), of operations execution in a cyclic
flexible job shop problem and the first k-cycle of production (k = 1, 2, . . . , m + 1) we
define a directed graph G(π, k) = (V , T ∪ E (π) ∪ C (π)) consisting of a set of vertices
V and three sets of arcs: T , E (π), C (π). The set V includes k · o vertices numbered
with successive natural numbers. Each operation is assigned to one vertex, wherein the
operation v ∈ O executed in x-th (x = 1, ..., k) MPS corresponds to the vertex vx (v) =
v + (x − 1)o (x-th copy of vertex v) of weight pv,µ(v) . In the further part we will identify
vertices of the graph with operations executed within the corresponding MPS. Sets of
arcs represent sequence constraints and are defined as follows:
(a) T =

k ∪
n l j−1 +o
∪
∪ j −1

{(vx (v), vx (v + 1))} , contains arcs representing the techno-

x=1 j=1 v=l j−1 +i

logical line (constraint (5)),
(b) E (π) =

−1
k ∪
m nl∪
∪

{(vx (πl (i)), vx (πl (i + 1)))} , arcs connecting the operations

x=1 l=1 i=1

executed on the same machine (constraint (6)),

(c) C (π) =

k−1
m
∪ ∪

{( x
)}
v (πl (nl )), vx+1 (πl (1)) , arcs connecting the operations

x=1 l=1

executed on the same machine between the MPS (constraint (7)).
Theorem 1 If π ∈ Φ is the order of operations’ execution on the machines in CFJS
problem, then the graph G(π, k), k = 1, 2, . . . , m + 1 does not contain cycles.
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Proof Let permutation π ∈ Φ be the solution to CFJS problem. The first MPS is represented by a graph G(π, 1). It is easy to see that this is also a graph solving the FJS
problem, whose acyclicality is easy to prove. For a fixed k (k = 2, 3, . . . , m + 1) we consider the graph G(π, k). It follows from definition of a set of vertices and arcs (a), (b)
that the graph is k-fold copy of the graph (components) G(π, 1). It also includes arcs
between certain vertices belonging to the subsequent neighboring components (a set of
C (π)). Because the components are acyclic graphs and it is not possible to return to the
previous components (the definition of a set of arcs (c)), so the graph G(π, k) does not
contain cycles.
We consider the longest path in graph G(π, m + 1) from a vertex v ∈ O in the first
MPS, to the same vertex in x-th MPS, i.e. vertex vx . By Lvx we denote the length of
this path (the length does not include the weight of vertex vx ). If Sv1 is the moment
of beginning of execution of operation v in the first MPS, and Svx the moment of its
commencement (i.e. operation vx ) in x-th MPS, then:
Svx  Sv1 + Lvx .

(9)

This inequity is a direct result of the constraints (i)-(v). Before the beginning of operation
vx all the operations lying on any path (including the longest) between v and vx must be
executed.
Let
Λ∗ (π) = max max {λv,x },
(10)
v∈O x=2,...,m+1

where
λv,x = Lvx /(x − 1), v ∈ O , x = 2, 3, . . . , m + 1.

(11)

Below we will prove two theorems showing the relationship between the minimum
cycle time Tmin (π), and the value Λ∗ (π).
Theorem 2 If π ∈ Φ is allowable execution order of operations in a cyclic flexible job
shop problem, then the minimum cycle time Tmin (π) ¬ Λ∗ (π).
Proof Let
T ′ (π) = Λ∗ (π) = max

max

v∈O x=2,...,m+1

{λv,x } = λa,t = Lta /(t − 1).

We will show that the so defined T ′ (π) is the cycle time for solution π. Let
1 , S2 , . . . , So ) be a sequence of the commencement moment of operations of
(Sπ(1)
π(2)
π(o)
the first MPS. We will show that
k+1
k
Sπ(i)
= Sπ(i)
+ (k − 1)T ′ (π), i = 1, 2, . . . , o, k = 2, 3, . . . , m + 1,
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are the beginning moments of separate operations in subsequent MPS, i.e. they meet the
constraints (3). By definition (10)
k+1
1
1
Sπ(i)
= Sπ(i)
+ (k − 1)T ′ (π) = Sπ(i)
+ (k − 1)Λ∗ (π) =
1
1
k
1
k
Sπ(i)
+ (k − 1)(Lta /(t − 1))  Sπ(i)
+ (k − 1)(Lπ(i)
/(k − 1)) = Sπ(i)
+ Lπ(i)
.

The last inequity follows from the fact that λa,t = Lta /(t − 1) is a maximum element,
thus λa,t  λv, j (v = 1, 2, . . . , o, j = 2, 3, . . . , m + 1). We have shown this way, that T ′ (π)
is cycle time (i.e. it satisfies the inequity (3)), which completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 3 If π ∈ Φ is allowable execution order of operations in a cyclic flexible job
shop problem, then the minimum cycle time Tmin (π)  Λ∗ (π).
Proof For the solution Tmin (π), let π ∈ Φ, be minimum cycle time, whereas
k , Sk , . . . , Sk ) a sequence of beginning moments of operation in k-th MPS. Ac(Sπ(1)
π(2)
π(o)
cording to (3)
k
1
Sπ(i)
= Sπ(i)
+ (k − 1) · Tmin (π),
(12)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , o, k = 2, 3, . . . , m + 1.
Let π(l) be any operation from the set O . Rusing from (9) and (12) we obtain
1
1
k
Sπ(i)
+ (k − 1) · Tmin (π)  Sπ(i)
+ Lπ(l)
,

hence
k
Tmin (π)  Lπ(l)
/(k − 1) = λk,π(l) .

Since this inequality is valid for every l = 1, 2, . . . , o and k = 2, 3, . . . , m + 1, then
Tmin (π)  max{λk,π(l) : k = 1, 2, . . . , m, k = 1, 2, . . . , o} = Λ∗ (π),
which completes the proof of the theorem.
Designation of the minimum value of the cycle time Tmin (π) (i.e. value Λ∗ (π)) requires the calculation of m · o values of the coefficients λi, j . In the work of Bożejko et
al. [4] there was a theorem proven enabling much faster calculation of minimum cycle
time.
Let
A = {v : v = πl (1), l ∈ M }
be the set of all operations executed as first on the individual machines in the first MPS.
Theorem 4 For any solution π ∈ Φ minimum cycle time
Tmin (π) = Λ∗ (π) = max

max

v∈A x=2,...,m+1

{λv,x }.
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Proof See theorem 2 and 3.
Using this theorem the number of determined coefficients {λv,x } can be reduced from
m · o to m · m, where o is the number of operations and m the number of machines.
Determination of value λv,x dla x = 2, ..., m + 1, v ∈ A requires construction of a
graph G(π, m + 1) consisting of (m + 1)o vertices and the same order of arcs. In turn,
to calculate the value {λv,x }, for a given v ∈ A , one must designate the length of the
longest paths from v to other vertices which requires O(mo) time. Ultimately, we get the
computational complexity designation Λ∗ (π), |A |O(mo) = O(om2 ).
A path in a graph G(π, m + 1), whose length Lvx /(x − 1) = Λ∗ (π) will be called a
critical path. In turn, the maximum subsequence of vertices of the path representing the
operations executed one after another on the same machine will be called a block. In case
of the considered in the work CJFS tasks problem, one can use the so-called a blocks
eliminating properties’. The theory was successfully used in the construction of the best
optimization algorithms for a wide class of scheduling problems with the criterion Cmax ,
e.g. by Nowicki and Smutnicki [9] or Bożejko et al. [3].
Theorem 5 If the solution β ∈ Φ was generated from π ∈ Φ and T (β) < T (π) at least
one operation of at least one block of tasks is executed
(a) before the first operation of this block, or
(b) after the last operation of this block, or
(c) on another machine.
This theorem will be used when generating elements of the neighborhood in the tabu
search algorithm to solve the considered in the work problem.

4.

Effective determination of cycle time

Currently the best optimization algorithms for a wide class of scheduling problems
are based on iterative methods of local search solution space. Quality of solutions determined by these algorithms depends on the number of directly considered solutions,
which with the limited time of the algorithm action depends on the computational complexity of the procedure for calculating the value of the criterion function. Described in
the previous chapter method for determining the cycle time has a computational complexity of O(om2 ) and is O(m2 ) times bigger than the time of determination of the value
Cmax . Acceleration of calculations determining cycle time is possible by use of a parallel
processing. For this purpose, the method of parallel vector processing will be used.
We consider a graph G(π, 1), π ∈ Φ corresponding to the first MPS. For any vertex
(operation) v ∈ O , by τ(v) i η(v) we successively denote two successors: technological
and sequential (in permutation π executed on the same machine). If the operation v has
not a corresponding successor, then after τ(v) or η(v) we assume zero. Since the graph
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G(π, 1) is directed acyclic and weakly consistent (i.e. for each pair of distinct vertices x, y
there exists the path from x to y or from y to x), so its vertices can be sorted topologically.
We can therefore number the vertices in such a way that the beginning of a given arc has
a smaller number than its end. In particular the successors τ(v) or η(v) of vertex v have
greater numbers than v. Sorting Algorithm topologically sorting vertices of the graph
G(π, 1) has a complexity O(o).
If σ = (σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(o)) is the topological order of the vertices of the graph
G(π, 1), then it is easy to extend it to any of the graphs G(π, k), k = 2, 3, . . . , m + 1. In
such a case vertex vi (from i-th MPS) is given the number of σ(v) + (i − 1)o.
Procedure SeqTC
π - feasible solution;
σ - topological ordering of the vertices of the graph G(π, 1);
1. For k = 1, . . . , m do
2. Set Lix = −∞ for i ∈ O , x = 1, . . . , m + 1.
3. Set Lπ1 k (1) = 0.
4. For x = 1, . . . , m + 1 do
5.
For v = σ(1), . . . , σ(o) do
x
x
6.
Set Lvx = Lvx + pv , Lτ(v)
= Lvx and Lη(v)
= Lvx .
7.
8.
9.

For l = 1, . . . , m do Lπx+1
= Lπx l (nl )
l (1)
For k = 1, . . . , m and x = 1, . . . , m + 1 do
Set λk,x = Lπx+1
− Lπx k (1) .
k (1)
Figure 1: Sequential cycle time computing procedure.

Let π ∈ Φ be the order of operations’ execution on the machines in CFJS, problem,
whereas σ = (σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(o)) topological order of vertices in the graph G(π, 1).
Figure 1 depicts SeqTC procedure of the sequential determining the length of the
longest paths Lvx in the graph G(π, m + 1) used in the computation of coefficients λv,x
(formula(11)). On this basis we determine the value Λ∗ (10), i.e. minimum cycle time
Tmin (π). In the description of the procedure the sources are vertices of the graph G(π, 1),
who are not the end of any arc (being the first operations executed on machines). The
(x)
length of paths Lv , x = 1, . . . , m + 1, v ∈ O are to be interpreted in two ways. Until step
6 they are lower estimate of the length of the longest path coming out of the vertex being
the source to the vertex representing an operation v in x-th MPS (without the weight of
the vertex). The source is determined in Step 3. Then, in step 6 the exact value of the
length of the longest path to vertex v (with the weight of that vertex) are computed and
lower estimate of the length of the longest paths to vertices being successors v, i.e. τ(v)
and η(v). are updated. Finally, in step 7, the lower estimate of the length of the longest
paths to vertices representing the operations performed on the first machine, in the next
MPS are updated.
Based on the analysis of the code it is easy to see that the computational complexity
of the procedures for the designation of sequential cycle time SeqTC is O(om2 ). This
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time can be significantly reduced by using techniques of parallel search based on the
vector processing. Then, in a vector processor cycle there are performed logical, arithmetic operations or data movements, etc. on one or two multi-element vectors. Vector
operations are implemented in hardware in all modern processors, both desktops and
laptops, and above all, in programmable graphics cards.
Procedure ParTC
π - feasible solution;
σ - topological ordering of the vertices of the graph G(π, 1);
→
−
1. Set Lvx = −∞ for v ∈ O , x = 1, . . . , m + 1.
2. For k = 1, . . . , m do
−−−→
3. Set Lπ1 k (1) (k) = 0.
4. For x = 1, . . . , m + 1 do
5.
For v = σ(1), . . . , σ(o) do
→
− →
− − −−
−x
−−
−x
x→ = →
x→ = →
pv , Lτ(v)
Lv and Lη(v)
Lv .
6.
Set Lvx = Lvx + →
−−
−
→
−
−
−
→
7. For l = 1, . . . , m do Lπx+1
= Lπx l (nl ) .
l (1)
8. For k = 1, . . . , m and x = 1, . . . , m + 1 do
−−−→
−−−→
(k) − Lπx k (1) (k).
9. Set λk,x = Lπx+1
k (1)
Figure 2: Parallel cycle time computation.
In Figure 2 there is shown a diagram of ParTC procedure effectively determining
the cycle time using a vector parallel processing. Designations are the same as in the
sequential procedure. In the vector
−→
→
−
→
−
→
−
(x)
Li = ( Lix (1), Lix (2), . . . , Lix (m))

(13)

there is remembered the length of the longest path reaching to the vertex representing
operation i in x-th MPS. For various elements of the vector the values differ from one
another due to a different source vertex assigned to each vector element. The most timeconsuming are iterative instructions in row 4 and 5. Assuming that operations on vectors
are executed in one tact we get superior computational complexity O(om), in case of
CPU processors transforming m- element vectors.

5.

Neighborhood viewing

In the algorithms of local search the adjacent solutions (neighborhood) can be viewed
in two ways, ie. by generating: (i) all neighboring solutions (ii) subset containing only
some solutions. Undoubtedly, the first method is much more time-consuming. However,
it usually enables determination of good solutions with fewer iterations of the whole
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algorithm. Regardless of the method of the neighborhood viewing, for any solution there
should be the value of the objective function determined. In the algorithms viewing the
whole neighborhood, for many optimization problems, it is possible to construct the
accelerator. This ensures, with the use of partial results, a considerable reduction of
the computation time of goal function value for all solutions of the neighborhood. An
effective example of the accelerator use was described, among others, by Nowicki and
Smutnicki [9]. Below, we present a new two-phase neighborhood search method. In the
first phase, for each solution in the neighborhood, there is a lower bound of the value of
the objective function determined. At the beginning of the second phase there is created a
list of solutions ordered non-decreasingly in reference to lower bound (determined in the
first phase). Then, for solutions in the sequence they appear in the ordered list, there is the
exact value of the objective function calculated. The computation process is terminated,
as soon as the solution whose exact value of the objective function is determined, not
greater than the lower bound of the remaining on the solutions list. It is worth noting
that the better the lower bound of the objective function value, the less solutions will be
verified by calculating the exact value.
For the considered in this paper cyclic flexible job shop problem lower bound can be
determined by considering only the first MPS (i.e. graph G(π, 1)), wherein as the lower
bound we assume:
LB(π) = max{λv,1 }.
(14)
v∈A

The computational complexity of determining the value LB(π) is in sequential version
O(om), whereas in parallel O(o).

6. Computational experiments
In order to evaluate the acceleration of computations relating to the proposed neighborhood viewing method and the use of vector processing there were computational
experiments carried out. The results of golf AGF algorithm presented in the work of
Bożejko et al. [4] and its two of modifications AS and AV were compared. In both algorithms there was a two-phase search of neighborhood applied. In AS algorithm the
search was executed sequentially (procedure SeqTC), whereas in AV algorithm in parallel (procedure ParTC). Algorithms were programmed in C++ in Visual Studio 2010. The
computations were performed on a PC with an Intel I7-core 2.4GHz on a single core of
the processor. Parallel processing was carried out on 128-bit registers using SSE2 commands. Each of them was an 8-element vector consisting of 16-bit representations of the
data processed in parallel. Vector processing based on SSE instructions was used, among
many others, in the work of Smutnicki et al. [10]. Comparative studies of algorithms
were carried out on the instances presented in the works of Barnes and Chambers [1].
For all three algorithms the adopted number of iterations (stop condition) equaled 10
000, whereas the length of tabu list was 15.
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Table 1: The operating times and acceleration of algorithms.
Instance

n×m

o

t(AGF)

t(AS )

t(AGF)
t(AS )

t(AV )

t(AS )
t(AV )

t(AGF)
t(AV )

setb4c9
setb4cc
setb4x
setb4xx
setb4xxx
setb4xy
setb4xyz
seti5c12
seti5cc
seti5x
seti5xx
seti5xxx
seti5xy
seti5xyz

15×11
15×12
15×11
15×12
15×13
15×12
15×13
15×16
15×17
15×16
15×17
15×18
15×17
15×18

150
150
150
150
150
150
150
225
225
225
225
225
225
225

19.59
30.22
18.56
23.45
69.33
7.47
4.06
67.6
98.2
62.86
77.13
107.27
98.1
121.14

4.91
6.63
4.92
5.78
6.19
5.38
0.75
12.67
15.86
12.09
14.09
17.03
15.75
17.97

4.0
4.6
3.8
4.1
11.2
1.4
5.4
5.3
6.2
5.2
5.5
6.3
6.2
6.7

1.49
1.97
1.48
1.64
1.73
1.63
0.23
3.52
4.41
3.38
3.81
4.52
4.36
4.81

3.3
3.4
3.3
3.5
3.6
3.3
3.3
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.6
3.7

13.1
15.3
12.5
14.3
40.1
4.6
17.7
19.2
22.3
18.6
20.2
23.7
22.5
25.2

In Table 1 there were the results on the time of computations of algorithms t(A),
A ∈ {AGF, AS , AV }. presented. The first column shows the name of example, in the subsequent ones: the number of tasks (n), the number of machines (m) and the number of
operations (o). The next three columns include the running times of AGF and AS . algorithms. In turn, in the last three columns there were the operating times of sequential
algorithms AGF and AS . compared with the running time of the parallel algorithm AV .
The results of experimental studies clearly indicate that the use of the two-phase
method of viewing the neighborhood significantly reduces computation times. For the
sequential version of the algorithm the running time is shorter - from 4.0 to 11.2 times
(the quotient of t(AGF)
t(AS ) ). On the other hand, the use of parallel processing realized by
vector computing enables additional reduction of time from 3.3 to 3.8 times. Ultimately,
the simultaneous use of both methods of computation acceleration allows its users for
additional time reduction from 4.6 to 40.1 times.
The quality of solutions generated by AGF algorithm was presented in Table 2 (the
other two algorithms AS and AV determined the same solutions but in a much shorter
time). The cycle time of solutions generated by AGF algorithm were compared with the
best known values of the minimum execution time of all tasks Cmax . It should be noted
that Cmax is the lower bound on the length of cycle time for one of the cyclic models
considered in the work of Brucker and Kampmeyer [5]. For each example, based on a
minimum time of tasks execution of the first MPS Cmax and the length of the cycle time
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Table 2: The values set by the algorithms of solutions.
Instance
setb4c9
setb4cc
setb4x
setb4xx
setb4xxx
setb4xy
setb4xyz
seti5c12
seti5cc
seti5x
seti5xx
seti5xxx
seti5xy
seti5xyz

n×m
15×11
15×12
15×11
15×12
15×13
15×12
15×13
15×16
15×17
15×16
15×17
15×18
15×17
15×18

o
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
225
225
225
225
225
225
225

Cmax
914
907
925
925
925
910
903
1174
1136
1198
1197
1197
1136
1125

T∗
903
887.67
878
879
1002
845
838
1130
1064.5
1141
1100
1136.5
1064.5
1052

PRD
1.20
2.13
5.08
4.97
-8.32
7.14
7.20
3.75
6.29
4.76
8.10
5.05
6.29
6.49

T there was a relative percentage improvement determined
PRD =

Cmax − T
100%.
Cmax

(15)

For 13 instances the cycle times determined by AGF algorithm were significantly lower
than the value Cmax . This improvement ranged from 1.2 to 8.1 %. In one case (example
setb4xxx) determined by AGF algorithm, cycle time length was about 8.32% worse than
the value Cmax .
Given the fact that the best solutions were determined after a small number of iterations, it is possible to state that this algorithm can be successfully used to solve practical
examples of large sizes.

7.

Summary

In the work there was a cyclical flexible job shop problem considered. A graph
model, for a fixed order of operations execution on individual machines was presented.
The theorems enabling efficient determination of the minimum cycle time and a lower
bound were proven. In order to speed up the calculations there was not only a two-phase
method of neighborhood searching proposed but also a parallel method of determining the cycle time for the established order of operations that used vector processing
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proposed. Ultimately, the results of computational experiments, which confirmed a significant acceleration of calculations, while maintaining the designated solutions were
presented. To sum up, on the basis of the obtained results it can be concluded that the
modified AMF algorithm designated in a short time fully accepted in practice solutions.
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Parallel patterns determination in solving cyclic flow
shop problem with setups
WOJCIECH BOŻEJKO, ZENON CHACZKO, MARIUSZ UCHROŃSKI and MIECZYSŁAW WODECKI

The subject of this work is the new idea of blocks for the cyclic flow shop problem with
setup times, using multiple patterns with different sizes determined for each machine constituting optimal schedule of cities for the traveling salesman problem (TSP). We propose to take
advantage of the Intel Xeon Phi parallel computing environment during so-called ’blocks’ determination basing on patterns, in effect significantly improving the quality of obtained results.
Key words: cyclic scheduling, parallel algorithm, metaheuristics

1.

Introduction

In recent years there has been an observed growth in interest in cyclic problems of
tasks scheduling, both in the circle of theorists dealing with discrete optimization problems and in the population of industry practitioners. Cyclic production is, in fact, a very
effective mode of production in modern flexible manufacturing systems. In the available literature there are many studies on different aspects of cyclic control in companies
that produce goods on a mass scale. There are examples of the application of cyclic
scheduling in various spheres of industry, transport and logistics (e.g. Pinto et al. [12],
Pinedo [11], Mendez et al. [9], Gertsbakh and Serafini [6], Kats and Levner [8]). Unfortunately, the existing models and calculation tools allow one to determine the optimal
(minimizing cycle time) control of production systems executing only a small number
of tasks.
In this work we considered a cyclic flow shop problem with setup times. Strong NPhardness of many simplest versions of the cyclic scheduling problem (Smutnicki [14]), in
particular of the considered problem, limits the scope of application of exact algorithms
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in instances with low number of tasks, but in the context of minimizing the design cycle
time and the use of exact algorithms, it seems to be fully justified (Brucker et al. [5]).
However, due to the NP-hardness, to determine satisfactory solutions there are common
fast approximate algorithms used, based on local search techniques , such as: simulated
annealing (in parallel version Bożejko et al. [2]) or tabu search (Bożejko et al. [3]).
Methods of this type are usually based on a two-level decomposition of the problem:
determination of the optimum order of tasks (upper level) and multiple determination of
the minimum criteria for a given sequence of tasks (lower level).
While for classic, non-cyclic scheduling problems, a solution to the lower level problem can be obtained in a time-efficient manner by analyzing a specific graph, in case of
such a posed problem the solution to lower level is relatively time-consuming because it
generally requires solving oflinear programming problem. Therefore, any special properties, including these allowing for more efficient calculation of the cycle time, the search
of schedule and limiting the cardinality of locally searched neighborhood or acceleration
of the speed of the viewing are very desirable.
In the presented paper, we are proposing the use of new eliminating properties, including the so-called patterns to reduce the number of solutions viewed when generating
neighborhood with local search algorithms, such as the tabu search with prohibitions or
simulated annealing. Determination of the patterns may be performed either sequentially,
or in parallel, using a multiprocessing computations environment. Relevant properties
were formulated using the PRAM model machine which is standard for the theoretical
verification of the computational complexity of parallel algorithms.
The reminder of hte paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a problem
description. Its mathematical model is proposed in the section 3. Section 4 contains proposed solution methid in which we define adn use blocks of tasks. Results of computational experiments are discussed in section 5. Conclusions and comments are presented
in the Section 6.

2. Problem description
The problem of cyclic production considered in this work may be formulated as
follows: there is a set of n tasks given J = {1, 2, . . . , n}, to be performed cyclically (repeatedly) on machines from the set M = {1, 2, . . . , m}. Any task should be performed
in sequence on each of m machines 1, 2, . . . , m (technological line). Task j ∈ J is a sequence m operations O1, j , O2, j , . . . , Om, j . Operation Ok, j corresponds to the activity of
execution of task j on machine k, in time pk, j (k = 1, 2, . . . , m, j = 1, 2, . . . , n). After the
completion, and before the start of the next operation a machine setup is performed. Let
ski, j (k ∈ M , i ̸= j i, j ∈ J ) be the setup time between operation Ok,i and Ok, j .
A set of tasks in a single cycle is called a MPS (minimal part set). MPSs are processed cyclically, one by one.
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One should determine the order of tasks (the same for each machine), which minimizes cycle time, i.e. the moment of commencement of tasks execution from the set J
in the next cycle. In applying this, the following constraints must be met:
(a) each operation can only be performed by one machine,
(b) no machine can perform more than one operation at the same time,
(c) the order of the technological line of operations execution must be preserved,
(d) execution of any operation cannot be interrupted before its completion,
(e) each machine, between sequentially performed operations, requires setups,
(f ) each operation is executed sequentially (in successive MPSs) after the cycle time
is completed.
The considered problem boils down to determining the starting moments of the tasks
execution on machines that meet the constraints (a) - (f), so that the cycle time (the time
after which the task is performed in a subsequent MPS) is minimised.
We assume that in each of the MPS, on each machine, the tasks are executed in the
same order. Therefore, in a cyclic schedule, the order of tasks execution on machines
can be represented by a permutation of the tasks in the first MPS. On this basis we
can determine the beginning moments of tasks execution on machines in the first MPS.
Increasing them by multiples of the cycle time, we obtain the beginning moments of
tasks execution in any of MPSs (commencement of execution of any of the operation
in the consecutive MPS should be increased by the cycle time). Let Φ be the set of all
permutations of the elements from a set of tasks J . Therefore, the considered in the work
problem comes down to the determination of permutation of tasks (element from the set
Φ) minimizing the length of cycle time. In short the problem will be denoted by CFS
(Cyclic Flow Shop).

3.

Mathematical model

Let [Sk ]m×n be a matrix of beginning moments of tasks execution of k-th MPS (for
the established order π ∈ Φ), where Si,k j denotes the beginning time moment of execution
of task j on i machine. We assume that tasks in the following MPSs are performed
cyclically. This means that there is a fixed T (π) (period) such that
k+1
k
Si,π(
j) = Si,π( j) + T (π), i = 1, ..., m, j = 1, ..., n, k = 1, 2, ....

(1)

Period T (π) depends of course on permutation π and is called cycle time of the
system. The minimum value T (π), for a fixed π, will be called minimum cycle time and
denoted by T ∗ (π). Since the order of tasks execution in any MPS is the same, it is enough
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to designate a sequence of tasks π for one (the first) MPS and make its shift by k · T (π),
k=1,2,. . . on timeline. For a fixed order of execution of tasks π ∈ Φ, optimum value of
cycle time T ∗ (π) can be determined by solving the corresponding linear programming
task (see Bożejko et al. [1]). For any order of tasks execution in the first MPS, solving
the above linear programming task, there can be the minimum time cycle in polynomial
time determined. In case of an exact algorithm’s (exhaustive search) solution to CFS
problem should be therefore done for each of n! permutations – elements of the set Φ.
For real-life instances sizes it will be impossible due to computations time, so in the next
chapter we propose an approximate method for solving the CFS problem .

4.

Solution method

In many heuristic algorithms solving NP-hard problems, there are neighborhoods
viewed, i.e. subsets of solution space. In case where solutions to the problem are permutations, usually the neighborhoods are generated by insert- or swap-type moves and
their compositions [4]. They consist of changing positions of elements in the permutation. The number of elements of such neighborhood is at least n(n − 1)/2, where n is the
number of tasks. In practical applications (with large n), neighborhood viewing is the
most time consuming part of the algorithm. It follows from the descriptions in the literature concerning computational experiments that the number of iterations of the algorithm
has a direct impact on the quality of designated solutions. Hence, there is the search of
methods accelerating action of a single iteration of the algorithm. One of them relies in
the reduction of the number of elements of the neighborhood, their parallel generation
and viewing. In the case of tasks scheduling problems on multiple machines with the
minimization of tasks execution time (Cmax ) ’block eliminating properties’ are successfully used [7]. Similar properties are to be applied in the algorithm solving the problem
of determining minimum cycle time, more specifically - a minimum time of running of
a single machine. They allow its users to eliminate elements from the neighborhood that
do not directly provide animprovement on the best solution found so far.
The work [3] describes a method solving the CFS problem and a sequential algorithm
of search with prohibitions. In a further part of the chapter there is a summary of the main
elements of the method presented.
For a set permutation π ∈ Φ and machine k ∈ M
n−1

Tk (π) =

∑ (pk,π(i) + skπ(i),π(i+1) ) + pk,π(n) + skπ(n),π(1)

(2)

i=1

is the time of execution of tasks in the order π, with setups performed between task π(n),
and π(1) (i.e. the last task in the given MPS, and the first in the next). It is easy to prove
that the minimum cycle time
T ∗ (π) = max{Ti (π) : i = 1, 2, . . . , m}.

(3)
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Property 1 ([3]). The necessary condition reducing the value of the minimum cycle time
T ∗ (β) is shortening of the running time of k-th machine, i.e. reducing of Tk (β), where
T ∗ (β) = Tk (β).
Designation of the minimum running time of k-th machine, i.e. the value min{Tk (δ) :
δ ∈ Φ} can be reduced to following traveling salesman problem.
Let Hk = (V , E ; p, s) be a complete graph, where
• a set of vertices: V = J ,
• a set of edges: E = {(v, u) : v ̸= u, v, u ∈ V },
• weights of vertices: p(v) = pk,v , v ∈ V ,
• weight of edges: s(e) = ski, j , e = (i, j) ∈ E .
Property 2 ([3]) The running time of k-th machine Tk (π) is equal to the length (i.e. sum
of the weights of vertices and edges) of Hamiltonian cycle (π(1), π(2), . . . , π(n), π(1)) in
graph Hk .
Property 3 ([3]) Minimum running time of k-th machine is equal to the length of the
salesman path in the graph Hk , i.e. the minimum (due to the length) Hamiltonian cycle.
Let π∗k be the optimal salesman path way in a graph Hk (k = 1, 2, . . . , m), which is
also an optimal (i.e. minimal due to the execution time) order of the tasks from the set J
on k-th machine. This permutation will be called a pattern for k-th machine.
In order to reduce the running time of k-th machine Tk (π) from π there will be permutations generated, taking into account the existence of the individual elements in the
pattern. Patterns also allow to eliminate the elements of the neighborhood which do not
give an improvement of the current value of cycle time in local search algorithms.
4.1. Tasks blocks

Let
B = (π(a), π(a + 1), . . . , π(b)),

(4)

be a sequence of occurring immediately after another tasks in permutation π ∈ Φ, π∗k
pattern for k-th machine and u, v (u ̸= v, 1 ¬ u, v ¬ n) a pair of numbers such that:
W1: π(a) = π∗ (u), π(a + 1) = π∗ (u + 1), . . . , π(b − 1) = π∗ (v − 1),
π(b) = π∗ (v), or
W2: π(b) = π∗ (u), π(b − 1) = π∗ (u + 1), . . . , π(a + 1) = π∗ (v − 1),
π(a) = π∗ (v)
W3: B is the maximum subsequence due to the inclusion, i.e. it can be enlarged neither
by an element π(a − 1), nor by π(b + 1), satisfying the constraints W1 or W2).
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If the sequence of tasks (4) satisfies the conditions W1 and W3 or W2 and W3, then
it is called a block on k-th machine (k ∈ M ).
Below there is presented a sequential algorithm for determining all of the blocks in
the permutation.
Algorithm 1. Alg SeqBlock
π = (π(1), π(1), . . . , π(n)) - permutation;
π∗ = (π∗ (1), π∗ (1), . . . , π∗ (n)) - pattern of permutation π;
t - number of blocks;
(b1 , b2 , . . . , bt ) - vector of blocks starting positions in π;
t ← 1; i ← 1;
while (i ¬ n) do
bt ← i; q ← (π∗ )−1 (π(i));
while (π(i) = π∗ (q)) do
q ← q + 1; i ← i + 1;
i ← i + 1;
The computational complexity of the algorithm is O(n).
Determination of the pattern (the optimal salesman path in the graph Hk ) is an NPhard problem. Therefore, there will be approximate algorithms used, e.g. 2-opt. For each
machine the pattern will be determined before starting the proper algorithm.
4.2.

Parallel determination of blocks

To speed up the running of the algorithm for determining the minimum cycle time,
we present a method of parallelization of the most time-consuming procedures of determining blocks performed in each iteration.
Property 4 Determination of blocks for cyclic flow shop problem with setups can be
done in time O(log n) on mn-processor CREW PRAM machine.
The method of determining the blocks is presented in the Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Alg pblocks
Input: permutations: π = (π(1), π(1), . . . , π(n))
and π∗ = (π∗ (1), π∗ (1), . . . , π∗ (n))
Output: vector of blocks starting positions (b1 , b2 , . . . , bk ), k – number of blocks and
vector of blocks ending positions (e1 , e2 , . . . , ek )
Sample input:
π = (8, 10, 7, 4, 5, 6, 3, 1, 9, 2)
π∗ = (9, 3, 1, 6, 10, 7, 4, 5, 2, 8)
k = 2, b = (2, 7), e = (5, 8)
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B1 = (10, 7, 4, 5), B2 = (3, 1)
Step 1. parfor r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} do
π(0) := π(n + 1) := π∗ (0) := π∗ (n + 1) := −1;
(π∗ )−1 (0) := (π∗ )−1 (n + 1) := −1;
if (preceding position in π is identical as in π∗ , i.e.
π(r − 1) = π∗ ((π∗ )−1 (π(r)) − 1)) then
Bb [r] := 1;
else
Bb [r] := 0;
if (next position in π is identical as in π∗ , i.e.
π(r + 1) = π∗ ((π∗ )−1 (π(r)) + 1)) then
Be [r] := 1;
else
Be [r] := 0;
Step 2. parfor r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} do
if ((Bb [r] = 0) and (Bb [r + 1] = 1)) then
Bb [r] := 1;
else
Bb [r] := 0;
for sample input:
Bb = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
Step 3. parfor r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} do
if ((Be [r] = 0) and (Be [r − 1] = 1)) then
Be [r] := 1;
else
Be [r] := 0;
for sample input:
Be = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
Step 4. Determine the prefix sum of P elements from table Bb , i.e.
r

∀r∈{1,2,...,p} P[r] = ∑ Bb [i].
i=1

for sample input:
Bb = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
P = (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2)
Step 5. parfor r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} do
if (Bb [r] = 1) then
b[P[r]] := r;
if (Be [r] = 1) then
e[P[r]] := r;
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for sample input:
Be = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
Bb = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
P = (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2)
b = (2, 7), e = (5, 8)
Fig. 1 shows the implementation of Algorithm 2 in the form of pblocks procedure
of block determination with n processors using OpenMP parallelization library. This
algorithm was then run on the Xeon Phi coprocessor. The input data are: the size of
permutations in which blocks n, blocks ttn, a permutation pi and permutation – a pattern pi ptr are determined. Tables b b and b e, after the completion of the procedure,
contain the beginning and ending positions of the following blocks.

Figure 1: Function of the parallel block determination.

5. Computational experiments
A parallel procedure for the blocks determination has been implemented in C++
using OpenMP library. The data for computational experiments (permutations of tasks)
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were generated randomly. The number of elements of permutations changed in range
from 103 , to 107 . Computational experiments were carried out in a computing environment with shared memory - the coprocessor Intel Xeon Phi 3120 (space 6GB, 1.1 GHz)
enabling the use of 228 cores.
The aim of the first phase of the experiments was to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the (sequential) mechanism of blocks based on patterns. For this purpose, a procedure
for blocks determining was placed in the classic tabu search (TS), algorithm with prohibitions with tabu list determined of length 7. There were two versions of the algorithm
run - with and without blocks, for a predefined number of 1000 iterations. There was Percentage Relative Deviation (PRD), studied to solve the reference solution obtained with
the use of NEH algorithm (Nawaz i in. [10]) for test data from work [13]. The results
reported in Table 1, indicate that with nearly a twofold shorter time of the algorithm
running, the obtained results were much better (32.8% improvement over the NEH) as
compared to the version of the algorithm running without the block mechanism (29.0%
improvement over the NEH).
Table 1: Comparison of PRD to NEH for TS algorithm with and without the blocks 1,000 iterations.
n×m
20 × 5
20 × 10
20 × 20
50 × 5
50 × 10
50 × 20
100 × 5
100 × 10
100 × 20
200 × 10
200 × 20
Average

t[s]
2.2
3.0
4.7
35.7
48.4
73.9
292.1
391.9
604.7
3212.2
5255.5
902.2

tB [s]
0.8
0.9
1.2
17.7
22.0
28.3
181.8
203.8
266.4
1791.1
2497.7
455.6

PRD
-30.0
-29.5
-29.8
-32.5
-29.6
-28.3
-30.7
-28.1
-27.9
-26.7
-26.2
-29.0

PRDB
-32.7
-31.6
-30.7
-34.1
-34.5
-31.8
-36.7
-33.6
-31.6
-32.9
-31.1
-32.8

The second phase of the experiment consisted of measuring the acceleration of the
procedure for the parallel determining of the blocks. The results of computational experiments for the co-processor Intel Xeon Phi 3120 were shown in Tables 2 and 3 and
presented in Fig. 2 and 3. For a different number of tasks in permutation the acceleration initially increases quite rapidly, reaches a maximum, and then decreases slowly.
The number of processors for which the maximum acceleration is reached depends on
the size of the problem. Using the notion of scalability of parallel algorithms one can
say that for 5000 · 103 tasks in a permutation parallel method for block determination is
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characterized for p = 1, 2, . . . , 32 with a strong scalability, since with an increase in the
number of processors the speedup increases (Fig. 3).
Table 2: Speedup of pblocks procedure.
λ(1)
p=2 p=4 p=6
p=8
1
0.003 0.001 0.001
0.001
2
0.008 0.004 0.003
0.004
5
0.018 0.008 0.008
0.007
10
0.037 0.016 0.017
0.017
20
0.078 0.033 0.036
0.043
50
0.308 0.154 0.165
0.143
100
0.632 0.441 0.458
0.443
200
0.961 0.915 0.986
1.047
500
1.229 1.578 1.889
2.061
1000 1.309 1.943 2.498
2.773
2000 1.302 2.255 2.994
3.490
5000 1.366 2.478 3.431
4.160
10000 1.398 2.584 3.612
4.461
(1) λ = n · 103 , coprocessor Intel Xeon Phi 3120A

p = 10
0.001
0.003
0.007
0.015
0.033
0.147
0.400
0.980
2.171
3.024
3.810
4.880
5.266

Table 3: Speedup of pblocks procedure.
λ(1)
p = 16 p = 32 p = 64
p = 128
1
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
2
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.001
5
0.007
0.006
0.006
0.004
10
0.015
0.013
0.012
0.008
20
0.033
0.029
0.023
0.019
50
0.129
0.129
0.100
0.073
100
0.400
0.347
0.261
0.195
200
0.988
0.884
0.697
0.507
500
2.234
2.222
1.799
1.285
1000
3.360
3.552
2.967
2.278
2000
4.679
5.307
4.961
3.853
5000
6.306
8.270
8.154
7.043
10000 7.091
9.766 10.775
9.679
(1) λ = n · 103 , coprocessor Intel Xeon Phi 3120A
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Figure 2: Dependency of speedup on the number of processors – Intel Xeon Phi 3120A.

Figure 3: Dependency of speedup on the number of tasks – Intel Xeon Phi 3120A.
6. Conclusions and comments
This paper presents a new concept of blocks for a cyclic flow shop problem with
machine setups, using multiple patterns of different sizes. Patterns represent the optimal
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order of visiting cities in a traveling salesman problem, ensuring block properties in the
problem. The use of the block properties enables for a significant reduction in the number
of viewed neighbors in metaheuristic algorithms based on viewing the neighborhoods.
Future work in the work’s field could be focused on the extension of the pattern approach
(which creates blocks in a solution) by researching a distance measure based on the
pattern-based neighborhood.
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Availability analysis of selected mining machinery
JAROSŁAW BRODNY, SARA ALSZER, JOLANTA KRYSTEK and MAGDALENA TUTAK

Underground extraction of coal is characterized by high variability of mining and geological conditions in which it is conducted. Despite ever more effective methods and tools, used
to identify the factors influencing this process, mining machinery, used in mining underground,
work in difficult and not always foreseeable conditions, which means that these machines should
be very universal and reliable. Additionally, a big competition, occurring on the coal market,
causes that it is necessary to take action in order to reduce the cost of its production, for eg.
by increasing the efficiency of utilization machines. To meet this objective it should be proceed with analysis presented in this paper. The analysis concerns to availability of utilization
selected mining machinery, conducted using the model of OEE, which is a tool for quantitative
estimate strategy TPM. In this article we considered the machines being part of the mechanized
longwall complex and the basis of analysis was the data recording by the industrial automation
system. Using this data set we evaluated the availability of studied machines and the structure
of registered breaks in their work. The results should be an important source of information for
maintenance staff and management of mining plants, needed to improve the economic efficiency
of underground mining.
Key words: OEE model, TPM strategy, effectiveness, mining machines.

1.

Introduction

The process of the underground exploitation of the coal is very complicated and it
is characterized by a huge changeability of mining and geological conditions in which
it takes place. The globalization and the growing competition in the energy resources
industry forces national mining companies, which want to remain on the market, to take
actions one of which goal is higher level of resources use. In particular, it regards to all
type of machines and devices.
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Concentration of extraction, realized by reducing the number of longwalls and, at
the same time, increasing their performance, makes that the mine’s activity is based
mostly on one or two working longwalls. Therefore, it is obvious that the effectiveness
of the entire mining company depends on efficiency and proper work organization in
these longwalls. One of the factors having a significant impact on the effectiveness is
optimal capacity utilization of machines, which directly translates into improvement of
work efficiency and productivity in these companies. Taking any actions, it is necessary
to take into account the specifics of mining companies, which belong to the group of
the open plant and differ significantly from stationary enterprises in other industries. In
the underground mining exploitation, there is a high risk which is the result of various
types of natural hazards and specific work environment. During the exploitation, there
are often disturbances of the production process and that generates losses and causes an
increase in the cost of coal excavation. The causes of these disturbances are technological
as well as technical and organizational factors [10]. Additional costs are generated not
only by stopping the extraction process but these are also "lost profits", which are equal
to the potential production volume at the time of the stoppage.
The process of coal production involves several stages of which the most important
is the obtaining of useful mineral in the exploitation phase (Fig. 1). This exploitation is
based on a mechanical cutting out the useful mineral from the rock mass and transporting
it from the zone of direct exploitation. Currently, due to the fact that the exploitation process is mostly realized by the longwall system (long, easy for mechanization operational
fronts), this zone is called the zone of the longwall face.
Shown in Figure 1 a simplified scheme of coal production process includes also
horizontal transport of excavated material to the shaft zone, from which it is transported
to the surface by devices using for vertical transport. Subsequently, the output goes to the
processing plant and there after taking part with enrichment process the final product, in
the form of the right coal with definite parameters, is obtained.

Figure 1: Simplified scheme of coal production process.
The coal cutting process is closely related to the life cycle of the excavation operation
mining excavation (called the exploited longwall) and it is shown in Figure 2.
This cycle includes three phases, namely the exploited longwall preparation (so
called the disarmament and start-up), the main exploitation and liquidation. All these
phases are important for the effectiveness of exploitation process but the final economic
result is mainly determined by the second phase, during which the main mineral exploitation is carried out. The proper run of this phase is strongly affected by any type of
devices including mining machinery, which take part with the exploitation process and
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Figure 2: The life cycle of the exploited longwall.
minerals transport, and devices, which protect the whole operational zone (for example
mining roof support). Their reliability, availability and performance largely determine
the economic efficiency of the whole longwall exploitation. In order to achieve the best
results, it is necessary to take actions aimed at optimum use of operated machines by
for instance their proper selection to mining and geological conditions, in which they
work, providing adequate preventive maintenance, control, etc. A tool that successfully
stabilizes machinery’s work and at the same time optimizes the cost of its operation is
methodology, originating from Japan, for the comprehensive management of machinery
and equipment effectiveness, called TPM (Total Productive Maintenance) [1, 2, 5, 7]. To
take effective actions in this area it is necessary to conduct research and analysis that are
aimed at determining the real utilization of machines on the basis of credible information. For this purpose research, which are described in this paper, has been conducted.
So far, research, which has been carried out in this area, was based only on failure
analysis of mining equipment and it was leaned on notes made in the dispatcher’s registers. The relatively low reliability of the data made it impossible to determine the actual
use of mining equipment and identify the structure and reasons of downtime occurring
during working.
In this paper, the data obtained from the industrial automation system was the basis
of availability analysis of chosen mining machines. This system, independently from the
machine’s operators, registers number of machinery parameters in a discreet way. Based
on obtained data, an effectiveness analysis of the use of a set of mining equipment belonging to the mechanized longwall system, which is used for direct coal cutting and
transporting excavated material from the zone of a longwall face, was conducted. This
system also includes mining roof support, which protects mining excavation, and a set of
devices that are necessary to carried out the exploitation. Research involved the work of
the longwall shearer, the armoured face conveyor, the beam stage loader and the crusher.
Machines availabilities and structure of registered breaks in their work were determined
on the basis of the obtained data. The study was conducted based on the Total Productive
Maintenance strategy (TPM) using the assumptions of the Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) model, which is a tool used for quantitative evaluation of this strategy [1, 3,
4, 6, 8, 9, 11].
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2.

The TPM strategy and the OEE model

One of the areas where there are opportunities to effectively reduce the cost of mining production is the effectiveness of the use of resources, especially, the mining machinery. Recent years, in Polish underground mining thanks to dynamic technical progress,
better and better machines are designed, produced and operated and thus these machines
are also more expensive. The increase in technical capabilities of these machines, which
are, in many cases, highly modern and powerful, and whose level of reliability is very
high, does not always make the benefits linked with their use [10, 12].
The strategy, which is successfully used by stationary production plants to analyze
the effectiveness of the equipment use, is Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) [1, 2, 5,
7]. According to the strategy, improvement of the economic efficiency can be achieved
through a set of actions and activities aimed at machinery, equipment and other technical
measures (renewable resources) maintaining in a failure-free and faultless state, reducing the number of failures, unplanned downtime and lack. This strategy also refers to
the human factor, assuming that the effectiveness increasing process of machines and
devices has to include changes in the perception of particular technical and organizational activities by employees, to be efficient. Therefore, it is justified to take measures
aimed at making employees aware that their knowledge, skills, engagement, responsibility and awareness of their role in the machine maintenance are necessary condition to
succeed in this field. Identification of employees with the company, in which they work,
is one the assumptions of the TPM strategy. Its application is aimed at reducing failures,
unplanned downtime, including so-called micro-downtime, and increasing performance
and improving production quality. [2, 5, 7].
In order to effectively make organizational and technical changes, which can result in
the improvement of effectiveness of the use of the production resources, it is necessary
to analyze the initial state. A tool that allows carrying out such analysis and, at the
same time, quantifying the effectiveness of the TPM strategy is the Overall Equipment
Effectiveness indicator. [4, 6, 8, 9, 11]. This indicator is the product of three components
which include availability and performance of the studied machine and the quality of
the obtained product. The values of the partial indicators and the OEE indicator are
determined based on the following formula:
OEE = A · P · Q

(1)

where: A – availability, P – performance, Q – quality.
D=

Do − Dt
· 100%
Do

(2)

where: Dt – downtime, Do – total time available.
W=

Wr
· 100%
Wn

(3)
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where: Wr – the real performance during the work shift in tons of excavated material, Wn
– the performance founded in the technological plan for the very longwall in tons.
J=

Ja
· 100%
Jc

(4)

where: Ja – the real quality of excavated material (that includes the amount of gangue
content and sortiment of excavated material), Jc – the quality founded in the technological plan.
Therefore, it is justified to claim that the final indicator (OEE) shows the level of use
of the basic time which is needed to achieve a full production.
To determine the value of this indicator for some machine or production system it
is very important to identify the causes because of which time losses occur. The most
important causes are following [6, 8, 11]:
• failures which are defined as unplanned and often impossible to predict stoppage
of the machine for technical reasons, and they make a value of availability indicator decrease as in case of pipeline production process (Fig. 1).
• unplanned downtimes whose the most common causes are logistical problems.
Losses resulting from this cause make the value of availability decrease but it is
relatively easy to reduce them by, for example, appropriate organizational activities.
• minor failures and stoppages which are most often the result of technical problems
and they are removed by operators. They are treated as speed losses and affect a
reduction of the performance indicator.
• rearming understood as a change of machine’s equipment. In general, it is assumed
that rearming is preparing a machine for production process but when the normative time intended to carry out this operation is exceeded, the excess is treated as
a loss that make the availability value decrease.
• setting which is treated similarly as rearming.
• loss of performance that are a result from the slowdown of a machine or a system.
Errors resulting from improper control, preventive stoppages or exceeded operating parameters (for instance temperature or pressure) can be reasons.
• defective product that causes loss of time which has to be designed to produce a
new good product. It reduces the OEE value in the area of quality.
According to the overall equipment effectiveness model for each of studied machines
and the entire set of the machines it is necessary to determine the partial indicators in the
area of availability, performance and product quality (carbon).
Presented example is focused on the first partial indicator of the OEE model which is
the availability indictor of studied equipment. In the next stages of conducted studies it
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is necessary to expand this analysis because it should include other indicators as well in
order to determine the Overall Equipment Effectiveness indicator for each of examined
machines and for the whole set of mining machines.

3.

Characteristics of the tested set of machines

The tested set of machines is a part of the mechanized longwall system which is
used for underground coal exploitation in the longwall. The longwall system is based on
cutting a useful mineral (in this case coal) in the zone of the longwall face whose length
can vary from approx. 60 meters to approx. 300 meters. Such long longwall makes great
opportunity to make cutting and transporting process mechanized and automated.
Figure 3 shows a scheme of a longwall excavation with the selected main parts [12].
Figure 4 shows its view during exploitation [3].
A set of mining machines, belonging to the mechanized longwall system, which is
presented in this analysis concludes the longwall shearer, the armoured face conveyor,
the beam stage loader and the crusher designed for crushing large parts of excavated
material.

Figure 3: A scheme of a longwall excavation.
The basic machine that is a part of the mechanized longwall system is the longwall
shearer. Its task is to cut the coal and load excavated material onto the armoured face
conveyor. The shearer is very important for the whole analyzed set of machines because
it is the first link in the technological exploitation process. The effectiveness of the analyzed set of machines, as well as of the entire operation process depends on the shearer’s
reliability. Coal cut by a longwall shearer is transported by an armoured face conveyor
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from the longwall to a bottom gate and then it is reloaded onto the beam stage loader and
transported out of the zone of the longwall face. The analyzed set of machines includes
also crusher whose task is to break large parts of coal to make it possible to transport it
further. Inefficiency of a crusher can cause that the exploitation will have to be stopped
due to the fact that the coal transport is then impossible.

Figure 4: A view of longwall excavation with equipment during exploitation [3].
Selection of such a set of machines used in this analysis is justified because the quantitative analyses of machines and devices failure that are conducted in mines indicate that
most of failures are caused by a cutting machine and conveyors [1, 3, 10]. Therefore, it
can be assumed that machines included in the longwall system together with a beam
stage loader and a crusher have the greatest impact on the effectiveness of the entire
exploitation process.
From the reliability point of view, the studied set of machines is a serial structure
system and it means that it properly works when all its components are efficient (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: A scheme of reliability structure of the studied system.
Selected parameters of the tested machines are summarized in Table 1. It is important
to noticed that some of these parameters are given in two versions: as nominal values
and as values that can be achieved by the specific machine in the conditions which are
characteristic for the particular longwall.
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Table 1: Selected technical parameters of the studied machines
Machine

The longwall shearer

Armoured face conveyor
Beam stage loader
Crusher

Parameter

Value of
parameter

Value of parameter
in longwall conditions

Maximum installed power:
– cutting heads
– feed
– hydraulic
Work speed
Engines power
Conveyor’s performance
Installed power
Maximum performance
Engines power
Maximum performance

2×375 kW
2×60 kW
2×13 kW
0–12 m/min
3 × 400 kW
1200 t/h
1 × 300 kW
2000 t/h
1 × 200 kW
4000 t/h

2×375 kW
2×60 kW
2×13 kW
0–12 m/min
3 × 400 kW
1200 t/h
1 × 300 kW
1200 t/h
1 × 200 kW
1200 t/h

4. Determination of availability of the studied set of machines
The specificity of mining industry was taken into consideration during preparing
the methodology for determining the OEE for mining machinery. Data collected by an
industrial automation system were used to calculate availability of these machines. It
was assumed that real work time is difference between total time available included in
standard (normative time) and unplanned downtime. This is the time when machines did
not work (current consumption of their motors was zero) and there were no problems
related to the difficult mining conditions. Thus, the methodology for determining this
OEE index included a thorough analysis of registered downtimes and their causes. The
specificity of mining exploitation allows for occurrence of such cases that breaks at work
of machines are caused by objective factors which are independent of these machines.
Performance and quality indicators were also specified using different approach than in
case of closed companies. The mass of disintegrated rock related to the value provided
in standard was taken into account when calculating performance index. However, in the
case of determining the quality index, amount of waste rock in production and sortiment
of coal were included.
The whole methodology for determining OEE is therefore based on data not used
for other production companies. Its originality results from its adaptation to the mining
specificity.
The basis for determining the indicators of availability of each of the studied machine was data which was recorded in the zero-one system. Figure 6 shows an example
of temporal waveform of longwall shearer’s work in during work shift (lasting 360 minutes).
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Figure 6: Temporal waveform of longwall shearer’s work during one work shift.
Analyzed work shift’s real (actual) time in case of the longwall shearer was 13590
seconds and downtime amounted to 8010 seconds. For this change availability rate was
therefore 58.9
Figure 7 shows the calculated values of availability indicator of the studied longwall
shearer for 64 work shifts and the average value of this indicator during analyzed period
(work shift availability and average availability).

Figure 7: The values of availability indicator of the longwall shearer.
In the similar way, the values of availability indicator of the other studied machines,
which are the parts of the longwall system, were determined. (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8: The values of availability indicator of particular machines of the examined set.
Table 2: Selected technical parameters of the studied machines

Machine

Average daily values
of availability indicator, %

The longwall shearer
Armoured face conveyor
Beam stage loader
Crusher
The entire set of machines

66,63 ± 5,97
70,36 ± 5,27
71,25 ± 4,61
62,06 ± 6,65
67,55 ± 6,72

Maximum daily
values of
availability
indicator, %
77,36
82,45
82,65
77,43
82,65

Maximum daily
values of
availability
indicator, %
54,21
60,34
63,53
49,45
49,45

On the basis of calculations the average, maximum and minimum daily values of
availability indicator of these machines and of the entire set of machines were determined (Table 2).
According to the analysis of the results, it can be claimed that the availability values
of the machines are on the low level. Their average value did not exceed 75% for any of
the tested machines. It is worth noticing that 75% is widely assumed to be the acceptable
lower threshold.
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Determined temporal waveforms of machines’ work also enabled to determine the
structure of the breaks during work. Figure 9 shows a summary of these breaks in case
of the studied longwall shearer for all 64 work shifts. Percentage share of the particular
breaks (divided into ten categories) was related to the total break time during all studied
time.

Figure 9: The structure of the breaks in longwall shearer’s work.
It can be concluded, base on the results, that the breaks, the duration of which is in
the range of 20 to 25 minutes (represent 18% of all time of the breaks), have the highest
percentage share of the total breaks time during longwall shearer’s work. The diagram
clearly shows that the most important for work of this machine are the breaks whose
duration is above 5 minutes and which represent approximately 85% of all registered
breaks.

5.

Conclusions

One of the areas, where there are opportunities to effectively reduce the cost in mining companies, is that one which includes a selection and a use of all types of technical
equipment, in particular mining machinery. It is necessary to acquire adequate knowledge about the level of a technical resources use in these companies to make taken actions efficient.
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Presented methodology for determining the indicator of effectiveness of the mining
machines’ use based on data obtained from a industrial automation system should be
an important source of knowledge that is necessary to assess the state of machines’
work. The conclusions coming from the analysis of the indicators and, in particular,
from their variation referred to the taken actions should be the basis for decisions made
by appropriate services in order to optimize the use of these machines.
In the present case, the data obtained from the industrial automation system was the
primary source of information and based on it, availability indicators of the studied machines were determined. It guaranteed their credibility (and it eliminated the inaccuracy
of the registration carried out by dispatchers) and it made the opportunity to register all
types of downtime in real time. To identify the causes of the recorded breaks, especially
unplanned ones, it is necessary to use the information gained from dispatchers of these
machines, but in this area special actions (like trainings), which will raise awareness of
the employees, should be taken. Implementation of both of these sources of information
should guarantee to obtain reliable and credible information about the state of the studied
machines which are essential for the services supervising their use.
The results of the study clearly indicate that there are a lot of reserves in the availability area of examined mining machines and the indicators values are unsatisfactory. In
order to improve this situation, it is justified to continue a study and to more completely
diagnose the causes resulting in such low values of these indicators.
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The effect of cigarette smoking on endothelial damage
and atherosclerosis development – modeled and
analyzed using Petri nets
KAJA CHMIELEWSKA, DOROTA FORMANOWICZ and PIOTR FORMANOWICZ

Atherosclerosis as one of the crucial causes of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) is the leading
reason of death worldwide. One of the contributing factors to this phenomenon is endothelial
dysfunction, which is associated with the impact of various agents and their interactions. Tobacco smoke is one of the well known factors here. For better understanding of its significance
a model of its impact on atherosclerotic plaque formation has been proposed. The model contains selected aspects of the influence of tobacco smoke, dual function of nitric oxide (NO)
(influence of various mechanisms on NO bioavailability), oxidative stress which promotes low
density lipoproteins oxidation, macrophages significance and other mechanisms leading to an
aggravation of the endothelial disturbances. The model has been built using Petri nets theory
and the analysis has been based on t-invariants. This approach allowed to confirm the important
role of inflammation and oxidative stress in atherosclerosis development and moreover it has
shown the considerable influence of the cigarette smoke.
Key words: atherosclerosis, endothelial dysfunction, cigarette smoking, modeling, Petri
nets, t-invariants

1.

Introduction

Despite the progress achieved in recent years, knowledge of the mechanisms associated with atherosclerosis is still incomplete, what impede effective treatment of its
complications. Atherosclerosis is a complex and dynamic chronic inflammatory process
which occurs in arterial vessels. Modifications and interactions between various factors
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have influence on this disorder. One of the crucial phenomenon of this process is endothelial dysfunction accompanied by inflammatory process and oxidative stress. The
latter is associated with excessive production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). It reflects an imbalance between the amount of ROS and the ability to easily detoxification.
On the other hand, formation of free radicals, defined as any molecular species capable of independent existence that contains an unpaired electron in an atomic orbital, can
act positively through transmitting signals which stimulate repairing mechanisms. Moreover, inflammation, oxidative stress (respiratory burst) and other atherosclerosis-related
processes are additionally stimulated by cigarette smoking.
This network of dependencies is very interesting via its complexity and dynamics. To
better understand the nature of the entire disease process the systems approach has been
used, because analysis of individual/particular processes or events has been found to be
not sufficient [1, 9, 16, 29]. An analysis of the presented model allowed to systematize
knowledge about atherosclerosis and its key processes. Furthermore, significant components of the modeled system has been distinguished. The analysis of all mechanisms
and interactions between them requires mathematical methods and computer tools. In
this case healthy human organism is treated as a system in dynamic equilibrium and
a disease state is a consequence of inhibition or accumulation of some molecules. To
show the complexity of the presented process the mathematical model, based on Petri
nets theory [5, 20, 24], has been created. The analysis of the model has been based on tinvariants, which correspond to subprocesses occurring in the modeled system [12, 18].
Thus, similarities in t-invariants allow to identify subprocesses which interact with each
other and for this reason clustering of t-invariants has been done. Additionally, an analysis of MCT sets, which contain transitions corresponding to exactly the same t-invariants,
may lead to identification of significant functional blocks of the proposed model.
The model which has been described in this paper is an extended version of the
model presented in [3]. The first version of the model focused on endothelial damage
and mechanisms which occur in human organism, but it contains only few factors related to cigarette smoking. The extended model presented in this paper includes additional processes and molecules associated with smoking. Mechanisms which have been
included in the model presented in [3] promote inflammation and endothelial dysfunction. Selected additional mechanisms which have been included in the extended model
are modifications of lipids profile, promotion of prothrombotic state and formation of
thrombus.
2.

Methods

A structure of a Petri net is a weighted directed bipartite graph which consist of
two disjoint subsets of vertices, i.e., places and transitions. Arcs in such a net connect
vertices which belong to different subsets, i.e., transitions with places and places with
transitions [5, 20, 24]. In the case of modeling of biological processes places (represented
by circles) correspond to biological or chemical components. Transitions (represented by
rectangles) correspond to elementary subprocesses (e.g., reactions between molecules)
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[7, 18]. Other important elements are tokens which represent quantities of particular
components included in a model. The distribution of tokens over the places corresponds
to the state of the modeled system. Tokens flow through the net, and more precise, they
flow between places via transitions, what is related to activation and firing of transitions.
A transition is active, when the number of tokens in each place which directly precedes
this transition is equal to at least the weight of the arc connecting the place with the
transition. Furthermore, an active transition can be fired, what means that tokens flow
from each place directly preceding the transition to each place directly succeeding it
and the number of flowing tokens is equal to a weight of an appropriate arc. The flow
of tokens corresponds to a flow of information, substances etc. through the modeled
system [7, 28].
A graphical representation is one of the possibilities of representing Petri nets. It is
very intuitive and helps to understand the structure of a modeled system but is not well
suited for a formal analysis of its properties. For this purpose another representation,
called incidence matrix, is used. Entry ai j of such a matrix A = [ai j ]n×m , where n is
the number of places, and m is the number of transitions, is an integer number equal to
the difference between the numbers of tokens present in place pi before and after firing
transition t j [20]. Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of an exemplary simple Petri
net and its incidence matrix.

Figure 1: a) A graphical representation of a simple Petri net modeling synthesis of water;
b) an incidence matrix of the net presented in part a).
On the basis of incidence matrix A transition invariants (t-invariants) can be calculated [12, 18]. Such invariants play significant roles in an analysis of models of biological systems. A t-invariant is n-element vector x, for which equation A · x = 0 is
fulfilled. To every t-invariant x there corresponds a set of transitions, called its support,
which contains those transitions which correspond to non-negative coordinates of vector x, i.e., supp(x) = {t j : x j > 0}. t-invariants correspond to some subprocesses which
do not change the state of the system [12, 18]. An analysis of t-invariants is based on
similarities among them and may lead to discoveries of some interactions between subprocesses which occur in the modeled system. The net should be covered by t-invariants
what means that every transition is an element of a support of at least one t-invariant.
When the number of t-invariants is high the searching for similarities among them is usually done using clustering methods. According to them similar t-invariants are grouped
into set called t-clusters. Further analysis is then performed within the obtained clusters.
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Moreover, every t-cluster usually corresponds to some functional module of the biological system, so its biological meaning should be determined. In addition, also transitions
can be grouped into structures called Maximal Common Transitions sets (MCT sets),
which correspond to functional blocks. Such a set contains transitions being elements of
supports of exactly the same t-invariants [7, 8, 12, 28].
The general working scheme is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A scheme of work: through expert knowledge and checking various hypotheses to modeling and analysis of biological processes using Petri nets.
3.

Informal description of the modeled process
3.1.

Endothelial dysfunction

Initiation of endothelial dysfunction is related to presence of various factors, which
can have direct and indirect influence on the studied phenomenon. Some of them are
high blood pressure, increased glucose level in serum, high concentration of low-density
lipoprotein (LDL), cytokines, toxins, etc. The changes in their level/concentration may
be influenced by many agents, and cigarette smoking is one of them. The proposed model
includes selected aspects of the impact of tobacco smoke [15, 19]. Indirect endothelial
damage caused by cigarette smoking is understood as, inter alia: decreased quantity of
tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4 - which is a naturally occurring cofactor for the nitric oxide
(NO) synthesis by the nitric oxide synthases (NOS)), decreased quantity of LDL, ROS,
free radical and metals.
Damaged endothelium (caused by both direct and indirect mechanisms) expresses
vascular cell adhesion protein 1 (VCAM-1) and chemokines. These chemotactic cytokines allow for monocytes adhesion and in consequence they lead to diapedesis. Monocytes movement out of the vessel wall and transformation into macrophages is typical
inflammatory response [21]. One of the main function of macrophages is getting rid of
damaged cells. Transformation of macrophages into foam cells is a consequence of up-
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take of oxLDL through scavenger receptors. In normal condition macrophages after this
activity return to blood circulation, but in case when LDL serum concentration is high,
macrophages are still present in inflammatory area [27]. The modeled process includes
also much more sophisticated role of these white blood cells. Macrophages secrete cytokines, what leads to VCAM-1 synthesis on the endothelial cell surface and vascular
smooth muscle cells (VSMC) proliferation [21]. The presence of cytokines induces respiratory burst what results in creation of free radicals, accurately formation of superoxide
anion (O•−
2 ) [2, 21], which participates in oxLDL formation [23]. Harmful oxLDL are
absorbed by macrophages via scavenger receptors and form foam cells [10, 2], being a
crucial compound of atherosclerotic plaque.
3.2.

Nitric oxide

Nitric oxide is produced by a group of enzymes called nitric oxide synthases and is
involved in many cellular processes, some of them are: regulation of blood pressure, angiogenesis, apoptosis, platelets aggregation, LDL oxidation etc. NO plays important role
in CVD, where biochemical and molecular mechanisms which regulate NO bioavailability have significant function. These mechanisms can change NO concentration, causing
opposite functions of NO: positive and negative effect. Impairment of NO availability favor CVDs. In this case it promotes atherosclerosis [19, 21, 25]. Cigarette smoke has been
found to be another source that leads to decreasing of NO bioavailability [15, 19, 21].
3.3. The effect of cigarette smoking

Cigarette smoking is one of the major risk factors playing an important role in many
harmful processes. This part of the model includes selected aspects of its involvement.
Substances which are released, as cadmium, metals, free radicals, nicotine, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, aldehydes etc. are engaged in endothelial dysfunction, inflammation, respiratory burst, LDL oxidation and have an important influence on atherosclerosis development. Increased quantity of ROS, free radicals and metals stimulate LDL
oxidation, which results in reduction of NO bioavailability [15, 19, 21]. Nicotine, catecholamine, CO2 lead to increase of blood viscosity, which promotes formation of thrombus. Other elements such as increase and activation of platelets and also increased quantity of fibrinogen, tissue factor, plasminogen activator inhibitor-1, decreased quantity of
plasminogen activator and other remaining elements are additional contributors that may
stimulate thrombus. Thromboxane A2 and prostacyclin I2 (which also are secreted by
cigarette smoke) block the coronary blood vessels. These described processes have more
direct influence on atherosclerosis. On the other hand, there are mechanisms which have
indirect influence, like stimulating inflammation and endothelium dysfunction. Cigarette
smoke secretes macrophages and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which stimulates
chemokines - these molecules belong to inflammatory environment. Moreover, endothelial dysfunction stimulated by cigarette smoking is associated with modification of lipids
profile (decreased quantity of HDL and increased quantity of LDL and triglycerides). As
is widely known, high LDL level is one of the causes of endothelial damage. Therefore,
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it can be noticed, that cigarette smoke is an additional source which stimulates inflammation and aggravates atherosclerotic plaque formation.
4.

The model

In this section mathematical model of the analyzed biological system is proposed.
The model has been expressed in the language of Petri nets theory [20, 22, 24]. It has
been built using Snoopy software [13], and analyzed using R scripts.
The proposed model is shown in Fig. 3. For better transparency of the model it has
been divided into two subnets. The first, upper frame presents mechanisms, reactions
and molecules which are present in human organism. These processes are associated
with response on endothelial dysfunction, LDL oxidation, respiratory burst, NO synthesis and in consequence they may lead to development of atherosclerosis. The second,
lower frame presents mechanism, reactions and harmful molecules which are associated with cigarette smoke. These molecules are engaged in all inappropriate processes
like stimulation of endothelial damage, oxidative stress promotion and LDL oxidation,
reduction of nitric oxide synthesis, also increasing and decreasing quantity of various
molecules - which leads to creation of thrombus, increasing blood viscous and development of atherosclerosis. Table 1 includes the names of places which correspond to the
biological or chemical components and Table 2 contains the names of transitions which
correspond to the reactions and interactions between molecules (represented by places).
The main complications in the modeling and analysis are caused by inhibition reactions (mechanisms decreasing quantity of some elements/molecules). This process has
been modeled using Snoopy [13], which allows to use inhibitor arcs, but they are not
represented in the incidence matrix and in consequence they are not taken into account
in the cluster analysis. The problem of analyzing Petri nets with inhibitor arcs is still
open, therefore inhibition reaction was modeled using names of transitions “inhibition”
in the presented model. It might be a little unintuitive, so a two examples in Figure 4
have been presented:
• Cofactor BH4 inhibition:
– In normal conditions: cofactor BH4 increases affinity eNOS to L-arginine,
and it is important for NO synthesis (Figure 4 part a)).
– In case of BH4 inhibition: a decreased quantity of BH4 leads to inhibition
of NO synthesis (in the model this process is related with place “less NO”
(Figure 4 part b)).
• eNOS inhibition:
– In normal conditions: eNOS (nitric oxide synthase) is important molecule,
which is engaged in nitric oxide synthesis (Figure 4 part c)).
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– In case of eNOS inhibition: indirect inhibition of eNOS is caused by decreasing of BH4 and direct inhibition is caused by asymmetric dimethylarginine
(ADMA) (Figure 4 part d)).

Figure 3: The proposed model is divided into two subnets: the upper frame presents
mechanisms and molecules which are present in human organism and the lower frame
presents mechanisms and harmful molecules which are associated with cigarette smoke.
Other simplifications included in the model resulted from lack of precise data. Therefore, the model includes transitions with names: “increase”, “decrease”, “less NO”,
“NO”. The place “less NO” is related with inhibition of nitric oxide synthesis, and the
place “NO” is related with correct NO synthesis. The model also includes additional
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arcs which represent reversible reactions, for example: creation of active monocytes.
Chemokines and inactive monocytes are involved in creation of active monocytes which
can form a complex with VCAM-1 protein. In this process chemokines and VCAM-1
protein can be reused.

Figure 4: Simplifications caused by inhibition reactions: the left frames a) and c) correspond to situations in normal conditions and the right frames b) and d) correspond to
inhibition reactions.
Table 1: List of places. The column “No.” includes the place numbers and the column
“Biological meaning” contains the names of biological or chemical components.
No.
p0
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7

Biological meaning
healthy endothelium
damaged endothelium
LDL
high blood pressure
toxins
other factors
eNOS
asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA)

No.
p43
p44
p45
p46
p47
p48
p49
p50

Biological meaning
cigarette smoke
thromboxane A2
prostacyclin I2
nicotine
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
chemokines
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)
adrenaline
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No.
p8
p9
p10
p11
p12
p13

Biological meaning
iNOS
nNOS
NADPH
L-arginine
O2
L-NMMA

No.
p51
p52
p53
p54
p55
p56

p14
p15
p16
p17
p18

citrulline
NADP
NO if endothelium is damaged
NO if endothelium is healthy
macrophage colony stimulating factor
(MCSF)
monocyte chemotactic protein 1 (MCP-1)
NO
blood pressure
platelet aggregation
amplified cell caused by proliferation of
VSMC
peroxynitrite
superoxide anion
intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM1)
adhesion molecules
inactive monocyte
active monocyte
vascular cell adhesion molecule 1
(VCAM-1)
complex VCAM-1 and monocyte
foam cell
necrosis core
plaque
tissue factor
atherosclerosis
growth factor
cytokines
matrix glycoproteins
collagen
fibrous cap
white blood cells

p57
p58
p59
p60
p61

Biological meaning
noradrenaline
catecholamine
CO
alpha receptors
high blood viscosity
impairment of fibromuscular dysplasia
(FMD)
oxLDL
ROS
free radical
cadmium
aldehydes

p62
p63
p64
p65
p66

metals
thrombus
platelets
lipid profile
triglycerides

p67
p68
p69

HDL
FMD
apolipoprotein A1

p70
p71
p72
p73

selenium
less quantity of BH4
lymphocytes
neutrophils

p74
p75
p76
p77
p78
p79
p80
p81
p82
p83
p84

auxiliary place
macrophage
oxidative stress markers
endothelin 1 (ET-1)
plasminogen activator inhibitor 1
fibrinogen
von Willebrand factor
less NO
plasminogen activator
other mechanisms
BH4 cofactor of eNOS

p19
p20
p21
p22
p23
p24
p25
p26
p27
p28
p29
p30
p31
p32
p33
p34
p35
p36
p37
p38
p39
p40
p41
p42
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Table 2: List of transitions. The column “No.” includes the transition numbers while the
column “Biological meaning” contains their biological functions.
No.
t0
t1

Biological meaning
damage caused by LDL
secretion caused by damaged endothelium

No.
t58
t59

t2
t3
t4

auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition

t60
t61
t62

t5
t6
t7

t63
t64
t65
t66

stimulation caused by highly viscous blood

t9
t10
t11

auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
expression caused by damaged endothelium
inhibition of eNOS caused by damage endothelium
secretion caused by healthy endothelium
inhibition of eNOS caused by ADMA
auxiliary transition

Biological meaning
secretion caused by cigarette smoke
activation caused by nicotine and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
release caused by nicotine
induction caused by nicotine
induction caused by polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon
decrease O2 increase CO
activation caused by catecholamine
increase the viscosity of blood

t67
t68
t69

t12
t13
t14

auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
synthesis of NO

t70
t71
t72

t15
t16
t17
t18
t19
t20
t21
t22

auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
inhibition caused by LNMMA
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition

t73
t74
t75
t76
t77
t78
t79
t80

t23

high quantity of NO

t81

t24

regulation caused by NO if healthy endothelium
inhibition caused by NO if healthy endothelium
inhibition adhesion molecule
auxiliary transition

t82

stimulation caused by MMPs
direct damage caused by cigarette smoke
remodeling tissue caused by impairment of
FMD
damage caused by impairment of FMD
auxiliary transition
expression adhesion molecules caused by
oxLDL
expression caused by oxLDL
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
stimulation caused by oxLDL
expression caused by cadmium
increase caused by aldehydes
role in endothelial cell death
increase and activation caused by cigarette
smoke
prothrombotic
procoagulative
states
caused by increase of platelets
stimulation of oxidation caused by metals

t83

stimulation caused by ICAM-1

t84
t85

stimulation caused by adhesion molecules
stimulate respiratory burst caused by free
radical

t8

t25
t26
t27
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No.
t28
t29

Biological meaning
auxiliary transition
low quantity of NO

No.
t86
t87

t30
t31

high quantity of superoxide anion radical
reduction

t88
t89

t32
t33
t34
t35
t36

inhibition of oxLDL
oxidation
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition

t90
t91
t92
t93
t94

t37
t38
t39
t40
t41

adhesion of monocyte
transformation
uptake
secretion caused by macrophage
auxiliary transition

t95
t96
t97
t98
t99

t42
t43

destruction foam cell
formation of plaque composed of necrosis
core and fibrous cap
plaque rapture
activation of blood platelets
block of the coronary blood vessels
auxiliary transition

t100
t101

proliferation caused by growth factor and
cytokines
auxiliary transition
secretion caused by amplified cells
formation of fibrous cap

t106

auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
respiratory burst
simulation growth factor
prothrombotic states caused by plasminogen activator inhibitor 1
auxiliary transition

t110
t111
t112
t113
t114

creation caused by LDL
damage caused by endothelin 1
prothrombotic states caused by fibrinogen
prothrombotic states caused by von Willebrand factor
prothrombotic states caused by plasminogen activator
stimulate chemokines
auxiliary transition
increases the affinity of eNOS to Larginine
inhibition of BH4 cofactor
auxiliary transition 120
damage caused by high blood pressure
damage caused by toxins
damage caused by other factor

t115

inhibition of BH4 caused by smoking

t44
t45
t46
t47
t48
t49
t50
t51
t52
t53
t54
t55
t56
t57

t102
t103
t104
t105

t107
t108
t109

Biological meaning
modification caused by cigarette smoke
increase caused by modification of lipid
profile
auxiliary transition
decrease caused by modification of lipid
profile
tissue remodeling caused by FMD
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
increase caused by development environment inflammatory
decrease caused by cigarette smoke
increase caused by cigarette smoke
auxiliary transition
auxiliary transition
stimulation caused by inflammatory environment
auxiliary transition
formation caused by white blood cells
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5.

Analysis

5.1.

MCT sets

The proposed Petri net includes 84 places, 115 transitions, 21 non-trivial (i.e., containing more than one transition) MCT sets and is covered by 5344 t-invariants. For all
of the MCT sets its biological meaning has been determined and described in Table 3.
Table 3: List of non-trivial MCT sets. The column “MCT set” contains names of these
sets, while the column “Transitions” includes names of transitions contained in a given
MCT set. The column “Biological meaning” includes biological interpretation (functions
and mechanisms) of MCT sets.
MCT set
m1

Transitions
t12 , t13 , t14 , t15 ,
t16 , t21 , t22 , t29 ,
t30 , t31 , t32

m2

t56 , t96 , t100 ,
t101 , t103 , t104 ,
t105

m3

t60 , t61 , t62 , t63 ,
t64 , t65 , t66

m4

t46 , t47 , t58 , t78 ,
t82 , t85

m5

t89 , t90 , t91 , t92 ,
t93 , t115

m6

t39 , t42 , t43 , t50 ,
t51

m7

t94 , t97 , t98 , t99

m8

t25 , t28 , t108

m9
m10
m11

t4 , t112
t5 , t113
t6 , t114

Biological meaning
Nitric oxide synthesis without L-arginine leads to reduction of NO (Larginine is necessary to proper NO synthesis). This MCT set includes
two opposite processes: promotion of LDL oxidation and inhibition of
LDL oxidation by superoxide anion reduction to peroxynitrite. This second process acts despite inhibition of NO synthesis.
Increased of various elements caused by cigarette smoke. These elements have influence on endothelial damage and development of prothrombotic states (which stimulate thrombus formation and promote
atherosclerosis).
Nicotine induces catecholamine and releases adrenaline and noradrenaline, which lead to increased of the blood viscosity. This MCT set
includes stimulation of inflammatory response which is caused by polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon through stimulation of chemokines.
Secretion of aldehydes (it leads to increased quantity of ROS, which
stimulate respiratory burst), metals and free radicals (they have influence
on LDL oxidation and respiratory burst), thromboxane A2 and prostacyclin I2 (they promote atherosclerosis by narrowing of the coronary blood
vessels).
Modification of lipid profile (caused by cigarette smoke) stimulate decreased quantity of HDL, FMD, apolipoprotein A1, selenium and BH4
(decreased quantity of BH4 leads to inhibition of NO synthesis).
Response of damaged endothelium in which secretion of macrophages
is engaged. Macrophages uptake of oxLDL causes formation of foam
cells and also destruction (if oxLDL level is high). When foam cell dies
necrotic core is released and stimulates plaque creation (development of
atherosclerosis).
Development of inflammation caused by cigarette smoke. It simulates
macrophages to increase of cytokines secretion.
Inhibition of harmful mechanisms (platelet aggregation, proliferation of
VSMC, and other), when NO synthesis is correct.
Endothelial dysfunction caused by high blood pressure.
Endothelial dysfunction caused by toxins.
Endothelial dysfunction caused by other factors.
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MCT set
m12
m13

Transitions
t10 , t11
t18 , t19

m14

t20 , t41

m15
m16

t24 , t27
t37 , t38

m17

t44 , t45

m18
m19

t73 , t83
t80 , t81

m20

t87 , t88

m21

t95 , t106
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Biological meaning
Inhibition of NO synthesis caused by ADMA, which is eNOS inhibitor.
Inhibition of NO synthesis caused by L-NMMA, which is L-arginine
inhibitor.
Response of damaged endothelium and transformation to macrophages.
Precisely, damaged endothelium secretes chemokines, what induces
monocytes.
Regulation of blood pressure in case of proper NO synthesis.
The formation of VCAM-1 and monocyte complex, which leads to
macrophages transformation.
Development of atherosclerosis is promoted by plaque rupture and formation of thrombus.
Proliferation of VSMC is stimulated by LDL oxidation.
Increase and activation of platelets (caused by cigarette smoke) promote
atherosclerosis.
Increased quantity of LDL and triglycerides caused by modification of
lipid profile.
Decreased quantity of plasminogen activator caused by cigarette smoke
stimulates prothrombotic state and thrombus formation.

5.2.

Clusters analysis

The analysis of the presented model is based mainly on t-invariants, which correspond to some subprocesses occurring in the modeled system. The number of t-invariants
is dependent on the nature of the analyzed process. t-invariants can be calculated using many freely available tools, e.g., Charlie [14] or MonaLisa [6]. In our analysis tinvariants have been grouped into t-clusters and the biological meaning has been assigned to each such a cluster. Subprocesses corresponding to t-invariants being elements
of the same t-cluster can be related in some way and influence each other. For this reason
the analysis of clusters can be crucial for confirmation of some hypotheses and discovering of unknown properties of the modeled system. In Table 4 biological interpretation of
18 t-clusters has been shown. The clusters have been determined using average linkage
method and Pearson similarity measure. The Mean Split Silhouette (MSS) is an index
which has been used to identify the best clustering in the set of clusterings obtained
using various methods (cf. [7, 8]). MSS evaluates a fit of each t-invariant to its cluster
and an average quality of a given clustering [17, 26]. Calinski-Harabasz coefficient has
been used to find the best number of clusters [4]. This coefficient has been calculated
for clusterings whose number of clusters was in the range from 2 to 20 and the optimal
number of clusters has been indicated by its highest value.
The obtained results confirm that oxidative stress (respiratory burst) and inflammatory process are the main paths that are related with endothelial dysfunction. These processes lead to increased secretion of ROS and free radicals, which are involved in excessive LDL oxidation. On the other hand, LDL oxidation influence on harmful mechanisms
which are associated with decreasing NO bioavailability. These processes promote narrowing of the coronary blood vessels, stimulate increasing blood viscous and creation of
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thrombus which leads to development of atherosclerosis. Cluster analysis showed also
how big influence on the development of atherosclerosis has cigarette smoking. Both direct and indirect endothelial damage have influence on inflammation through increased
quantity of macrophages and cytokines. Disorders in prothrombotic states have influence on creating thrombus and increasing blood viscosity which more directly stimulate
atherosclerotic plaque formation.
Clusters analysis revealed how complex and wide is the interaction net of inflammation process and oxidative stress. Both of them are engaged in almost all mechanisms
which are described in Table 4. These results reveal which of the processes are crucial
for the modeled system.
Table 4: List of t-clusters. The column “t-cluster” contains names of t-clusters, while the
column “Biological meaning” includes their biological interpretations.
tcluster
c1

Biological meaning

c2

Tissue remodeling caused by impairment of fibromuscular dysplasia
(FMD) - it has direct influence on endothelial dysfunction.

t11

c3

The formation of VCAM-1 and
monocyte complex, which leads
to
macrophage
transformation.
Macrophages secrete cytokines
and growth factor, which lead to
proliferation of VSMC.
Cigarette smoke influence on development inflammation by stimulating macrophages. This cluster
includes also harmful activity of
macrophages, which leads to proliferation.
Endothelial dysfunction caused by
high blood pressure induces inflammatory response: secretion of
chemokines and adhesion of monocytes.

c12

c4

c5

Inflammatory response of damaged
endothelium: monocytes adhesion,
which are engaged in the diapedesis
(monocytes movement out of the
vessel wall and transformation to
macrophages).

tcluster
c10

c13

c14

Biological meaning
Endothelial dysfunction caused by high
LDL level. This LDL can be oxidized,
then oxLDL stimulates harmful proliferation mechanism and adhesion of
molecules. This cluster includes also inhibition of molecules adhesion and proliferation, when NO synthesis is correct.
Modification of lipid profile caused by
cigarette smoke has an influence on increased quantity of LDL. This LDL can be
oxidized, then oxLDL stimulate harmful
proliferation mechanism. This cluster includes also inhibition of molecules adhesion and proliferation, when NO synthesis
is correct.
Endothelial dysfunction caused by high
LDL level. This LDL can be oxidized,
then oxLDL stimulate harmful proliferation mechanism. This cluster includes also
inhibition of proliferation and molecules
adhesion, when NO synthesis is correct.
Endothelial dysfunction (caused by high
LDL level) stimulates inflammatory response, which is related with LDL oxidation (oxLDL stimulate harmful mechanisms).
Endothelial dysfunction (caused by modification of lipid profile in smokers) stimulates inflammatory response, which is related with LDL oxidation (oxLDL stimulates harmful mechanisms).
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tcluster
c6

Biological meaning

c7

Endothelial dysfunction caused by
other factor (for example high glucose level in diabetes) induce inflammatory response: secretion of
chemokines and adhesion of monocytes.
Endothelial dysfunction caused by
impairment of fibromuscular dysplasia (FMD) - it has direct influence on
endothelial dysfunction and induce
inflammatory response: secretion of
chemokines and adhesion of monocytes.
Endothelial dysfunction caused by
modification of lipid profile induce
inflammatory response: secretion of
chemokines and adhesion of monocytes.

c8

c9

Endothelial dysfunction caused by
toxins induce inflammatory response:
secretion of chemokines and adhesion of monocytes.

5.3.

tcluster
c15

c16
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Biological meaning
Endothelial dysfunction caused by various factors stimulates inflammatory response, this process is additionally stimulated by modification of lipid profile in
smokers. These processes have influence
on LDL oxidation and reduction of NO
bioavailability (inhibition of NO synthesis
caused by BH4 inhibition, eNOS inhibition by ADMA, L-arginine inhibition by
L-NMMA). In other side this cluster includes NO that have vasoregulatory functions and can inhibit LDL oxidation.
This cluster includes almost all mechanisms. Distinctive processes: respiratory
burst and LDL oxidation. Both are additionally stimulated by cigarette smoke and
aggravate atherosclerosis.

c17

This cluster includes almost all mechanisms. Distinctive processes: NO synthesis and inflammation, which are additionally stimulated by cigarette smoke.

c18

This cluster includes almost all mechanisms. Distinctive processes: NO synthesis and inflammation, which are additionally stimulated by cigarette smoke.

Conclusions

Systems approach is used for analysis of biological processes as complex systems.
This approach forces the detailed knowledge of the modeling process but it can be difficult due to a lack of data and contradictory information. On the other hand, only in this
way it is possible to know the nature of these processes, organize knowledge and even
discover new dependencies.
Cluster analysis allows the discovery of new and interesting biological meanings,
and also confirms the existing dependencies. Clusters are sets of t-invariants, therefore
the number of t-invariants is important. When this number is small, all the interactions
and dependencies can be considered and the biological interpretations can be determined. In the case of the presented model the number of t-invariants is very high (5344),
and some clusters contain over 1000 and 2000 t-invariants, which can be problematic
during the analysis. For this reason the descriptions of clusters 15-18 in Table 4 are more
general, but they consist distinctive processes. On the other hand, by focusing on the
smaller clusters dependencies can be determined in greater detail.
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Clusters which contain t-invariants associated with endothelial dysfunctions (caused
by high blood pressure, toxins, high glucose level in diabetes), always include a response of endothelial damage (stimulating chemokines and monocytes adhesion). These
endothelial dysfunctions can be caused regardless of cigarette smoking. However, subsequent clusters reveal a direct influence of smoking on endothelial damage which are
caused by impairment of fibromuscular dysplasia or modification of lipid profile. Clusters which include t-invariants associated with endothelial dysfunction caused by high
LDL level (which can be additionally stimulated by cigarette smoke) beside inflammatory response also include oxidation process. If LDL is oxidized, it results in reduction
of NO bioavailability. Clusters which contain t-invariants associated with NO synthesis
show interesting interactions. NO can act positively and negatively, which is dependent
on its concentration. Despite of mechanisms affecting the decrease of NO and promoting
of LDL oxidation, NO can act positively and can inhibit harmful processes. The analysis
of the clusters that include t-invariants associated with dual functions of NO showed that
it can inhibit proliferation. In two of the three clusters containing NO it was revealed that
it can inhibit adhesion of molecules and furthermore it can stimulate LDL oxidation.
Due to a lack of accurate data about the concentration of NO and a lack of information about the time of all of the studied reactions it is not possible to determine which
mechanisms occur more frequently or faster. Despite this fact, this study confirmed that
NO plays an important role in development of atherosclerosis.
The obtained results confirm that oxidative stress and inflammation are closely associated with endothelial dysfunction and development of atherosclerosis and both influence each other. These processes result in excessive production of ROS and free radicals,
which are engaged in LDL oxidation and reduction of NO bioavailability. Additional
source which stimulates these processes is cigarette smoking. The systems approach
that has been used in the study allowed for a better understanding of the analyzed process
and for distinguishing important signaling pathways. Participation of cigarette smoking
in the atherosclerosis appears to be indisputable. These results are consistent with the
literature.
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Information management in passenger traffic
supporting system design as a multi-criteria discrete
optimization task
ADAM GALUSZKA, JOLANTA KRYSTEK, ANDRZEJ SWIERNIAK, CARMEN LUNGOCI
and TOMASZ GRZEJSZCZAK

This paper presents a concept of an Integrated System of Supporting Information Management in Passenger Traffic (ISSIMPT). The novelty of the system is an integration of six
modules: video monitoring, counting passenger flows, dynamic information for passengers, the
central processing unit, surveillance center and vehicle diagnostics into one coherent solution.
Basing on expert evaluations, we propose to present configuration design problem of the system as a multi-objectives discrete static optimization problem. Then, hybrid method joining
properties of weighted sum and ε-constraint methods is applied to solve the problem. Solution
selections based on hybrid method, using set of exemplary cases, are shown.
Key words: multi objective optimization, discrete static optimization, Pareto solutions,
integrated systems.

1.

Introduction

In recent years one can observe intensive development of monitoring and diagnostics
systems enhanced by the development of modern technologies. It also applies to rail
vehicles, which devotes more and more attention in scientific publications, standards
and regulations due to the need to monitor individual modules of the vehicle as well as
some elements of railway infrastructure [1, 9, 10]. We found similarities in this process
in two countries: Poland and Romania.
Polish railway is after the liberalization process of the rail passenger market, where
there has been a significant increase in the shares of companies outside the PKP Group,
mainly local carriers from 1% to 48% [2]. An important factor in this process is the creation of market competition in the segment of interregional transport (dynamic developA Galuszka (corresponding author), J. Krystek, A. Swierniak and T. Grzejszczak are with Silesian University of Technology, 44-100 Gliwice, Akademicka str. 16, Poland. E-mails: {adam.galuszka,
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ment of the companies in the local passenger transport). This factor results in favorable
conditions for the development of new features and facilities offered by the railway.
Romania, after the 1989 revolution, has one of the most used railway networks in
Europe, but at the same time, lagging behind in maintaining its infrastructure. This,
combined with the economic decline of the 1990s, lead to a period of relative decline of
CFR group. Some less traveled routes, especially in rural areas, have been cancelled and
the existing rolling stock has entered in a lack of repairs period. The situation continued until 1998 when the National Society of Romanian Railways was reorganized into
four independently-funded institutions to increase the efficiency. Romanian railways situation has improved also due to a better economic situation of the country after 2000,
which allowed the start of major investment projects. A liberalization process allowed
the access to railway infrastructure to all licensed railway operators, which led to the
establishment of private rail operators. Some railway lines, so-called "non-interoperable
sections" were leased to private operators, passenger transport is done by them, using
their own or leased rolling stock [11].

Figure 1: The structure of the telemetry system of Supporting Information Management
in Passenger Traffic (ISSIMPT). The highlighted items are analyzed in the article
The designed system in its current state concerns the passengers safety aspect.
The system is realizable thanks to installation of following modules: video monitoring,
counting passenger flows, dynamic information for passengers, the central processing
unit, surveillance center and vehicle diagnostics and integration with the Control Center
according to diagram from Figure 1 [3]. Other modules configuration problem has been
considered in our earlier works [6, 7]. To some extent, the described project of ISSIMPT
affects the aspect of reducing the effect of the digital divide by providing access to Internet services implemented by the module wireless access to the Internet and Intranet
in public transport.
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As part of the work associated with the development of conceptual assumptions, for
each module, a team of expert reviewed three different methods of its implementation.
Each of the methods has been evaluated by the design team, with regard to three evaluation criteria:
1. Functionality and expandability;
2. Compliance with standards;
3. Costs.
The grading scale is following: 1 - very low, 2 - low, 3 - medium, 4 - high, 5 - very
high. It is worth noticing that grading in third criterium: Costs, high rating (high grade
in terms of costs) means low price.
Comparative analysis of possible construction of video monitoring module are presented in Table 1 and of passengers counting module - in Table 2. Other modules has
been analysed in similar way and finally all results are summarized in Table 3.
Considerations are based on Table 3 containing the assessment of the suitability of
all six designed modules that are mentioned above. The stated problem is the task of
maximizing the objective functions vector consisting of 3 components:
max ← F(x) = ( f1 (x), f2 (x), f3 (x)),

(1)

where:
• f1 (x) is a sum of grades in criterium 1, depending on method,
• f2 (x) is a sum of grades in criterium 2, depending on method,
• f3 (x) is a sum of grades in criterium 3, depending on method,
• x - space of feasible solutions.
The grades are in < 1, 5 > range, thus for 6 modules the range of sum values is < 6, 30 >.
1.1. Example

Let variant number 1 of feasible solution will be the choice of method 1 concerning
implementation of each of the build modules. Therefore on the basis of Table 4, the new
table describing this solution can be build (Table 3). It can be observed that variant 1 has
low functionality (low sum of grades in criterion 1), but is cheap (high sum of grades
in criterion 3). The example shows that the criteria are contradictory, thus there exist no
ideal solution of the problem, that is the indication of the best module build method.
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Table 1: Comparative analysis of monitoring methods
Parameter

Method 1
Machinist optical
observation

Method 2
Method 3
Standard
video Video monitoring module of ISSIMPT
monitoring within
the vehicle and the
railway station
Functionality
Vehicle operator Video monitoring Image observation, integration of modcamera ule with fire alarm. Observation of imand expansion observation. The allowing
possibility
method is limited observation from ages from mirror, track, pantograph and
by the field of cameras installed entrance cameras. Ensuring the security
view of the door on and within the of passengers and protection against atmirrors. Inabil- vehicle.
Ensur- tacks of aggression. Scalable system.
ity of entrance ing the safety of
monitoring.
structural and (partially) the safety of
travelers
Score:
1
3
5
Compliance
No compliance Partial compliance Compliance with the standards and curwith the stan- with the standards with standards con- rent guidelines
dards
and and the applicable cerning the strucguidelines
guidelines for the tural parts and semonitoring.
curity of passengers resulting from
the technical conditions.
Score:
1
4
5
General costs Low cost, low ef- Interference in the Interference in the vehicle hull, involv(installation,
ficiency
vehicle hull, involv- ing the need to install additional deobservation,
ing the need to in- vices. Upgradeability and scalability of
ease of use,
stall additional de- the system and integration by the newly
costs)
vices. Expandabil- developed modules. Open architecture.
ity and scalability High implementation costs, very high
of the system. Aver- efficiency of video monitoring system
age costs, high effi- adapted to the dynamic situation within
ciency.
the vehicle.
Score:
4
3
2
Scores scale: 1- very low, 2-low, 3-medium, 4-high, 5-very high.

1.2. Contribution

In the paper a method that optimally solves the problem of Information Management
in Passenger Traffic Supporting System design is proposed. This method joins classical
multi-criteria optimization methods: weighted sum and ε-constraint methods and was
proposed in earlier works to solve simpler problems [6, 7]. In section 2 the problem
of modeling system configuration as a optimization problem is presented, in section 3
optimization results are presented and, finally results are concluded in section 4.
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Table 2: Comparative analysis of passengers counting methods
Parameter
Functionality and expansion possibility

Score:
Compliance with standards and guidelines
Score:
General costs (installation, observation, ease
of use, costs)

Method 1
IR/thermal
Necessary deduction of
people movement direction, limited system,
low sensitivity, historical solution.

1
Compliance with the
standards.
5
Low cost, low efficiency

Method 2
Laser
The system is not intelligent, and there there
is no possibility of
distinguishing people.
Two people passing
through the laser beam
at the same time are
counted as one.
2
Compliance with the
standards.
5
Low cost, low efficiency.

Score:
4
4
Scores scale: 1- very low, 2-low, 3-medium, 4-high, 5-very high.

Method 3
3D stereosc. cameras
Observation and analysis of the dynamic image from 3D cameras,
which can be added to
the monitoring system.
Easy to verify of the
quantities entering/outgoing passengers.
5
Compliance with the
standards.
5
Precise measurement
with use of advanced
stereoscopic cameras.
Relatively high costs.
2

Table 3: Designed modules grades
Method
Videomonitoring

Passenger counting

Passenger information and dynamical timetable

Central unit

Surveillance center

Fuel consumption optimization

1:
2:
3:
1:
2:
3:
1:
2:
3:
1:
2:
3:
1:
2:
3:
1:
2:
3:

Crit. 1
1
3
5
1
2
5
1
3
5
1
3
5
3
4
5
2
4
5

Crit. 2
1
4
5
5
5
5
2
3
4
3
3
4
5
4
4
5
5
5

Crit. 3
4
3
2
4
4
2
4
3
1
5
3
3
5
4
5
4
3
3
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Table 4: Exemplary feasible solution

2.

The problem of system configuration choice as a multi-criteria optimization
task

Real optimization problems are often formulated as a multi objective ones, e.g. [4,
13]. It is assumed that the optimal solution is the indication of methods from individual
modules resulting from maximizing rating. Basing on Table 4 it is assumed that:
• i = 1, 2, ..., 6 is a module index,
• j = 1, 2, 3 is a criterium index,
• k = 1, 2, 3 is a method index,
then xi, j,k describes the values from Table 3 (i.e. x4,2,2 = 3).
The set of all xi, j,k constitute the space of feasible solutions Ω = {xi, j,k ∈ Zn :
1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for all i, j, k. The aim of the problem is to select the configuration resulting from the maximization of individual ratings criteria, that is:
• f1 (x) - criterium 1 defined as sum of grades for all modules.
f1 (x) = ∑6i=1 xi,1,k ; i = 1, 2, ..., 6; k = 1, 2, 3;
• f2 (x) - criterium 1 defined as sum of grades for all modules.
f2 (x) = ∑6i=1 xi,2,k ; i = 1, 2, ..., 6; k = 1, 2, 3;
• f3 (x) - criterium 1 defined as sum of grades for all modules.
f3 (x) = ∑6i=i xi,3,k ; i = 1, 2, ..., 6; k = 1, 2, 3;
For the exemplary configuration from Table 3, the values substituted to consecutive
criteria are:
6

f1 (x) = ∑ xi,1,1 = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 3 + 2 = 9;
i=1
6

f2 (x) = ∑ xi,2,1 = 1 + 5 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 5 = 21;
i=1
6

f3 (x) = ∑ xi,3,1 = 4 + 4 + 4 + 5 + 5 + 4 = 25.
i=1

(2)
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This states that the variant 1 has low functionality ( f1 (x) = 9) and low cost ( f3 (x) =
25)). Number of all possible configurations of the system is: L = 36 = 729.
On order to chose -the best-configuration, a hydride method has been applied. This
method consist of elements of weighted sum methods and ε−constraints [5, 6, 12]. The
objective vector has been divided into two sets: primary objectives Fp and secondary
objectives Fs :
Fp (x) = [ f1 (x), f2 (x), ..., fkp (x)]T ,
Fs (x) = [ fkp+1 (x), fkp+2 (x), ..., fk (x)]T , kp < k,

(3)

which leads to the following problem statement:
kp

min F (x) = ∑ wi fi (x),

(4)

fi (x) ¬ εi , i = kp + 1, kp + 2, ..., k.

(5)

′

x∈Ω

i=1

with constraints:
The advantage of the above problem formulation is that the result fulfills the secondary objective at least on ε level. Other objectives are meet according to the set
weights.

3. Optimal system configurations
For the described problem from equation 1, the divided objective functions are in
form:
Fp (x) = [ f1 (x), f3 (x)]T , Fs (x) = f2 (x).

(6)

Thus the problem can be described as:
min F ′′′ (x) = (−w1 f1 (x) − w3 f3 (x)), − f2 (x) ¬ −ε.
x∈Ω

(7)

Despite the objective function f2 (x) being called secondary, in the process of configuration selection it is the most important. Due to standards compliance assurance the
solution has to fulfill the given weights and constraints. Regardless of the set weights w1
and w3 , the solution ensures the standards compliance at desired level. Figure 2 presents
the objective subspace (− f1 (x), − f3 (x)) with Pareto solutions for ε = 27.
Thus, one can generate a set of optimization problems assuming different weights,
e.g.: case 1: w1 = 1, w3 = 1 (or w1 = 0.5, w3 = 0.5 if one normalize the sum of wieghts
to value 1) in this example the main objectives are equivalent; case 2: w1 = 0, w3 =
1, it is a border case, where optimization problem is reduced to costs; case 3: w1 = 1,
w3 = 0, it is a border case, where optimization problem is reduced to functionalities.
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Figure 2: Objective subspace (− f1 (x), − f3 (x)) with Pareto solutions for ε = 27

Figure 3: objective space for Fl problem
Table 5: Exemplary optimal solution

The optimal solution e.g. for ε = 28 is variant number 723 with objective function value
F ′′′ (723) = 44, while for ε = 27 is variant number 729 with objective function value
F ′′′ (729) = 46. The final system configurations resulting from the solution are presented
in Table 5.
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In order to compare the solution to possible solutions that are not limited by costs
we present solution space for limited two objective problem Fl :
Fl (x) = [ f1 (x), f2 (x)]T

(8)

in Figure 3. Pareto front is now limited to two solutions leading to values Fl (728) =
[30, 27]T and Fl (726) = [28, 28]T , respectively.

4. Conclusion
The article presents the problem of designing the system configuration comprising of
six modules as multi-criteria optimization task. Considered in the design of each of the
modules in three different ways, with each of the methods has been assessed by experts
in terms of the three criteria. Using the basic methods of multi-criteria optimization,
indicated sets of Pareto solutions of possible system configuration and sample solutions
optimized using assumed values of additional parameters. It should be mentioned that
pilot installation of integrated system has been implemented and succesfully tested on
electrical and diesel type passenger trains in Poznan and Warsaw, Poland, as result of
research and devolopment project No UOD-DEM-1-243/001.
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Sensitivity analysis of signaling pathway models based
on discrete-time measurements
MALGORZATA KARDYNSKA and JAROSLAW SMIEJA

The paper is focused on sensitivity analysis of large-scale models of biological systems that
describe dynamics of the so called signaling pathways. These systems are continuous in time but
their models are based on discrete-time measurements. Therefore, if sensitivity analysis is used
as a tool supporting model development and evaluation of its quality, it should take this fact into
account. Such models are usually very complex and include many parameters difficult to estimate in an experimental way. Changes of many of those parameters have little effect on model
dynamics, and therefore they are called sloppy. In contrast, other parameters, when changed,
lead to substantial changes in model responses and these are called stiff parameters. While this
is a well-known fact, and there are methods to discern sloppy parameters from the stiff ones,
they have not been utilized, so far, to create parameter rankings and quantify the influence of
single parameter changes on system time responses. These single parameter changes are particularly important in analysis of signalling pathways, because they may pinpoint parameters,
associated with the processes to be targeted at the molecular level in laboratory experiments.
In the paper we present a new, original method of creating parameter rankings, based on an
Hessian of a cost function which describes the fit of the model to a discrete experimental data.
Its application is explained with simple dynamical systems, representing two typical dynamics
exhibited by the signaling pathways.
Key words: sensitivity analysis, signaling pathways, measurement uncertainty, discretetime measurements.

1.

Introduction

Signaling pathways (or regulatory pathways) are cascades of biochemical processes
involving creation, degradation and modification of various molecules, specific for a
given pathway, as well as their transport between cellular compartments such as cytoplasm, nucleus, mitochondrium, etc. These processes are activated by events taking place
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inside a cell (such as, e.g., DNA damage), changes in extracellular environment (e.g. in
its chemical content or temperature), direct interactions with other cells (following their
binding) or physical stresses (radiation, mechanical stress). They are regulated by positive and negative feedback loops that in many cases are not fully understood. Therefore,
use of methods that have their origins in automatic control may help in learning these
mechanisms, through formulating hypotheses about the structure of regulatory networks
governing intracellular processes. Ultimately, such knowledge will support development
of the protocols of external regulation of cell behavior.
There are many methods that can be used to describe the dynamics of signaling
pathways. In this paper we are focused on deterministic models described by ordinary
differential equations, in which variables denote concentrations of molecules involved
in a given pathway. Each parameter (or, in case of Michaelis-Menten kinetics, a pair of
parameters) correspond to a single biochemical process.
Due to rapid advances in experimental techniques, our knowledge about biochemical processes occurring in living cells is continuously expanding. In the literature there
is a growing number of highly dimensional models, which describe the dynamics of signaling pathways components [1]. The more processes are taken into account, the more
complex models arise with a large number of parameters. However, methods of measuring biochemical parameters are limited and often inaccurate [2]. Therefore, any mathematical model should be checked with respect to its sensitivity to parameter changes. In
general, such model should be robust with respect to small parameter changes. Nevertheless, some parameters are always more important than others. The sensitivity analysis is
the tool to be used to determine how a change of parameters influences the system behavior. It provides information about the most important parameters that have the greatest
impact on the system output [3]. In the particular application that is considered in this
paper, each parameter is associated with a particular biochemical process. Hence, sensitivity analysis may provide insights into how biological experiments should be planned
to gain maximum information. Moreover, parameters with the highest ranking indicate
prospective molecular drug targets affecting a pathway that is involved in a given disease.
Sensitivity analysis have been developed for over half a century, initially for applications in engineering [4, 5, 6]. While sensitivity methods proved to be helpful in analysis
of various pathways [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], they were focused on simulation results whose
units were clearly determined (as concentration units). However, in most cases biological experiments provide data about the fold increase of the number of molecules or of the
concentration, while their absolute values are not known. In that case the same methods
of sensitivity analysis may lead to false conclusions [12]. Furthermore, measurements
are discrete in time with irregular and sparse sampling periods. Even if live microscopy
is used, data is collected every couple of minutes. For these reasons it is necessary to
develop methods which take into account specific properties of biological systems and
experimental data.
In this paper we present a new method for creating parameter rankings. It is based
on the Hessian of a cost function describing the fit of the model to discrete measurement
data [13]. The rankings allow not only to identify the most important parameters of the
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model, which is facilitated by the methods developed in earlier works [14], but allows to
quantify and rank the importance of single parameters. These parameters should be determined with the highest accuracy when developing a biologically relevant model and
may provide hints to indicate prospective molecular targets for new drugs [15]. In addition, the proposed method takes into account the measurement uncertainty at specific
sampling times, which is also an improvement over standard sensitivity analysis methods. Most of these methods assume that the model perfectly describes the biological
process, which is not true - mathematical models are built on the basis of experimental
measurements that are subject to uncertainty and in the case of biological experiments
may be very high.
In the following section the concept of stiff and sloppy parameters and the method to
find them are introduced, followed by the definition of the proposed ranking. Then, the
rankings obtained with the proposed method are shown and compared with those given
by standard sensitivity analysis for two models, each representing particular dynamics
exhibited by signaling pathways. Both examples show that the presented method allows
to create reliable parameter rankings that helps to identify parameters substantially affecting the fit of the model to experimental data.

2. Stiff and sloppy parameters
Sensitivity analysis is usually divided into two major categories: local and global.
Local sensitivity analysis describes how the system output changes when parameters
deviate in a close neighborhood of their nominal values. Global sensitivity, in turn, describes how the system output changes when multiple parameters are allowed to change
in a relatively wide range [16, 17]. The method presented in this work may be classified
as a local one.
Let the model be described by the state equation:
dX
= F(X, U, θ), X(t0 ) = X0 ,
(1)
dt
where X is a vector of state variables, representing concentrations or the average number
of molecules of proteins, enzymes or transcripts involved in the signaling pathway, U
denotes control vector, which is usually a scalar in biological systems, θ is a vector of
parameters. A solution of the described model is defined by:
X(θ,t).

(2)

Model quality can be evaluated using the least-squares cost function [13] that describes the difference between the variable values obtained from simulation and quantified experimental data:
Cs (θ) = ∑
n

1 (xs (θ,t) − xs,n )2
1 2
,
= ∑ rs,n
2
2
σs,n
n 2

(3)
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where xs,n is the value of s-th state variable in the n-th sample measured with the uncertainty σs,n , xs (θ,t) is a solution of the model at corresponding time t, while rs,i is
the residual describing the deviation of a dynamical variable xs (θ,t) from its measured
values. If the model perfectly fits to measurement data the cost function Cs is equal to 0,
and the vector of parameters θ, giving a perfect fit, is denoted as θ∗ .
To analyze model sensitivity to parameter variation, let us consider the Hessian matrix corresponding to the cost function Cs calculated at θ∗ . Since the value of one biochemical parameter may vary in the range of several orders or more from another, to
eliminate the impact of relative changes in parameter values the derivatives with respect
to log θ are taken [14]:
H Cj,ks =

∂2Cs
,
∂ log θ j ∂ log θk

(4)

where j and k denotes j−th and k-th parameter, respectively.
Instead of (4), the Hessian approximation H Cs can be used - the so called Fisher
information matrix J T J [18]:
J=

∂rs,n
.
∂ log θ

(5)

The Hessian matrix H Cs is positive definite and symmetric, so it has real eigenvalues
λ and eigenvectors v [19]. It describes the surface of deviations of the model from measured data. For a model with Np parameters the surface is an Np -dimensional ellipsoid in
parameter space. The principal axes of the ellipsoids are the eigenvectors of H Cs , while
the width (denoted by di ) of the ellipsoids along each principal axis is given by:
1
di = √ .
λi

(6)

The narrowest axes are called stiff and they define directions in the parameter space,
leading to large changes in the model response. The broadest axes, called sloppy, represent the directions along which parameters changes, even in a wide range, do not result
in a worse fitting of the model to experimental data [20]. The meaning of eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of Hessian H Cs is illustrated with a simple example of a hypothetical
model with two parameters: θ1 and θ2 (Fig. 1), where Hessian describes an ellipse in the
θ1 /θ2 parameter space, d1 and d2 denote the width of the ellipse along each principal
axis, corresponding to eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 , respectively, while v1 and v2 denote the
eigenvectors of H Cs and define the position of the ellipse. In this example, the eigenvectors v1 and v2 are associated with a large value d1 and small value d2 , respectively. Since
v2 eigenvector depends mostly on θ1 , this parameter is stiff, i.e. the change in its value
leads to much greater change in system response than in the case θ2 was changed.
It should be stressed, however, that models of signaling pathways are much more
complex and often include dozens of parameters. Therefore graphical presentation of
results illustrating deviations of the model from measured data is not possible. In this
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Figure 1: An ellipse illustrating deviations of the model from measured data in a 2dimensional parameter space.

case, plots showing parameter rankings are the preferred way of presenting the results.
The method of creating parameter rankings, proposed in this paper, is based on eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Hessian H Cs . R j , denoting the ranking value for the j-th
parameter, can be defined as:
v j,i
,
(7)
Rj = ∑
di
i
where di is the width of the ellipsoid along i-th principal axis, and v j,i is the element of
the i-th eigenvector corresponding to the j-th parameter.

3. Ranking examples
To show applicability of the proposed method, two examples are presented in this
section. Both represent typical dynamics exhibited by signaling pathways - with and
without oscillations. For each model its step response have been simulated and the measurements have been sampled for arbitrarily chosen time points, shown in the figures,
with 10% uncertainty.
The results obtained are compared to standard rankings based on the area under the
curve (AUC) of sensitivity functions with L1 norm [21] as a metric. While other methods
can be found in the literature [22], sensitivity functions constitute the most often used
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base for the rankings in local analysis of signaling pathways [7, 8, 10, 11, 23], unless it
is qualitative behavior of the pathway that is under consideration [24].
3.1.

Transcription-translation pathway

As the first example, let us consider a simple pathway, in which gene transcription
is activated, leading to production of mRNA and, subsequently, protein, whose concentrations are denoted by xm and k p , respectively. These molecules are degraded in a firstorder process. In the simplest case such system is described by linear state equations:
dxm
= km u − kdm xm ,
dt

(8)

dx p
= k p xm − kd p x p ,
(9)
dt
where u represents the system input (induction of transcription), km , k p , kdm and kd p are
mRNA and protein production and degradation rates, respectively.
Let us also assume that only the protein levels are observed in the experiment, i.e. x p
is the output variable.
Then, the system may be alternatively represented by the transfer function
K(s) =

X(s)
k
=
,
U(s) (1 + sT1 )(1 + sT2 )

(10)

whose parameters have been arbitrarily chosen as T1 = 1/kdm = 0.1, T2 = 1/kd p = 1 and
k = k p km /(kdm kd p ) = 1 (in this system only three parameters are identifiable).
The model step response with sampled measurements is shown in Fig. 2.

y

1

0.5
measurement data
model response

0
0

2

4

6

time [s]

Figure 2: The step response of a second-order inertial system with parameters T1 = 0.1,
T2 = 1 and k = 1 and the standard deviation of measurement data.

Parameter rankings, obtained with the procedure described in the previous section
are shown in Fig. 3a.
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Figure 3: Parameter rankings for the second-order system based on: (a) the proposed
method and (b) sensitivity functions.
The order of parameters importance is the same for both rankings. However, in the
ranking based on sensitivity functions, the change in system response caused by change
of T2 value is similar to the one caused by T1 change. The ranking created with the
method proposed in this paper assigns much greater importance to T2 , which is a greater
time constant and determines transient system response. These differences result from
taking into account the measurement uncertainty in the cost function Cs (3). As mentioned before, uncertainty of measurement, defined as the standard deviation σ, has been
assumed to be 10% of measurement value. Fig. 2 shows that the absolute standard deviation of measurements made at time-points: 1s and 2s (before reaching the steady state)
is smaller than the standard deviation of measurements in steady state. As a result, deviation of the model response at points with a lower σ will be treated as more important
than deviation at points with a higher σ. This explains the higher position of parameter T2 in our ranking, compared to the parameter k, which is responsible for the steady
state system response and according to Fig. 2 cannot be precisely determined due to
measurement uncertainty.
3.2. A closed-loop regulatory module

As a second example a model of p53/Mdm2 regulatory module has been considered. It is one of the simplest oscillatory systems that can be fitted to experimental data,
described by the following equations [25]:
d(p53)
= ms1 − kd1 · (p53) · (Mdm2nuc )2 ,
dt
(
)
d(Mdm2cyt )
MdM2cyt
s3 · (p53)3
− k1 k2 ·
= n · s2 + 3
,
3
dt
k2 + (p53)
s4 + (p53)
d(Mdm2nuc ) k1 k2 · (Mdm2cyt )
=
− kd2 · (Mdm2nuc ),
dt
k2 + (p53)

(11)
(12)
(13)

where the variables p53, Mdm2cyt and Mdm2nuc denote concentrations of total p53 protein, cytoplasmic Mdm2 and nuclear Mdm2, respectively. It is a minimal model reflect-
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ing oscillatory response of p53 protein to system excitation, e.g., DNA damage. The
parameters m and n are the numbers of p53 and Mdm2 gene copies, respectively, s1 , s2 ,
s3 and s4 are the production rates per gene copy, kd1 and kd2 are p53 and Mdm2 degradation rates and k1 , k2 are Mdm2-mediated nuclear import rates. Nominal parameter values
are given in Table 1.
Table 1: p53/Mdm2 model parameters.
Parameter

s1

s2

s3

s4

kd1
1 · 10−13

Value

16

8

80

1 · 105

Unit

s−1

s−1

s−1

−

s−1

Parameter

kd2

k1

k2

m

n

Value

2.2 · 10−4

3.5 · 10−3

2.3 · 103

2

2

Unit

s−1

s−1

−

−

−

number of molecules

Let the system output be the p53 concentration, measured, e.g., with an experimental
technique called Western Blotting. A characteristic feature of biological measurements,
including the one mentioned in the preceding sentence, is their large uncertainty, affected
by many different factors. As a result, the standard deviation of measurements may vary
significantly, as shown in Figure 4 (measurement points are marked for illustration only
- their values have been calculated in simulation, with the random error superimposed
on the results).
2

×105
measurement data
model response

1.5
1
0.5
0
0

5

10

15

time [h]

Figure 4: p53 model responses against the measurement data.

As in the previous example, two different sensitivity rankings have been calculated.
The results are shown in Fig. 5.
Methods used for rankings calculation produced different results. In the case of signaling pathways, it may be more difficult to determine the impact of individual param-
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Figure 5: Parameter rankings for p53/Mdm2 model based on: our method (a) and sensitivity functions (b).
eters since they may affect many characteristics of the system response. For example,
both parameter rankings indicate the high position of parameter kd2 , which affects the
amplitude of p53 oscillations and introduces a small phase shift. In the parameter ranking based on sensitivity functions the parameter kd2 is indicated as the most important,
while in the ranking taking into account the measurement uncertainty its position is
slightly lower. On the other hand, the parameter s4 has been found to be more relevant
according to our method. In order to determine which of these two parameters has more
significance on the fit of the model to experimental data, we performed simulations with
parameters kd2 and s4 changed by 15%. On Fig. 6 we compared received time courses
with the model response for the nominal parameter set and measurement data. When we
analyze Fig. 6 we find that despite the significant change in the model response caused
by change of the parameter kd2 , the model may still quite good fit to the experimental data due to measurements uncertainty. Therefore, in the ranking taking into account
the measurement uncertainty the position of parameter kd2 is lower. Similarly, we can
explain the differences for parameter s4 , which also significantly changes the model response, however, the model response after changing the parameter s4 by 15% slightly
worse fits to the experimental data.

Figure 6: A comparison of p53 model responses after the change of selected parameters.
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4. Conclusion
The new method for creating parameter rankings based on the known method called
sloppy / stiff sensitivity analysis has been proposed. It facilitates taking into account the
impact of measurement uncertainty, which is a major problem in analysis of any kind of
biological experimental data.
Two simple examples have been used to show that the presented method allows to
create reliable parameter rankings that helps to identify parameters substantially affecting the fit of the model to experimental data. This allows to choose parameters that
should be determined with the highest accuracy in the experimental research and, as a
consequence, the method can be used to plan biological experiments and helps to use the
funds for experimental research in the most efficient way.
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Vibration control in semi-active suspension of the
experimental off-road vehicle using information about
suspension deflection
JERZY KASPRZYK, PIOTR KRAUZE, SEBASTIAN BUDZAN and JAROSLAW RZEPECKI

The efficiency of vibration control in an automotive semi-active suspension system depends
on the quality of information from sensors installed in the vehicle, including information about
deflection of the suspension system. The control algorithm for vibration attenuation of the body
takes into account its velocity as well as the relative velocity of the suspension. In this paper
it is proposed to use the Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) unit to measure the
suspension deflection and then to estimate its relative velocity. This approach is compared with
a typical solution implemented in such applications, where the relative velocity is calculated
by processing signals acquired from accelerometers placed on the body and on the chassis.
The experiments performed for an experimental All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV) confirm that using
LVDT units allows for improving ride comfort by better vibration attenuation of the body.
Key words: vibration control, magnetorheological damper, linear variable differential
transformer, skyhook.

1.

Introduction

Semi-active automotive suspension systems [9] have numerous applications, especially for vehicles used in significantly varying road conditions. This type of suspension
is characterized by low energy consumption, inherent stability and ability to adapt to
different road conditions. Generally, semi-active devices used in vehicles are magnetorheological (MR) dampers [11], in which the relationship between damping force and
the piston velocity depends on the instantaneous viscosity of the MR fluid filling the
damper. This viscosity can be adjusted by the magnetic field induced inside the piston.
State of the MR fluid can be changed from liquid to semi-solid within milliseconds.
Controlling current flowing through the coil allows for modifying the MR damper characteristics according to the ride conditions. In the recent literature numerous algorithms
The Authors are with Institute of Automatic Control, Silesian University of Technology, Akademicka
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for the MR damper control can be found, such as, e.g., Skyhook or Groundhook [8].
In [6] linear and nonlinear feedback control algorithms for MR dampers are compared.
Besides, information about the road profile which is obtained in advance can be applied
in feed-forward control using, e.g., FxLMS approach [7].
Proper control of the damping parameters can be adjusted regarding to the information from different types of sensors, like LVDT [2], vision cameras [10], laser range
scanners [1], or using other measurement methods like, e.g., structured light, RGBD, infrared, ultrasonic sensors or multi-sensors approach [12]. Application of a laser
range scanner in the experimental ATV [5] was tested during a special student program
called PBL (Project Based Learning), but some disadvantages have been identified, e.g.,
changes of the vehicle position in the z-axis may result in replacing some of the scan
lines, and produce incorrect values of the distance between the scanner and the road
object. Besides, solutions based on image processing are computationally demanding,
whereas the real-time processing imposes limits on the architecture of the system which
should be simple, reliable and accurate. Thus, it is assumed that information about vehicle motion and, indirectly, about road roughness should be acquired from accelerometers
and LVDT sensors, which measure the suspension stroke based on change of the position
of the movable magnetic rod.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 refers to an experimental set-up together
with the architecture of the measurement and control system applied in this research.
In Section 3 Skyhook approach for vibration attenuation is described. Next, methods
of vertical velocity estimation are analyzed in Section 4, and experimental results of
vibration attenuation are presented in Section 5. Final conclusions are drawn in Section
6.

2. Description of the system
The experimental set-up is based on the off-road vehicle (see Fig. 1) modified by
replacing the classical dampers by the MR ones produced by the Lord Corporation. Basic
version of the test platform is equipped with the following devices: accelerometers from
Freescale Semiconductor, peripheral measurement and control units, the main controller
based on the Beaglebone-White single-board computer. In this research the measurement
system has been extended by additional devices, i.e.: LVDT sensors and dedicated signal
conditioners produced by Peltron, the National Instruments (NI) sbRIO platform which
serves as a controller dedicated to LVDT units, and an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit)
assembled using the STMicroelectronics integrated circuit.
Transfer of measurement data from accelerometers to the main controller through
the CAN bus is realized by a controller program written in C language. Software for
LVDT sensors has been created using LabVIEW which supports NI platforms. A NI
sbRIO platform is additionally connected to the main suspension controller via the RS232 communication protocol. Communication with IMU has been established using the
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Figure 1: ATV with vibration control and vehicle motion measurement system
same NI controller. The developed measurement and control system is presented in the
block diagram in Fig. 2.
Four three-axis accelerometers are installed on the vehicle body as well as four next
to each wheel. They are used for measuring the absolute vertical acceleration of the ATV
body (the sprung mass) and the chassis (the unsprung mass). However, the vibration
control algorithm requires estimates of the absolute vertical velocity of the body and
the relative velocity of the suspension system. Commonly, in order to obtain velocity
estimates, the acceleration signals are integrated. Here, LVDT sensors have been also
placed in the vicinity of the suspension shock-absorbers, on the same screws as dampers.
They measure relative suspension displacement of the suspension system. Therefore, the
LVDT signals can be differentiated and used instead of accelerometers for estimation of
the relative velocity of the suspension elements.

3. Vibration control
The goal of vibration control is the minimisation of vibration of the selected vehicle
part while driving through an obstacle, in this case a beam lying on the track. Shortly,
it means that the suspension should be soft when wheels reach the beam, but when the
ATV comes down, dampers should become harder to reduce oscillations of the vehicle
body.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed measurement and control system
A classical approach to vibration control in the semi-active suspension system is
based on the Skyhook algorithm [3], where the optimal control signal is able to isolate
the sprung mass from the base excitation. It means that a force generated by the damper
should be proportional to the absolute vertical velocity of the sprung mass vs :
Falg = −δ · vs ,

(1)

where the gain factor δ should be properly tuned to obtain good vibration attenuation.
Thus, the damper control signal (i.e. current controlling viscosity of the MR fluid in
the damper) can be calculated as follows:


 i (Falg , vmr ) for vs (vs − vu ) > 0,
(2)
ictrl =


0
for vs (vs − vu ) ¬ 0,
where: vu is the velocity of the unsprung mass (the base excitation) and vmr = vs − vu
denotes the relative velocity of the damper piston. The inverse model of the MR damper
[

−Falg − c0 · vmr − α0
i (Falg , vmr ) =
α1 · tanh(β0 · vmr ) + c1 · vmr

]2
(3)
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was identified in special experiments [4], where α0 = 62.42, α1 = 1340, β0 = 39.95,
c0 = 802.8 and c1 = 488.5.
It should be noticed that the following velocities are used in the above equations: the
absolute velocity of the vehicle body vs and under-body parts vu as well as the relative
velocity of the damper piston, vmr . They should be estimated based on the appropriate
measurement signals. Since each quarter of the vehicle suspension is controlled independently using the proposed Skyhook algorithm, the set of variables vu , vs , vmr , Falg
reflects any part of the suspension.

4. Velocity estimation
Usually, in this type of applications, a vertical velocity of the vehicle body is estimated by integration of a signal acquired from an accelerometer mounted on the body,
whereas the damper piston velocity is calculated as a difference between the estimated
body velocity and the velocity of the unsprung mass estimated using a signal from an
accelerometer mounted on the chassis, near a wheel. In order to improve the accuracy
of the current calculation according to (3), and consequently the quality of vibration
control, we propose to estimate the relative velocity vmr based on differentiation of the
signal from the LVDT sensor measuring the displacement of the damper piston.
4.1.

Data preprocessing

Since, 3-axis accelerometers were used in this application, signals measured by the
sensor was transformed into the vertical acceleration with respect to the vehicle’s reference coordinate system. Typical measurements taken from the accelerometer and the
LVDT deflection sensor located in the front right side of the vehicle are presented in
Fig. 3. These signals were acquired with the sampling interval 2 ms while crossing the
obstacle at zero control current of the MR damper. It can be stated that signal from the
accelerometer exhibits an offset caused by the gravitational acceleration as well as a big
noise induced by the vehicle engine. Also, the offset can be observed in the measured
deflection of the suspension caused by the non-zero point of the LVDT operation, but
influence of the engine noise is small.
Generally, two types of measurement disturbances can be distinguished in this case:
sensor-induced and engine-induced. The sensor-induced noise is an inherent parameter
related to the operating range of frequencies. Comparison of measurement noise and
measured signals in frequency domain is presented in Fig. 4. The sensor-induced noise
was acquired for a stationary vehicle with the engine off, whereas measurements were
taken for the vehicle driving the test route. Based on presented power spectral densities it
can be evaluated that signal-to-noise ratio for the whole 250 Hz frequency range is equal
to 51 dB for the acceleration measurements and 57 dB for the suspension deflection
measurements.
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Figure 3: Sample measurement signals: body acceleration (left), suspension deflection
(right).
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Figure 4: Power spectral density of measured signals and measurement noise for accelerometer (left), LVDT (right).
Because integration of signals may lead to problems with an offset and a signal drift,
so invariant influence of the gravitational acceleration was excluded from the resultant
acceleration signal a j by subtracting an estimated averaged acceleration aavg, j from the
raw measurement asensor, j :
a j (n) = asensor, j (n) − aavg, j (n),

(4)

where n denotes the time instant, and the averaged acceleration is the result of low-pass
filtering in the discrete-time domain:
]2
[
[
]2
0.001
· asensor, j (n),
(5)
aavg, j (n) = Hl p (z−1 ) · asensor, j (n) =
1 − 0.999z−1
where z−1 is the delay operator. Here index j refers to the relevant part of the vehicle
body: front or rear, and left or right.
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In the case of vehicle vibration control the frequency-range-in-interest of the acceleration signals varies from about 1 Hz to 25 Hz [9], so time constant of the low-pass digital
filter denoted here as Hl p (z−1 ) was set to 2 seconds resulting in a cut-off frequency equal
to 0.5 Hz.
Finally, the velocity estimation can be implemented as integration with inertia according to the following formula:
v j (n) = Hint (z−1 ) · a j (n) =

Ts
· a j (n),
1 − 0.99z−1

(6)

where Ts denotes the sampling interval and dynamics of the inertial part of the filter
Hint (z−1 ) can be characterized by a time constant set to 0.2 seconds. The estimated velocity of the vehicle parts are used in the Skyhook algorithm directly according to (2), or
they are used for estimation of the relative velocity applied in the inverse model (3).
In the second approach the relative velocity can be estimated by differentiation of
the signal from LVDT sensor measuring the displacement of the damper piston:
v j (n) =

(1 − z−1 ) · x j (n)
,
Ts

(7)

where x j denotes a deflection of a suspension.
4.2.

Experimental results

Both methods of velocity estimation were compared in experiments performed as
individual trips by a beam with a height of 0.08 m and for a vehicle speed of about
20 km/h. Vehicle vertical movement was recorded by 8 accelerometers and 4 LVDT
sensors positioned as shown in Fig. 1. Operation of the suspension system was tested for
the different levels of current controlling the MR dampers: 0, 0.07, 0.13, 0.27, and 0.53
A. Here only a few examples of experimental results can be presented.
Sample plots of the relative velocity estimated by both methods for 5 consecutive
runs for the same control current are shown in Fig. 5. This confirms the greater impact
of errors caused by subtraction of two estimates calculated by integration. It may suggest
that using LVDT-based estimates gives the opportunity to get better results of control in
comparison with the acceleration-based approach.
Repeatability of experiments was validated performing 5 runs for the same configuration of the suspension system. In order to exclude disturbances generated by the vehicle
engine signals were additionally filtered by the 20th-order Chebyshev low-pass filter of
first type with the cut-off frequency equal to 35 Hz. Next, the velocity was estimated and
time diagrams of velocity signals were averaged as follows:
v(n) =

1 5
∑ vk (n),
5 k=1

where k refers to a consecutive experiment.

(8)
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Figure 5: Vertical relative velocity of the left front part of the suspension for 5 consecutive rides for current 0.07 A, estimated using: accelerometers (left), LVDT (right).
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Figure 6: Vertical relative velocity of the right front part of the suspension estimated for
different control currents using: accelerometers (left), LVDT (right).
The averaged values of velocity estimates are shown in Fig. 6 and 7. They depict
the relative movement of the right and left front part of the suspension, respectively.
Reduction of the maximum amplitude of the relative velocity according to increase of
the control current can be easily noticed for results obtained by using LVDT measurements. This is in line with expectations, that the higher current should result in better
damping. Plots of the velocity estimated using acceleration measurements indicate some
irregularities in waveforms, not existing in reality, as well as occurrence of the offset.
Furthermore, in the case of acceleration-based estimates, decreasing of the amplitude
for increasing control current is not met which confirms greater deterioration of these
estimates in comparison to the LVDT-based results.
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Figure 7: Vertical relative velocity of the left front part of the suspension estimated for
different control currents using: accelerometers (left), LVDT (right).
5.

Results of vibration attenuation

Effectiveness of vibration attenuation was tested for both methods of the relative
velocity estimation. Control current was calculated according to equation (2) independently for each MR damper. Generally, the ride comfort is assessed on the basis of the
acceleration acting on the driver or the passenger, so we propose to evaluate the effectiveness of control algorithms using a signal from IMU situated near the driver seat.
The main problem in implementation of the Skyhook algorithm is the proper choice of
the gain δ. The mathematical model of the system is non-linear and the optimisation
procedure for δ selection is very difficult to perform, so the gain factor in (2) was determined experimentally by the trial and error method. For each part of the suspension
δ was changed within the range defined on the basis of previous research. It was found
that the best results for control algorithm using estimation of the relative velocity based
on acceleration sensors can be obtained for δ equal approximately 3000, whereas for
estimation based on the LVDT sensors the gain factor δ was a little smaller and was
2500. However, it was also stated that effectiveness of vibration attenuation is not very
sensitive to δ, which can vary over a fairly wide range.
Exemplary results of the acceleration measured by IMU obtained for both methods
of the relative velocity estimation are shown in Fig. 8. It can be easily observed that the
maximum value of the acceleration, having the greatest impact on the feeling of comfort
ride, reaches about 18 ms−2 for control using accelerometers, whereas it reaches about
12 ms−2 for control using LVDT. Thus, this confirms the supposition that using LVDT
sensors for estimation of the relative velocity may improve effectiveness of vibration
attenuation in this case.
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Figure 8: Acceleration measured by IMU for both methods of relative velocity estimation, averaged over different vehicle rides
6. Conlusions
In this paper vibration control in the semi-active automotive suspension using two
ways of the relative velocity estimation has been considered. One method represents
classical approach based on subtracting the velocity of sprung and unsprung masses,
estimated on the basis of signals acquired from accelerometers. The other method uses
signals from LVDT units. It was shown that LVDT-based estimates are less susceptible to
measurement noise and using them in the inverse model of the MR damper to calculate
the control current may lead to better vibration attenuation of the vehicle body. It also
seems that estimation of the body velocity required in equation (1) based on some kind of
combination of signals from accelerometers and LVDT sensors may improve the results
of vibration control. This will constitute the next stage of the research.
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Towards emergence phenomenon in business process
management
MACIEJ KORYL and DAMIAN MAZUR

A standard solution regarding business process management automation in enterprises is
the use of workflow management systems working by the Rule-Based Reasoning approach. In
such systems, the process model which is designed entirely before the implementation has to
meet all needs deriving from business activity of the organization. In practice, it means that
great limitations arise in process control abilities, especially in the dynamic business environment. Therefore, new kinds of workflow systems may help which typically work in more agile
way e.g. following the Case-Based Reasoning approach. The paper shows another possible solution – the use of emergence theory which indicates among other conditions required to fulfill
stimulation of the system (for example the business environment) to run grass-roots processes
that lead to arising of new more sophisticated organizing forms. The paper also points the using
opportunity of such techniques as the processing of complex events to fulfill key conditions
pointed by the emergence theory.
Key words: business process management, adaptive case management, emergence.

1.

Introduction

Standardization work in the area of business process management began in the early
90s of the last century. A key role in the initial phase of the field development played
the organization called Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC), which defined basic
terms and first rules. Initially, the issue was viewed in a relatively narrow meaning as
‘task flow management’ and ‘document flow management’. In [8] a definition appears,
which shows the then understanding of the issue: it is understood as automation of the
business process as a whole or a part, in the time of which documents, information or
rules are directed from one participant to another to perform an action resulting from the
defined rules. In the consecutive years, the meaning of the terms was extended to encompass global perspective on business processes in an organization, seen mainly from
the angle of achieved goals. Today, organizations such as Object Management Group or
the abovementioned WfMC agree that the notion of business processes modelling should
be analysed more broadly which is reflected by the definition included among others,
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in the [16]: business process management is a discipline that deals with the topics of
modelling, automation, manufacturing, control, monitoring and optimization of the flow
of business tasks in order to reinforce the fulfilment of organization goals, with participation of systems, staff, customers, and co-workers within and outside the boundaries
of an organization. The new perspective except for clear orientation towards process aim
considers the factors that were not present before:
• clients of organization are also active constituent of the considered system and
take part in shaping the processes,
• the notion of action flow should be interpreted in a free way – the order of actions
may be defined, but it can also be undefined.
Using the nomenclature applied in software engineering, management of processes in
the enterprise should be ‘agile’ – more strongly directed to the goals of an organization
and aims realized by the clients, rather than performing exactly defined procedures. Following this direction also influences the software systems designed to aid automation
processes realized in a company. These systems change from the so-called workflow
systems in the direction to more advanced applications, which could be called ‘business
objectives realization systems’. Development of such solutions is a complex task that
requires knowledge and experience from different areas. The following paper shows a
proposition of using the theory of self-organising (or self-growing) systems, the emergence theory, in connection with modern techniques of information management such as
Complex Event Processing to develop a system that supports functioning of companies
that realize business processes in a dynamically changing environment.

2.

Workflow processes as orchestration of the use cases

One of the methods of describing a process performed in an organization is a graphical notation that is usually specially formalized and extended version of the UML activity diagram. One of them is a notation called Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN), which allows defining actions which occur in the business process and all possible flows between them as well as events occurring during process realization (standard
published in [2]). Formally, the model developed by using BPMN is a graph, the nodes
of which are actions and arcs are the flows between them.
On the other hand, one of the ways to describe the required information system functions are use cases (UC). A use case describes the interaction between an actor (usually a
system user) and the system in the form of a scenario that consists of well-defined actions
attributed to one of the sides. Realization of a properly defined use case leads to creating
business value within a wider process – it contributes to meet a fragment of requirements
on the way to realize a process objective. Use cases may be defined by using different
abstraction levels, from the most general ones that represent a business process, to the
most specific ones that represent single interaction (action) in a process. The ability to
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differentiate the abstraction level that is further described in [3] allows, in describing
system reactions, assuming a level in which a singular use case will correspond to an
action in the BPMN model. Such a model will then comprise a description of time relations between use cases. The BPMN model, apart from documentation and regulation
functions relating to realized processes in a company, can also serve the function of an
executable algorithm started using special software that aids workflow control. The action of defining the process model for the purpose of further automation using a control
tool is called process orchestration and the person who is responsible for its realization
is a ‘process engineer’.

3. Decision based on defined rules
The theory of use cases (e.g. [3]) enumerates about ten elements that may be used to
describe the use case. However, it may be assumed that the minimum set of information
necessary to comprehend and implement an UC consists of the following elements:
• name of the use case – short name that describes well the aim of use case realization,
• initial conditions – system conditions required to start the UC,
• final conditions – system state after realization of the UC,
• basic scenario – a typical scenario that leads to fulfillment of the UC goal,
• alternative scenarios (extensions) – possible alternative flows of interaction that
lead or lead not to the fulfillment of the UC goal.
In result of the realization of business process aims (i.e. realization of a subsequent
UC that comprise the process) the system condition changes. The aim of the process
realization is to lead the system to a particular, desired final state. For example, in the
hereafter analyzed process of credit sale, such a state may be a signed credit agreement
(a legal act) as well as the balance on the customer’s account. The aim of the process
engineer is to create a model that will include such range of use cases that after the
realization of the last of them the process goal will be fulfilled (in other words – the
final conditions of the last analyzed UC will correspond to target system conditions). A
key issue that accompanies orchestration of use cases is the order of their realization.
The basic limitation that affects the UC order is the necessity to guarantee fulfillment
of initial conditions defined for each of them. This rule, in most cases, does not lead to
one solution (unambiguous model), therefore the process engineer, while defining the
process flow, has to use additional indicators and external knowledge and quite often has
only intuition at his disposal. The consequence of the UC ordering is finding a proper
business rule that is a function of the process state the execution of which serves as a
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trigger of the flow to the right direction to the next action (i.e. running of the next UC).
The defined rules will be implemented in a decision node that follows directly after the
realized action thanks to which it is possible to define clearly the flow of further processes. Designing the right order of UC as well as finding rules that enable automation
of flows between them is a complicated task that requires extensive experience. Most
often a system started and been working according to a specified model requires further observation and model correction by empirical research. The method of workflow
control based on the rules mentioned above is called Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR).

4.

Cloud of use cases

A business process of a cash credit sale will serve as an example for further discussion. Servicing of cash credit sale is characterized by relatively high requirements
concerning minimization of servicing time, in comparison to the sale of other financial
products (e.g. mortgages). This requirement implies the necessity to implement software
that ensures a high level of automation in the process. Fig. 1 shows set of use cases that
occur in the discussed process as well as a set of roles that are taken by actors involved in
the process of selling credits. Relations between actors and use cases indicate potential
doers of particular activities, but such a relation does not have to unambiguously indicate which of the roles are responsible for the realization of the UC: the model that was
shown assumes, for example, that the credit scoring may be done both by a consultant
and a credit analyst. This model also does not indicate the order of the UC tasks realization and does not even introduce assumptions to the UC set the realization of which is
necessary to bring the system to the final condition.

5.

Ordering

When considering a typical approach to business process modeling, it is necessary
to order use cases in one coherent process spanning from the initial moment (event) to
the final event. In the case of a more complex process, there usually exist many possible
solutions that differ from each other regarding the order of the realized actions. If initial
conditions of each use case were empty (use case may be applied in any state of the system), 17! (i.e. about 3,5 * 1014 ) solutions would exist in the discussed process. Even if
relatively few items may be ordered in a different way, a rich set of possible solutions exists (e.g. 5040 options for seven free items). Such a set cannot be practically applied and
evaluated in a real business environment. The criteria defined by using Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) are useful while choosing a proper variant. Examples of such indicators
are: total time of process realization, staff workload (total work time), number of people involved, client load (amount of information gathered, consultation time), share of
positive conclusions (number of the clients acquired), share of negative decisions in the
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Figure 1: Typical use cases in the process of credit sale
confirmation stage, staff workload in relation to the number of the acquired contracts,
business value of the acquired contracts, quality of contracts (measured, for example, by
the share of credits in worse situation after the defined time), client’s satisfaction (expressed by means of answers to questions in a questionnaire) etc. A task of deciding on
the process model is usually realized by bank workers in a proper business role focused
on doing analyses and implementation of optimal solutions (process engineer, business
analyst, etc.). Figs. 2-4 show different variants of ordering several initial actions in the
discussed process.
One of the KPI which will have a significantly different value in each of the exemplary variants is an indicator that can be called ‘offer preparation time’ and defined as
the time between the start of the process and display of the list of offers prepared for the
client. It will be the longest (the least beneficial) in the first variant and the shortest in
the second one. On the other hand, the indicator that was called ‘share of acceptances in
approval center’ will probably be the most beneficial in the first variant. Maybe the last
variant would allow reaching the optimal solution, but it only is a hypothesis.
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Figure 2: Variant 2 - ‘defensive’

Figure 3: Variant 1 - ‘offensive’

Figure 4: Variant 3 - ‘maybe balanced’
6.

Current trends compared to proposed solution

Nowadays, in the area of workflow management yet another type of alternative solution in comparison with the RBR approach is distinguished – the approach based on
business cases called Case-Based Reasoning (CBR), in which problems are solved by
re-using previous solutions to similar problems, after their necessary adaptation to the
new situation. The authors of [17] propose combining the two techniques: solutions
found within CBR serve to build rules within RBR. Early freezing of definitions of processes should be rejected, and observation, learning, and continuous adjustment should
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be practiced when knowledge and experience of the organization grows. Recent years
have brought very interesting practical solutions in the area of non-formalized approach
to process management. The Adaptive Case Management (ACM) approach [11] and
Case Management Model and Notation (CMMN) standard have been elaborated, and
first management tools which implement such idea have also appeared. It should be recognized as an important and a valuable step in the direction of ‘paradigm switch’ in
process management domain. The ACM approach ends with a process-centric and automatic way of problems solution towards knowledge- and communication-based one.
The approach proposed in the current paper is close to CBR as both methods can be
classified as ‘agile’ methods of process management in which a key role is played by
actors involved in actions as well as the function of feedback and knowledge extension
by experience. The ACM is used as a part of proposed practical solution, but one more
step is suggested on the way towards the new kind of automation of process management. Another modern direction in BPM related to proposed approach is process mining
technique [1] developed as a part of data mining area. One aspect of process mining is a
control-flow discovery, i.e., automatic construction of the process model (e.g. a Petri net,
BPMN graph) describing the causal dependencies between activities. Some parts of the
solution proposed have the same functions as the process mining technique, so it seems
to be useful for the future development to include that technique as a part of the solution. The insights provided by approaches similar to proposed are very valuable for the
development of the next generation of Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS) [5].
The PAIS are defined as a software system that manages and executes operational processes involving people, applications, and information sources based on process models.
The system proposed may be partially treated as a kind of PAIS, but it seems to exceed
PAIS definition since it has constituents which have non-process nature. After research
of similar areas, it may be said that proposed solution consists of elements that are under
current development, but they are not tied together to challenge such holistic approach
as proposed.

7. The next step – emergence
According to the [6] emergence refers to what happens when a system of mutually
related and relatively simple elements organizes itself, showing more intelligent betteradapted responses of a higher level. This definition points the increase of the system
‘intelligence’ thanks to which there appear more complex ‘behaviors’. Referring to the
science of knowledge theory, the increase of intelligence can be treated as a simultaneous
increase of both declarative knowledge (‘knowledge that’) and the procedural knowledge
(‘knowledge how’). It is an important advice from the perspective of further discussion
related to the implementation of the theory of emergence in a software system.
Systems organize themselves when relevant conditions are met. In [6] five of them
are distinguished:
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1) the system consists of a large number of actors (“All we need is thousands of
individuals and a few simple rules of interaction”),
2) actors receive feedback from the background,
3) between actors there occur constant and free communication (in this case communication that is incidental and not planned),
4) actors have the ability and skill of recognizing recurring patterns,
5) no authoritarian control exists, instead of it, indirect control regulates the system.
Can those conditions be met in the case of an environment in which business processes are realized? A problem occurs already in the first condition – the size of the
system measured as the number of actors performing actions. Who is an actor in case
of a business process? If we assume that according to [16] actors (and a part of the
analyzed system) are both representatives of organizations that offer products, as well
as clients that use the offer, then the condition of involved participants in typical business environments will be fulfilled in most cases. The necessity of access to information
feedback (the second condition) imposes requirements connected with monitoring of the
information system. The system must compute in a continuous way, indicators that allow for conclusions about the effectiveness of the decisions being made (the previously
mentioned KPI indicators) and the results must be known to the process participants.
They also have to know what is the connection between actions that are realized by them
as well as the decisions made and values of indicators and what influence on their unit
benefit or public benefit have particular values of indicators. The condition connected
with the existence of feedback (negative or positive) may be met by providing appropriate functions in the software. The third condition concerns communication between
actors. This condition is fulfilled in two manners: through direct contact between actors
and using relevant communication functions of the information system. In contemporary companies, collaboration is often remote and therefore the condition concerning
free communication encounters obstacles. Thus, there appears a particular requirement
for the software: it has to effectively provide all relevant communication functions for
the analyzed issue on the level not worse than direct communication between involved
parties. The fourth condition is relatively the most difficult to fulfil because it requires
not only to ‘design’ the system appropriately (to decide on proper structure and communication mechanisms) but it requires from the system certain ‘computing power’, that
will allow for effective recognition of recurring sequences of actions and decisions in
relation to the result of the whole process or even results of the whole population of
processes. Fulfillment of this requirement requires, in a special way, the introduction
of support by using conceptual and software tools such as hereafter described Complex
Event Processing approach. The last condition means both lack of direct control (there
is no specified actor who manages the process realization) as well as the necessity of
the occurrence of certain ‘bottom-up’ forms of control: in the system there must exist
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mechanisms of mutual control that will eliminate unwanted reactions, namely those that
obstruct its growth. An example of such mechanisms in software systems are systems of
opinions and comments that enable to eliminate individuals that use rules not accepted
by the community.

8.

Emergence of processes

Let us assume that the environment that realizes the business process of cash credit
sale has been organized in such a way that conditions which stimulate emergence are
fulfilled:
1) there is properly large number of actors (bank workers, customers),
2) the system for sales support calculates and presents effectiveness indicators in a
continuous manner,
3) there functions a system of communication between actors that is easily accessible
and convenient in use as it ‘encourages’ making decisions,
4) the system for sales support searches recurring behaviors of actors in a continuous
manner, it can relate actions taken in more complex sequences, and it attributes
the required effectiveness indicators to them,
5) there exists no ‘top-down’ management of task completion; neither a person nor
software system allocates tasks to do. Actors themselves choose tasks to do within
the goal they strive to achieve. There are also no mechanisms for ‘top-down’ evaluation of task completion. At the same time, there are systems implemented to
allow for ‘bottom-up’ control (e.g. system of comments).
What may emergence effects be expected in such a system? What ‘higher organization forms’ will appear here? The first element which we expect is self-organisation
of the process flow. The system must acquire the final state that is known and well described using relevant rules. It is achieved as result of the realization of specific (formalized) tasks that belong to a certain set, but the order of their realization is not fixed.
There is also no requirement concerning completion of all the tasks from the set because
also the realization of a sub-set can lead the system to the target state. Regarding process
self-organization, we may expect the following recurring elements to emerge:
• sequences of actions within one role,
• decisions in connection with a particular system state,
• sequences of actions and decisions encompassing many roles,
• processes as wholes.
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Figure 5: Emerging elements
The second effect that we should expect is the emergence of new activities that do
not appear in the set of defined sentences that will be attached to sequences on the same
basis as formalized tasks (Fig. 5). These can encompass recurring communication acts
or other activities with a clear structure that are not formalized yet. Such a situation takes
place mainly in case of growing business needs the meeting of which is not possible by
using the system component elements designed until that point.
An effective conceptual and technical tool that serve to detect recurring patterns
is Complex Event Processing (CEP). It is an approach that encompasses methods of
tracking and analyzing sequences of events and finding relationships that appear as well
as using the recognized relationships for further deductions and decision making. [9] is
most often recognized as the first complete description of the approach. Integration of
the business processes realization software with CEP software enables on-going analysis
of the stream of events that take place in a process to find regularities according to the
defined rules. In the case of the discussed issue, there are several categories of patterns
that may be subjected to detection by using CEP, such as:
• detection of frequently recurring simple sequences of actions (without branches
and decision nodes),
• detection of recurring decisions connected with the process state and information
included in registered data,
• detection of action sequences tied the KPI indicators (e.g. sequences that lead to
the most beneficial value for a particular indicator or combination of indicators).
The work of the rule-based CEP engines often leads to the development of declarative knowledge base of the system which can subsequently be used as feedback for the
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Figure 6: Proposed components of the system
support and automation of actions realized by emerging procedural knowledge. The simplest example of applying such knowledge is a system of hints for the most beneficial
ways of process continuation or even automation of the realization of next actions in the
case when (according to the defined rules) the system detects domination of one of the
paths.

9. System stimulating emergence
The open question is what set of functions should support information technology
system which would help the community to develop emergent behavior. The first attempt
to describe such software might be made by taking the emergence conditions mentioned
above and by carrying out analysis how to satisfy each of them, keeping at the same time
additional goal that coherent and useful software must come into existence. Thanks to
the use of such analytical approach, the first sketch of the required system appears. It is
shown in the form of the component model in Fig. 6. To confirm the correctness of the
analysis and that the software meets expectations, an empirical experiment in the proper
business environment would serve. In the next subsections, the responsibility of each
component is shortly described.
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9.1.

Omnichannel application and integration platform

The omnichannel business model, described in-depth in [15], is at the moment
promoted as the most appropriate way of cooperation between customers and service
providers in nowadays business conditions. The omnichannel approach may be seen
as the ability to be in constant contact between parts through multiple communication
channels at the same time where the same data and process information are accessible and coherent. Such capability should also be present in discussed system as its primary function which would enable access to the other more specialized functions. This
part of the system provides a bi-directional asynchronous connection between front-end
multi-technological applications handled by actors engaged in communication and core
modules described below. Such a function supports the first condition of emergence phenomenon i.e. involving large enough number of process participants.
9.2. Adaptive Case Management Engine

This module acts as the main process engine allowing actors to do their business
tasks, giving them the opportunity to optimize the way of doing that and to adapt their
behavior when conditions are changing. The ACM engine enables to shape own actor’s
path to the final goal and at the same time tracks his steps and builds a database for
further analysis and reasoning which is provided by the Knwowledge Engine component. Thanks to the ACM module, ‘bottom-up’ model of management is accessible and
mentioned above the fifth condition of emergence may be satisfied.
9.3.

Complex Event Processing Engine

The CEP approach enables to find recurring patterns in the stream of business events.
Several types of pattern matching approaches are described in [9] and implemented in a
real software and many of them have found their practical implementation in manifold
software applications (interesting examples are described in [10]). In discussed system,
the CEP engine recognizes patterns in actors’ behavior tracking sequences of chosen
tasks, makes abstractions of those events and sends it to the Knwowledge Engine component. That function is required to fulfill the fourth condition of emergence mentioned
above, i.e. recurring patterns recognizing skill.
9.4.

Business Rules Management System

BRMS software typically stores, executes and monitors some business logic which
may be externalized from software code-base and described using special executable
notation. In process management systems such kind of software usually supports the
description of the logic of decision nodes where the outcome depends on the state of
the business case under processing and sometimes depends on the state of the external
environment. Described system uses BRMS engine to store and execute decision logic
made by actors. It is an open and non-trivial issue how such automation may be provided
and leads to a more fundamental question about action logic recording.
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9.5. Key Performance Indicators Module

The second condition of emergence listed previously concerns continuous feedback
about the efficiency of decisions made and activities taken. A typical solution for efficiency measurement in BPM systems is the calculation of Key Performace Indicators
and further analysis based on them. Special parts of business applications usually visualize such indexes and let to reason and adapt procedures of action by them. Adjustment
involves qualified ‘process engineers’ and in the most cases is not automated. Discussed
solution, besides visualization of KPIs, have to automate their application and therefore values of KPIs are sent to Knowledge Engine module where they are combined and
confronted with decisions made and activity sequence patterns found.
9.6. Social Module

The Social Module provides a convenient way of performing communication acts between parties involved in cooperation. Both service providers and customers can easily
contact each other, ask the question, give advice, make a proposal or just share experience and knowledge. This module serves not only as popular internet communicator
but it works in the context of current business activities carried out by parties and registers and classifies such communication acts enabling further reasoning provided by the
Knowledge Engine. Tactics governing this extended social module may be theoretically
aided by Speech Acts Theory introduced in [14] and then broadly developed by many
authors and practically adopted in agent-like software.
9.7. Business Process Management Engine

The BPM part of discussed system runs re-usable sequences of tasks, which are
products of emergence phenomena. This module is also used to define embedded microsequences having a rigid structure which represent algorithms of single activities and as
a whole are called from ACM engine.
9.8. Knowledge Engine

A module called Knowledge Engine is the central part of the system which main
responsibility is to find symptoms of emergence phenomena and to utilize their power.
It derives knowledge from other modules and makes it usable. For example, it finds regularity in task sequences generated by choices of actors by confrontation with combined
values of measured KPIs. Regular and most valuable patterns are then used as a proposition of future choices with a constant evaluation of gathered effects if such hint was
utilized. An intrinsic part of this module is knowledge database built by increasing experience of the system. Very interesting issue, which requires further study, is how to
represent procedural knowledge making it useful for process automation.
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10.

Final remarks

An interesting direction that can be used in further development of the proposed
approach is knowledge extension techniques which besides feedback make use also of
possible simulations of process continuation as well as evaluation of the results of simulated actions before taking real actions. This idea was described in [2], where the technique was called ‘projective simulation’. An additional advantage of this approach is the
introduced randomness and probabilistic evaluation which gives additional potential in
extending knowledge by using solutions that were not selected and that can be selected
due to lack of formal obstacles defined as initial conditions of use cases.
The proposed direction is not free from risk. First and foremost it assumes much
deeper immersion of actors in the business environment than it takes place in typical
commercial activity. Relatively high awareness of process participants and very high
motivation is required to meet this assumption. It is necessary to meet complex technical requirements that enable free and satisfactory participation of actors in communication processes that are necessary for the system to develop. Thus, it is necessary to use
modern, often mobile equipment and develop sophisticated software that will provide
high-quality information and its usage would be as natural as in the case of bottom-up
processes occurring in nature.
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Active resources concept of computation for enterprise
software
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Traditional computational models for enterprise software are still to a great extent centralized. However, rapid growing of modern computation techniques and frameworks causes that
contemporary software becomes more and more distributed. Towards development of new complete and coherent solution for distributed enterprise software construction, synthesis of three
well-grounded concepts is proposed: Domain-Driven Design technique of software engineering, REST architectural style and actor model of computation. As a result new resources-based
framework arises, which after first cases of use seems to be useful and worthy of further research.
Key words: domain-driven design, REST, actor model.

1.

Introduction

Enterprise software systems working in deployment environment of huge corporations such as banks or industrial plants consist of many separate products, typically from
several to several dozen parts. One software product serves from hundreds to above
thousand use cases and at the same time interacts with use cases of other products due
to automation of complex business processes. As regards the computation character, two
types of processes may be listed:
• processes of interactive character, often automated by usage of workflow tools,
responsible for entire process composition from atom elements representing well
defined and cohesive activities. Process composition in such manner is called orchestration;
• processes of batch character, consisted of processing fragments one following another or one running parallel with another, typically iterated on collections of business objects characteristic for particular area, such as contracts, transactions, orders, etc. Nowadays implementations of such batch processes are supported by
modern software frameworks dedicated to that purpose.
The Author is with Rzeszow University of Technology, W. Pola str. 2, 35-959 Rzeszow, Poland, e-mail:
maciej.koryl@gmail.com
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In both cases, constructed processes consist of many functions working in close cooperation, often exposed as APIs of systems or APIs of their components. As long as
cooperation is carried in synchronous way, complexity of such arrangement may be controlled, even if number of involved systems is substantial and number of interactions is
high. In synchronous systems number of possible states in which system may occur is
countable and predictable at the stage of software designing or detectable during testing.
After applying asynchronous model of communication, complexity of system violently
grows with increase of possible different states, which number is non-linear function of
possible states of constituents of the system and number of interactions between them
( [4]). During many years of computation theories development and many years of software engineering implementation practices, meaningful conceptual and technical tools
were established, but that does not mean that problem of complexity has passed away or
even has been minimized to notable degree. The matter is broadly recognized in specialized computation areas dealing with well-established algorithms, but still is not enough
captured in commercial products development, govern by its own specificity connected
with high number of software users, many different business objects and huge number
of unpredictable interactions (sample characteristic of such systems is shown in [8]). In
these days, problem is more and more complicated because of limitations of monolithic
systems and the need for introduction of distributed software, for example in the form of
microservices ( [12]), which are adapted for horizontal scaling and well suited in actual
hardware capabilities. Several conceptual and technical tools currently used in software
engineering discipline, dedicated to distributed processing are described in [3], where
one of them is an actor model of computation, which after many years of academic development, currently gains great popularity in commercial area. Proposition which is
shown in this paper constitutes coherent and complete framework based on well-tried
techniques and design patterns with actor model between them and has working implementation in Java programming language with use of modern tools for enterprise
applications such as Spring Framework and noSQL databases. Proposed solution has
been used to build some parts of banking transactional system, which supports batch
processes such as massive transactions processing or interaction with trade platform. As
a foundation of the idea, three engineering concepts act: Domain-Driven Design technique proposed in [5] and broadly accepted in software community, Representational
State Transfer architectural style introduced in [6] and currently becoming the most popular way of interaction between web components, and the actor model of computation
described in [10] nowadays gaining mature and useful implementations. In addition, the
solution was enriched by use of standard language of agent communication in multiagent systems – Agent Communication Language, which semantics was found as very
suitable for required interactions.
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2. Fundamental concepts
2.1.

Resource as a central point of the REST model

Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style implementing fundamental rules of the web and HTTP standard. REST was introduced by dissertation [6]
and at present has obtained great popularity as ‘the web used correctly’. Central idea
of the style is to treat all things which have identity as resources and give them globally
unique Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). Resources named in this way may communicate together using hyperlinks. Communication is provided by usage of standard HTTP
commands with their established semantics. Important rule of REST is that communication ought to be stateless, i.e. parties cannot keep state of communication assuming that
next message will be continuation of previous one. In proposed approach the resource
term plays key role as external representation of computation units and set of REST rules
and good practices in interactions modeling are applied.
2.2. Aggregate in Domain-Driven Design concept

Domain-Driven Design (DDD) concept introduced in [5] is an approach to software
development which pays attention to key meaning of domain model in software design.
Domain model plays central role in whole process of development acting as universal
medium of communication between all participants and providing stable base for software structure. DDD technique is divided into two stacks of patterns: strategic and tactical ones. First of them serves as toolset for taking control over complexity of extensive
software and second consists of a set of building blocks, which is sufficient for complete
design of each kind of enterprise software on some level of abstraction. The most important pattern from tactical stack is the aggregate building block and there is plenty of
rules explained in literature, how to build useful aggregates (for example [18]). Aggregate is a graph of objects tied together into one coherent object offering common set of
services for external world. The only way to access aggregate constituents capabilities is
aggregate root, the central entry point to that software unit. Thanks to such construction,
aggregate guarantees the consistency of changes of whole structure, controls its internal
state and gives convenient way for its access. In proposed framework, aggregate plays
important role as representation of stable state of a resource and also as a part of resource
in dynamical state by offering its behavioral capabilities.
2.3. Actor model of computation

The actor model of computation developed many years ago and firstly published
in [10] was thought as conceptual tool for understanding of concurrency. Many software
frameworks based on actor model have been built to this day, but broad utilization in
enterprise software area is still scarce. Currently, attention in that idea is growing, stimulated by development of multi-core processors and development of cloud computing
solutions with necessity of computation distribution. Theory of actor model treats actors as universal primitives with capability to carry out each kind of needed computation
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( [9]). Actors are independent units of computation loosely coupled together, only by
asynchronous messages passing and the only reliable knowledge which actor has about
other actor is its mailbox address. When an actor receives a message it may do some
computation, send messages to participants, create additional actors as its children or
may change its own behavior preparing itself for future course of situation. In proposed
framework, actors will support implementation of dynamical state of resource.
2.4.

Agent Communication Language

Agent Communication Language (ACL) is a definition of standard language used
in multi-agent systems to model conversations between involved parties. Its origins are
in philosophical theory of speech acts ( [15]), which state that each utterance has not
only informative, but also performative function, i.e. causes consequences in receiver’s
activity. ACL has been drawn up by Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA)
as FIPA-ACL set of standards [7]. In proposed solution ACL syntactics and semantics
are used to model communication between resources, especially by use of standard vocabulary of performatives denoting the type of communicative acts.

3. Active resources model of computation
3.1.

The active resources term

As ‘active resources’ are considered resources, which at moment of interaction may
be under change originated from other interaction, computation processes or any other
factor. As active resource is in unstable state and its properties may change in time,
another object cannot assume that something is true about that resource, even if resource
still exists or not. An observer cannot have knowledge about its state, but can have only
some beliefs. For example, if some procedure in banking system completes payment
and has information about sufficient balance of debited account, it cannot assume that
payment will be successful. It ought to be ready for receiving information from target
resource that operation has succeeded or not. As regards software design, active resource
is represented by synthesis of three concepts:
• REST resource, which brings unambiguous global identification of resource and
convenient language of communication for presentation and change of its state. It
also provides availability of many technical frameworks ready for use for implementation of interactions;
• DDD aggregate, which gives a comprehensive way of modeling software external
and internal structure, its behavior and rules forming objects identity. DDD technique also brings possibility of effective and cheap implementation thanks to help
of modern frameworks for enterprise software such as Spring Framework [16]
which was broadly used to implement proposed solution;
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Figure 1: Two areas of resources
• actor, which offers its capability of long-term existence and sophisticated communication abilities. Utilization of actor model is possible and reliable due to existence of mature implementations such as Akka Framework [1], which was used
with support of patterns based on it ( [2, 18, 20]).
3.2.

Two areas of resources

Any resource in the solution may stay in one of two states: stable state, when no
change of its properties is possible and active state, when its properties may dynamically
change. Therefore, symbolically two areas are distinguished: stable resources area and
active resource area as was presented in Fig. 1.
When message to resource in stable area was directed, resource is moved to active
area, where it acquires ability to act. If system detects that active resource is idle (does
not perform any activity and has empty mailbox), resource may be removed from active
area, but it depends on used strategy of supervising. In the system implementation these
areas as represented by DDD repository pattern and by actor system respectively. For
resource migration into active area, dedicated to such kind of resources, area supervisor
is responsible. Sample body of supervisor’s function of message handling is shown on
Listing 1. Some essential comments have been placed in the code.
Listing 1: Supervisor’s message handling function
public void onReceive(Object message) {
if (message instanceof CreateResource) {
// request to create new resource
CreateResource msg = (CreateResource) message;
// create active resource
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ActorRef activeResource =
context().actorOf(componentNameProps(),
msg.resourceName());
// and send message to the newborn in active state.
// It will be responsible for immediate
// creation of it’s stable representation
activeResource.tell(msg, self());
} else if (message instanceof PerformAct) {
// message to existing resource
PerformAct msg = (PerformAct) message;
// is resource in active state?
ActorRef activeResource =
this.getContext().getChild(msg.resourceName());
if (activeResource == null) { // no
// enter existing resource into active state
activeResource =
context().actorOf(componentNameProps(),
msg.resourceName());
}
// send message to resource in active state
activeResource.tell(msg, self());
}
}

4. Example of distributed batch processing supported by the new concept
Each processing routine in transactional system may be treated as active resource.
Examples of such resources are: standing orders processing, interest calculation, interest
capitalization, incoming or outgoing payments processing etc. Initialization of processing is therefore implemented as request for creation of resource of some kind. System ordering computation sends request to microservice which is responsible for handling such
processing. Typically it will be microservice which owns resources being processed, for
example customer contracts or registered payments. It also may be separate microservice as in example below, when processing involves different resources. Ordering system sends POST command with REQUEST performative and in return receives URI of
active resource which probably will be created in the target system. Ordering system
have to be ready to accept confirmation of resource creation sent by target system – the
CONFIRM performative meaning that processing has been started. Thanks to received
URI, ordering system is able to contact with active resource in target system and ask it
about its state (QUERY REF performative sent by GET command) or to order further
requests, for example hold computation or abandon it (CANCEL performative sent by
POST command). Ordering system should be ready to accept information from resource
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Figure 2: Sample processing supported by the new model

Figure 3: Component model of ‘autodealing’ example
(which may be sent as INFORM performative by POST command) or explicitly order
such information (e.g. results of computation). Sequence diagram presented in Fig. 2
illustrates example of interactions between microservices working on some kind of processing in banking software. For clarity only single set of interactions for one transaction
was shown.

5. Example of real-time cooperation and problems solved
Second example concerns real-time computation provided in enterprise system offering auto-dealing functionality, i.e. ability to make unassisted currency exchange transactions on trading platform (typically such transactions are supported by brokers). The
whole solution consists of several components. The most important of them are shown
in Fig. 3.
The first attempt to implement Autodealing system was made using typical serviceoriented approach of stateless nature. Implementation and functional tests of the solution
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Figure 4: Real-time cooperation supported by service-oriented approach
revealed some problems of diverse origin. In the majority of cases functionally satisfying
solution was found, but applied mechanisms were of different type and architecture of
the system began to drift into worrying direction. Coherent mechanism was demanded
and finally the active resources framework has filled the gap. The most interesting problems and solutions provided by the framework are described below. Description concerns
key interactions in system which are shown in Fig. 4.
1. The first problem is connected with events ordering and occurs when first market
data message arrives when quotation is still being created or persisted and doesn’t
exist yet. System cannot properly address market data. The simplest protection is
to ignore market data if quotation doesn’t exist, but user would wait unacceptably
long time if frequency of messages is low (e.g. one per 10 second).
2. The other problem concerns resource access synchronization and appears when
frequency of market data messages is high and new message arrives when previous is still being handled. System cannot synchronize processing by use of
database transactions because remote invocations exist. The simplest way is to
ignore incoming messages when the old one is being processed, but it may lead
to unwanted business effect of loosing the most beneficial offers. Some advanced
queuing mechanism should be used to ensure proper order of servicing.
3. Another problem appears after user decides to finalize transaction and system
sends order message to Trading platform. Until platform doesn’t confirm transaction, still market data messages arrives to the system. In that state, such messages
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have to be ignored. Typical solution is to use special status property of object and
make behavior conditional on its value.
4. One of functional requirements is that user has to be informed about the result
of dealing transaction immediately when confirmation from Trading platform is
got, and the next parts of confirmation handling procedure (interaction with Corebanking and Treasury domain systems) should be done later. To fulfil such a requirement special tools for asynchronous processing have to be applied.
5. Since communication with domain systems may be unreliable, it should be repeated in controlled way if failure occurs, without blocking main use case scenario. Such a requirement causes that some equipment for background processing
have to be used.
6. Until user doesn’t select the most interesting currency pair and register private
subscription in Trading platform, public rates are broadcasted to each observer.
To do that, Autodealing system have to maintain global list of active observers of
each currency pair or list of pairs for each active observer, and therefore special
concurrent structure must be applied.
7. Mentioned above list of observers is a static structure, and it cannot be directly
used to actively inform observers about communication problems happening, such
as temporal unavailability of dealing or domain systems. Low amount of maintenance information causes discomfort and growing impatience when any problem
appears.
The active resource framework naturally helps to solve the problems mentioned
above.
1. Messages arriving at active resource are enqueued in its mailbox and each of them
are processed in exclusive mode (i.e. at the moment resource services only one
task). So, hazard cannot occur: creation of resource always would finish before
next message is taken to service.
2. All messages in resource mailbox are ordered and are computed exclusively this property blocks synchronization problem. In both cases (1. and 2.) prioritization function of resource mailbox plays important role: the functional requirement
states that when newer message of the same type is already present in queue, it
has higher priority and should be served first. Older message should be skipped in
such case. Discussed solution supports that requirement.
3. Third problem may be solved by actor capability to dynamically change its behavior. After ordering of transaction, actor switches its handling function to the new
one which accepts only confirmation and rejection messages.
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4. Asynchronous processing is the normal way which active resource uses to perform
all its tasks. In this example, resource can inform user about Trading platform
answer and continue cooperation with other systems.
5. Repeated actions may be initiated and controlled by active resource in a few ways.
Common pattern is to address message to itself: when error is detected, actor sends
message to its own mailbox causing future effect of message processing. Since
active resource carries its state, repeated executions may be controlled and, for
example, ended after some number of failures.
6. Instead of keeping some kind of global structures storing addresses of observers,
built-in function of discussed framework can be used: each type of resource has its
own supervisor which keeps mailbox addresses of all its child resources in active
state. This address book (which is an actor system function) lets properly broadcast required information to resources, and each resource can inform its front-end
client.
7. Each active resource can actively react to problems appearing and can notify connected user in the same way as above. Thereafter it can send information update
when conditions are changing.
Generally, one might say, that the new concept more naturally fits requirements of
real-time transactional systems then typical service-oriented solution. Examples above
point out that it solves many problems of different nature, simplifies software development and introduces coherence into its architecture.

6.

DDD tactical tool-set extension

The set of design patterns contained in tactical part of DDD includes the aggregate as
a central element and a few additional items. They belong to two sub-layers of business
logic layer: application and domain one. The concept of active resources introduces new
sub-layer including additional patterns responsible for active behaviour: the actors layer.
Enriched model of DDD tactical patterns is shown on Fig. 5.

7.

Final remarks

New concept of computation in enterprise software and examples of its application
in some processing and real-time routines were presented. Similar solutions work in
real banking software and currently is under further research and development, but first
results are very promising. After a few first cases of use of the new solution, there might
be told that characteristic features of development process based upon new framework
are low cost of use cases implementation and low level of defects detected during quality
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Figure 5: DDD tactical patterns enriched with actors layer
assurance phase. The concept of active resource is thought as a broader idea and may
serve as fundamental framework able to maintain whole transactional solution. It may
be applied to serve both kind of enterprise computation: batch processing, where active
resource controls process, and computation of real-time or interactive character, which
is more unpredictable and more demanded than batch processing, and active resource
helps to control its complexity. Broader research is currently going on. Next planned
stage is attempt to build complete new module of transactional system with dominance of
resources of the new kind. Additional direction of theoretical and practical development
would be step towards utilization of some more sophisticated ideas, such as emergent
properties theory, speech acts theory and indeterminism, with hope, that they may help
in better understanding of complex software processes.
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Mobile devices and computing cloud resources
allocation for interactive applications
HENRYK KRAWCZYK and MICHAŁ NYKIEL

Using mobile devices such as smartphones or iPads for various interactive applications is
currently very common. In the case of complex applications, e.g. chess games, the capabilities
of these devices are insufficient to run the application in real time. One of the solutions is to
use cloud computing. However, there is an optimization problem of mobile device and cloud
resources allocation. An iterative heuristic algorithm for application distribution is proposed.
The algorithm minimizes the energy cost of application execution with constrained execution
time.
Key words: mobile devices, computing cloud, task allocation, optimization.

1.

Mobile cloud computing

The capabilities of mobile devices are increasing at a very fast pace. Average computing power of smartphone CPU increased almost 4 times between 2011 and 2014 [1].
Access to the Internet is a fundamental feature of mobile devices today, and the connection speed of GSM networks almost tripled in 2013 - average download rate was around
520 Kbps in 2012, and almost 1.4 Mbps in 2013 [4]. It is estimated that by the year
2018 there will be more than 7.4 billion mobile devices with constant access to 3G or
4G networks, and global traffic in these networks will exceed 15 exabytes per month. It
is a result of the continuous growth of user demand, expecting direct access to Internet
services, multimedia, social networks and others.
While the computing power, memory capacity, size and resolution of the screens,
and number of various sensors in mobile devices grew rapidly, there is no similar development of battery capacity. For example, the first iPhone, presented in 2007, had battery
capacity of 5180 mWh, and the iPhone 5s that debuted in 2013 had a 5960 mWh battery.
The huge increase in computing power in mobile devices corresponded with only a 15%
gain in battery capacity [20].
One of solutions for this problem is integration between the computing cloud and a
mobile device [19]. Thanks to the new generation of mobile networks, applications are
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able to transmit significant amounts of data to services in the cloud. The idea of using
resource-rich remote machines to extend the capabilities of smartphones and tablets,
allows one to run computationally expensive tasks, while using minimal amounts of
device energy.
Many models and architectures for integrating mobile devices with the cloud were
proposed in the literature [18]. They differ by scope of integration and method of application optimization – some were designed to maximize application performance [3],
others focus on minimizing energy consumption. Some solutions require manual optimization, by annotating which components should be run on the cloud, and which on the
mobile device [15]. There are also a few frameworks that are using multi-objective optimization [24]. Unfortunately, most of the proposed solutions require significant changes
in the mobile operating system [21].
Analysis of existing solutions in the field of mobile cloud computing leads to the
conclusion that there are a few common problems and challenges:
1. Implementing the mobile-cloud integration requires using specific architecture,
patterns, complier or language; so an existing application must be rewritten for
the most part.
2. Application partition must be often done manually, and automatic methods usually
take into account only one objective.
3. Software frameworks require significant modifications in the mobile device’s operating system, which is not practical in real applications.
The solution proposed in this paper is an attempt to solve these problems and at
the same time accommodate experience from existing research in the field. The main
difference from frameworks like Clonecloud [3] or ThinkAir [11] is that the proposed
solution focuses on energy optimization while keeping the execution time under a specified value. It also does not require any changes in the mobile operating systems, unlike
the abovementioned Clonecloud [3] or Cloudlets [21]. In contrast to eXCloud [14] or
µCloud [15], the optimization and allocation is fully automatic.

2.

Interactive application model

Almost all mobile applications have some form of graphical user interface (GUI),
and can be described as interactive applications; like games, social media, or different
kinds of content editing applications. The user is performing actions during the whole
life cycle of the application, inputs data, modifies the state in a nondeterministic way,
and the application reacts to these actions. Optimization of this type of application is a
bigger challenge than optimizing some batch programs, where the input is provided at
the start of execution, and data flow is predictable.
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Interactive applications are most commonly based on asynchronous events, coming
directly from the user, like mouse clicks, button presses, touches of the screen, but also
indirect interactions like timer events or network messages. In the case of the mobile
applications events from various sensors should also be considered, e.g. changes of the
device orientation, or the GPS location.
In response to these events, the application is presenting the output, typically in a
visual way. Event handling and rendering of the GUI are implemented with the event
queue and the event loop, which periodically consumes and processes events. Modern
mobile applications are targeting to render 60 frames per second, which means that every
event must be processed in under 16ms.
Obviously, there are events that cannot be processed in that time because, for example, the event requires some interaction with remote services. Hence, the event handling
is usually done asynchronously, i.e. the actual processing is performed by threads different than GUI rendering. Only after the processing is finished, the event with results
is sent to the event queue and it causes re-rendering of the interface. The concept of the
event loop is presented in figure 1.

Figure 1: The event handling loop
The proposed application model is based on the functional-reactive programming (FRP) paradigm. The core concept of this paradigm is the reactive, instead of
proactive, approach to data flow, i.e. reacting to events instead of passing messages
to functions. The FRP is similar to the classic observer pattern, but the event flow is
modeled with event streams, also called observables or signals in some programming
languages. Event processing is done strictly by so called operator functions, which are
adopted from the functional programming paradigm, e.g. mapping, filtering or reducing.
One of the first programming languages that introduced the FRP concept was
Haskell [17]. However, it was never broadly used in programming interactive applications, most likely because of its purely functional nature. One of the new languages that
is supposed to target the FRP paradigm is Elm [6]. There are also many frameworks and
libraries for popular programming languages that make it easy to use FRP concepts, like
Reactive Extensions [13] for C# or RxJS [16] and Cycle.js [23] for JavaScript.
Asynchronous events could be modeled as streams, i.e. sequences of events happening over time [7]. Event stream Se could be interpreted as a sequence of events vi . The
values of vi could be arbitrary, and the sequence could be finite, infinite or empty:
Se = ⟨vi , vi+1 , vi+2 , . . . ⟩

(1)
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In interactive applications we could distinguish three types of streams:
• input streams - event are generated outside the application and processed inside it,
• internal streams - events are generated and processed inside the application,
• output streams - events are generated inside the application but processed outside.
An example of an input stream is the stream of user interactions, e.g. the stream of touch
events. In this case the values are coordinates (x, y) of the finger touch, and xmax i ymax is
the width and height of the screen in pixels:
Stouch = ⟨(307, 204), (521, 149), (122, 501), . . . ⟩
x ∈ [0, xmax ], y ∈ [0, ymax ]

(2)

Other examples of input streams include network messages, timers or various types of
system interruptions.
Internal event streams are modeling the data flow inside the application. They are
generated by transforming one input stream, or a combination of multiple inputs. For
example, a stream of user interface element interactions can be generated from the screen
touch events. In this case the event values are identifiers of the GUI element:
Saction = ⟨(home button), (back button), (text input), . . . ⟩

(3)

The application is usually generating multiple output streams. The most common
one is the stream of the graphical user interface state, which can be represented as the
following sequence of matrices presenting pixel colors p j,k :

 

p1,1 · · · p1,w
p1,1 · · · p1,w
 .

.. 
.. 
..
..
 ,  ...
..
S f rames = ⟨
(4)
.
.
.
. 

 
 ,...⟩
ph,1 · · · ph,w i ph,1 · · · ph,w i+1
The important characteristic of all event streams is that they are immutable, i.e. the event
value vi is constant during the whole application lifecycle.
Input streams Sin are processed and eventually converted to output streams Sout with
functions f called operators. Theoretically, the whole application can be modeled as a
single operator such as:
Sout = f (Sin )
(5)
In practice, the application is divided into multiple operators with smaller scope,
however all of them have a common signature, i.e. they convert input streams to output streams. One exception to that rule is the merge operator fmerge , that just combines
multiple streams into one:
Sout = fmerge (S0 , S1 , . . . , Sn )

(6)
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Operators can be divided into two categories, pure and impure, analogically to functions. Pure operators do not have any side-effects, and are stateless. It is a very convenient property of an operator, because it guarantees that for any input event value v, the
operator will always produce the same result w:
f (⟨vi , vi+1 , . . . ⟩) = ⟨wi , wi+1 , . . . ⟩ : vi = v j =⇒ wi = w j
i ̸= j ∧ i, j = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(7)

Thanks to this property, pure operators are deterministic, therefore it is easy to cache the
results, and test the correctness of the operator. Regarding the application optimization,
and partitioning the application to mobile devices and the cloud, the most important
feature of a pure operator is their independence from the rest of the application. In other
words, they can be isolated and moved to other environments without migrating any
extra state.
Two primary examples of pure operators are mapping and filtering. Mapping operator fmap is essentially a function in a mathematical sense, that for every input value vi
assigns an output value g(vi ):
fmap (⟨vi , vi+1 , . . . ⟩) = ⟨g(vi ), g(vi+1 ), . . . ⟩

(8)

The filtering operator f f ilter generates an event stream with unchanged values, however some values can be omitted:
f f ilter (⟨vi , vi+1 , . . . ⟩) = ⟨vi : g(vi ) > 0⟩

(9)

For practical reasons, not all operators could be pure and stateless. The most common operator that requires storing an internal state is the accumulation operator fscan ,
sometimes called scan operator:
fscan (⟨v0 , vi , vi+1 , . . . ⟩) = ⟨wi : wo = h(v0 , 0) ∧ wi = h(vi , h(vi−1 ))⟩

(10)

The interaction between the computer and the user is a two-way process in which
both sides produce and consume data, described in literature as human-computer interaction (HCI). The process is cyclical, however there is no strict order of the interactions,
i.e. the user can execute multiple actions without response from the computer, and the
computer can produce output without analyzing any input from the user.
In practice all interactions between the user and the computer are done through various I/O (input/output) devices. The computer may be modeled as a system, which includes I/O drivers and an application working in the operating system environment. The
application is not interacting directly with the user, instead it is communicating with
an abstraction layer provided by the operating system. Hence, from the application’s
point of view, we can simplify this model to the interaction between an application and
an operating system. The communication is usually done in an asynchronous way, in
the form of events, signals or interruptions. In consequence the interaction between the
application and the system can be modeled as a cycle of stream processing.
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Although the whole interaction is a cyclic and nondeterministic process, the event
processing performed inside the application can be modeled as a clearly defined directed
acyclic graph (DAG), in which nodes are operators, and edges are internal event streams.
The graph represents all possible execution flows for a single iteration – a time between a
single user interaction and the application outputting a new state (result). It is important
that although two operators are connected with an edge (stream) they not necessarily
have to produce and consume an event in every iteration. Hence, in the lifecycle of the
application some operators may be executed more frequently than others. An example
model of an application, namely a mobile chess game, is presented in figure 2.

Figure 2: Model of a chess game application
The application contains one input stream – screen touches. It is important to note
that the application does not have any global state, instead the game state is passed inside
the application in the form of a cyclic stream. There are N = 5 operators identified in
the application. The screen touches are mapped to actions (analyze action), i.e. certain
moves of the figures on the chessboard. From the stream of potential figure moves only
the valid moves are selected (validate move), and then merged with the current state of
the game, which in turn generates the new state of the game (make move). After every
other generated state the computer move is produced (AI move). In order to do this, the
state stream is mapped to an optimal move – computed by the AI algorithm – and merged
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with the aforementioned potential figure moves stream. Lastly, the current state of the
game is drawn as a chessboard on the screen (draw board).
It is possible to split operators further, and obtain a graph with higher granularity.
Especially the AI move operator, seems like a quite complex mapping function, and thus
a good candidate to divide into a group of simpler operators. However, due to the implementation of the AI algorithm (a variant of the Minimax algorithm [10]), the resulting
set of operators would be tightly connected, with significant amounts of communication
between them, so moving some of those operators to the cloud would most likely result
in lower performance of the application.

3.

Problem description and solution space

Optimization of a mobile application, modeled as described in section 2, relies on
partitioning the operators into two sets: those executed on the mobile device and those
executed in the computing cloud. The objective of the optimization is to minimize the
cost c of application execution and execution in the assumed time-frame tmax . The cost
is interpreted as the sum of all operators’ costs:
N−1

C=

∑ c( fn )

(11)

n=0

In general, the cost is proportional to the CPU time used for executing the operator,
and may be also interpreted as the energy required to run the operator. Because some of
the operators may be executed in parallel on multi-core processors, the execution time is
equal to the critical path in the application model.
Theoretically, the cost and time of execution of every operator may be infinite, because the number of cycles in an interactive application may be infinite. Furthermore,
the number of cycles cannot be estimated, because it depends on nondeterministic behavior of the user. In order to find the exact solution of the optimization, every possible
combination of events should be considered. For instance, in the chess game application
there are 20 possibilities for the first move, and the number of possible game states is
increasing exponentially. The game finally ends in one of three states: white (user) win,
black (computer) win, or draw. The illustration of the game iterations is presented in
figure 3.
The number of all possible games P for I iterations can be calculated based on the
number of possible states m on every turn:
P = m0 · m1 · . . . · mI−1

(12)

The average number of turns in a chess game is estimated at around 40 for advanced
players [2]. In every turn there are two iterations – white player move and black player
move – so we can estimate that there are around 80 iterations in a typical chess game.
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Figure 3: Illustration of chess game iterations
The number of possible states can be different for every turn because of the varying
number and positions of the figures. However, the average number of states is estimated
at around 30 throughout the whole game [22]. Therefore, the number of possible chess
games could be estimated as:
P ≈ m̄I = 3080 ≈ 10118

(13)

Considering that number of possible games, finding the exact optimization of the
whole game is impossible in a reasonable time. Hence, we will analyze the cost and the
time of a single iteration, i.e. execution of all operators between subsequent input events:
I−1 N−1

C=

∑ ∑ c( fn (ei ))

(14)

i=0 n=0

Despite the fact that, for every event, the cost and the time of executing the operator
may be different, the average cost and time of a single iteration is equal to the sum of
average costs and execution times of all operators:
1 I−1
1 I−1 N−1
C¯it = ∑ Ci = ∑ ∑ c( fn (ei ))
I i=0
I i=0 n=0

(15)

Therefore, in order to minimize the cost of application execution, we must minimize
the average cost of executing every operator. Taking into consideration the fact that operators may be executed in two environments – a mobile device or the cloud – the cost and
time of the data transfer must be included in the calculations. The easiest way to achieve
that is to model the communication as an additional transfer operator, that is added on
every internal stream which is transferred between the environments.
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Iterative optimization algorithm

To perform the exact optimization of an interactive application: first, we would have
to construct a graph that covers all the iterations, i.e. an I number of connected operator graphs. Therefore, the optimization must be performed on a graph that has N ∗ I
nodes, which would be very expensive for a high number of iterations, even when using
a heuristic algorithm [12].
However, the iterative nature of interactive applications allows you to effectively use
a greedy optimization strategy. In every iteration the algorithm finds the single most profitable transition, i.e. the operator that, when moved to the other environment, would have
the maximum impact on lowering the summary execution cost, and still keep the execution time in the assumed time-frame. We expect that after some number of iterations,
that is significantly lower than the total number of iterations for the given application,
the heuristic algorithm should achieve near-optimal application partition.

function OPTIMIZE(operators)
dcmax ← 0
operatormax ← null
for all operators do
if operator in cloud then
dt ← mobileTime(operator) − cloudTime(operator)
if t + dt ¬ tmax then
dc ← cloudCost(operator) − mobileCost(operator)
if dc > dcmax then
dcmax ← dc
operatormax ← operator
else
dt ← cloudTime(operator) − mobileTime(operator)
if t + dt ¬ tmax then
dc ← mobileCost(operator) − cloudCost(operator)
if dc > dcmax then
dcmax ← dc
operatormax ← operator
return maxoperator
The algorithm pseudocode is presented in the listing. It returns an identifier of an
operator that should be moved from the mobile device to the cloud or vice versa. The
mobileTime(), mobileCost(), cloudTime() and cloudCost() functions return costs and
execution times for a given operator computed from the previous operator calls. We
assume that initial costs and times are equal to 0. The proposed algorithm’s time complexity for a single iteration is O(N) depending on the number of operators.
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A software framework and management module is required to enable dynamic allocation of an operator to the cloud or a mobile device in every iteration. Such an offloading
framework was developed, and a testing environment was set up, in order to test the algorithm. The framework was built on top of RxJS [16] and CycleJS [23] libraries that
support developing interactive applications with architecture based on event streams.
The proposed iterative heuristic was also compared to the genetic optimization algorithm [12] that calculated operator allocation a priori, before the application execution.
The genetic algorithm was proposed for static applications, where execution times are
constant throughout the lifecycle of the application, so the allocation for given operator
is also constant. As the algorithm requires historical data to perform the optimization,
operator execution and transfer times for 20 games were measured and averaged.
The tests were performed for the implemented chess application corresponding to
presented one in figure 2. Four methods of application allocation were evaluated:
• allMobile - the application running only on the mobile device,
• allCloud - all operators running in the cloud, with the mobile device acting as a
thin client,
• genetic - operators allocated to the mobile device or to the cloud before the application execution by the heuristic genetic algorithm, optimization based on the
average costs for all iterations
• iterative - operators allocated to the mobile device or to the cloud on every iteration
by the heuristic optimization algorithm proposed above.
The tests were run on a mobile device emulator. As the performance of the actual
mobile devices vary greatly between different models, several ratios of the cloud computing performance to the mobile device performance were simulated, ranging from the
1:1 ratio (the same performance on both environments) to 3:1 ratio (3 times faster computation on the cloud). The network latency, for communication between the device and
the cloud, was set to 200ms. The charts presented in figure 4 show the varying iteration
duration (in milliseconds) throughout the whole game, from the beginning (0%) until the
end (100%). The data was averaged from 20 different chess games.
The average duration of the whole game for different cloud to mobile performance
ratios and allocation configurations are presented in table 1. Although the iterative optimization algorithm does not give the optimal solution in every case, the difference from
the best allocation is always relatively small. Hence, with the iterative optimization algorithm enabled, and with dynamic operator allocation, the average game duration across
all the cases is 13.4% lower than the allMobile allocation, and 12.5% lower than the allCloud one. The genetic optimization algorithm favored moving the single operator with
the highest cost to the cloud (AI move), but because this algorithm does not consider
changing execution times, the results are comparable to the allCloud scenario.
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(a) 1:1 performance ratio

(b) 1.5:1 performance ratio

Figure 4: Iteration duration (in milliseconds) throughout the game
5.

Conclusions

Optimization of an interactive mobile application using cloud computing has three
possible results: all operators are executed on the device, all operators are offloaded to the
cloud, or the operator graph is partitioned between those two environments. The example
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(c) 2:1 performance ratio

(d) 3:1 performance ratio

Figure 4: Iteration duration (in milliseconds) throughout the game
chess game application showed that using only the mobile device is not optimal, because
of the complex processing involved in computing the AI moves. Offloading the whole
application to the cloud is also not ideal, because of the significant output data size for
the draw board operator. In fact, the optimal solution is to move only one operator to
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Table 1: Average game durations
performance ratio

allMobile

allCloud

genetic

iterative

1:1
1.5:1
2:1
3:1

18.60
27.99
36.63
54.72

34.77
35.08
34.78
34.73

33.31
33.40
34.19
37.97

19.70
28.94
33.71
38.34

average

34.49

34.84

35,88

30.17

the cloud, for the middle part of the game, hence the iterative heuristic algorithm and
dynamic operator allocation are suitable in this case.
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Discrete-time feedback stabilization
WOJCIECH MITKOWSKI, WALDEMAR BAUER and MARTA ZAGÓROWSKA

This paper presents an algorithm for designing dynamic compensator for infinitedimensional systems with bounded input and bounded output operators using finite dimensional
approximation. The proposed method was then implemented in order to find the control function for thin rod heating process. The optimal sampling time was found depending on discrete
output measurements.
Key words: stabilization, feedback stabilization, finite dimensional stabilization, infinite
dimensional systems, finite dimensional approximations, continuous-discrete system.

1.

Introduction

One of the main areas of automatic control is related to stabilization problems. Usually, in real time application, an algorithm consisting of two stages is used: 1. Bring the
system to the valid region of linearization. 2. Stabilize the system using linear approximation. This approach is justified by topological similarity of a nonlinear system and its
linearization (valid only for hyperbolic systems without purely imaginary eigenvalues).
Feedback design (design of the stabilizing controller) depends on the system form
(usually we have either differential equations or transfer function for time invariant systems).
The design of finite dimensional feedback is useful due to multiple reasons: 1. It
is possible to use simple, finite-dimensional methods, e.g., Lyapunov functions and in
consequence, Lyapunov equations strictly linked with algebraic Riccati equations. 2.
Some of the systems have predefined structure, e.g., the hoisting machine (long line is a
distributed system, and the drive may be modeled with finite-dimensional system).
The design of finite-dimensional controllers for infinite systems with finite set of
unstable modes (or at least weakly damped ones) is widely analyzed in literature. This
class of the systems was described by Triggiani (1975) [34], or even earlier by Fattorini
(1967) [11]. Using small disturbance methods and building appropriate invariant sets,
Schumacher (1981, 1983) [30, 31] proposed finite dimensional stabilizing controllers
The Authors are with AHG University of Science and Technology, Krakow, Poland. W. Mitkowski
is the corresponding author, e-mail: wojciech.mitkowski@agh.edu.pl. W. Mitkowski is the corresponding
author.
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for distributed and delayed systems (see also Kamen (1985) [14]). Similar results were
obtained by Curtain (1984) [4] for parabolic systems with infinite input-output operators. Also the works of Curtain and Salomon (1986) [5], and Sakawa (1983, 1984, 1985)
[27-29] are worth noticing. Balas (1983) [2] proposed a finite dimensional dynamic compensator for finite dimensional approximations of infinite systems. Similar methods were
proposed by Kobayashi (1983) [16]. Gibson (1981) [13] used finite dimensional approximation of algebraic Riccati equation. The detailed description of those works was done,
e.g., by Mitkowski (1991) [20] with 229 books and papers analyzed.
The design of stabilizing controllers is still an interesting problem (see, e.g.
Przyşuski (2014) [26]), especially as there are more efficient numerical tools. Thanks
to computers, nowadays, we can analyze complex mathematical models of distributed
parameter systems, e.g. models of non-integer order Obrźczka (2014) [22], Sierociuk
(2015) [32], Oprzêdkiewicz (2016) [24] which sometimes better describe real systems.
In this work, we focused on an algorithm of stabilization of linear infinite dimensional system with bounded input and bounded output operators and with finite set of
unstable modes (weakly damped) using finite discrete stabilization. As an example, we
used diffusion equation which models the heating process of a thin rod.

2. Problem description
Consider a closed-loop system (with continuous time) shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Closed-loop system.
Finite dimensional stabilization problem: for a given infinite system S find a stabilizing controller (finite dimensional) such that the closed-loop system is exponentially
stable with predefined damping coefficient.
In digital control, it is necessary to use a discrete system (computer or other device
with discrete time). In order to use a discrete stabilizing controller in continuous time
system, we need to use the system (see Fig. 2) in the form of a series of pulser, continuous linear system S, and ZOH (Zero Order Hold) with input u(k) and output y(k),
k = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
If the pulser and ZOH work synchronously with time step h > 0, then the parameters
of discrete linear system Sd denoted for simplicity with A, B, C are given by the formulas
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Figure 2: Continuous-discrete system.
calculated on the basis of continuous system:
∫h
Ah

A := e ,

eAt Bdt,

B :=

C := C

(1)

0

For a valid controller (both continuous and discrete), we need the controllability and
observability of continuous system S. The conditions for time step h > 0 which guarantee
that the discrete system is also controllable and observable are known and may be found,
e.g., in Mitkowski (1991, p. 141) [20].

3.

The decomposition of the system

There is a group of infinite dimensional systems which can be stabilized using finite
dimensional methods. Let us now consider a system (see for example Pazy (1983) [25],
Slemrod (1974) [33], Wang (1972) [35], Curtain and Pritchard (1978) [7], Curtain and
Zwart (1995) [8])
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),
y(t) = Cx(t)
(2)
x(t) ∈ X,
u(t) ∈ U,
y(t) ∈ Y
For further use we will denote it as S(A, B,C). Let us now assume that (2) fulfills the
following conditions:
• X, Y , U – Hilbert spaces, dimU < +∞.
• A is an infinitesimal generator C0 of semi-group TA (t), for t  0 in X.
• B ∈ L(U, X), C ∈ L(X,Y ) are bounded.
• A is a discrete operator with finite number of eigenvalues with Re s > β, β < +∞.
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Taking into account the conditions above, we can decompose (2) into (Triggiani
(1975) [34]):

 

 

ẋ1 (t)
A1 0 0
x1 (t)
B1

 

 

 ẋ2 (t)  =  0 A2 0   x2 (t)  +  B2  u(t),
(3)
ẋ3 (t)
0 0 A3
x3 (t)
B3
y(t) = C1 x1 (t) +C2 x2 (t) +C3 x3 (t),
xi (t) ∈ Xi , i = 1, 2, 3, X = X1 + X2 + X3 ,
dim X1 < +∞, dim X2 = p < +∞.

(4)

The spectrum of A (see (2)) is depicted in the Fig. 3. The operator A1 is responsible
for unstable (or weakly damped) part of the system (3). The operators A2 and A3 are
exponentially stable.

Figure 3: Discrete spectrum of A.
Let us now add the following assumptions:
• sup{Re s : s ∈ λ (A3 ) < 0, sup{Re s : s ∈ λ (A2 )} = γ < 0.
• The pair (A1 , B1 ) is controllable, the pair (C1 , A1 ) is observable.
• dim X2 = p → +∞ ⇒ ∥B3 ∥ → 0 and ∥C3 ∥ → 0.
The last assumption is fulfilled if, e.g., self-adjoint generator A has compact resolvent
(the eigenvectors form a basis of the given space).
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Finite-dimensional stabilizing controller

Let us now consider dynamic feedback Mitkowski (1988 [19, p. 519], 1991, [20, p.
233]) of form:
[
] [
][
] [
]
w1 (t)
G1
ẇ1 (t)
A1 − G1C1 + B1 K1 −G1C2
+
y(t),
=
(5)
ẇ2 (t)
B2 K1
A2
w2 (t)
0
u(t) = K1 w1 (t),

wi (t) ∈ Xi ,

i = 1, 2.

Let us assume that the conditions mentioned in previous section are fulfilled. There
exists a finite dimensional stabilizing controller (5), such that the closed-loop system
(2) with (5) is exponentially stable with predefined damping coefficient α ∈ (γ , 0), see
Sakawa (1983) [27]. See also Mitkowski (1982, 1986, 1988) [17, 19], Mitkowski (1991,
[20, p. 230]) for further details.
The design of feedback (5) may be reduced to finding the matrices K1 and G1 which
can be done using methods known from finite dimensional system’s analysis, e.g., LQ
design. The desired damping coefficient α ∈ (γ , 0) can be found by increasing p =
dim X2 .
A discrete version of the controller (Mitkowski (1991, [20, p. 236]) can be obtained
using formulas (1) and remembering that the system is asymptotically stable if the eigenvalues lie inside the unit circle. The matrices K1 i G1 should be found in a way that
guarantees that the eigenvalues of matrices A1 + B1 K1 and A1 − G1C1 lie inside the unit
circle (for example, we can set them as zeros).

5. Example
Let us now consider the process of heating a thin rod (Oprzedkiewicz (2003, 2016)
[23, 24]) depicted in the Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Heating of a thin rod.
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A simplified mathematical model of the analyzed process has the form
∂x(z,t)
∂2 x(z,t)
=a
− Ra x(z,t) + b(z)u(t),
∂t
∂z2
∂x(z,t)
∂x(z,t)
=
= 0, t > 0,
∂z
∂z
z=0
z=1

t > 0,

z ∈ [ 0, 1],

(6)

z ∈ ( 0, 1),

x(z, 0) = 0,
∫1

y(t) =

c(z)x(z,t)dz.
0

{

where
b(z) =
{
c(z) =

c̄
0

f or
f or

1
0

f or
f or

0 6 z 6 z0
z0 < z 6 1

z1 6 z 6 z2
0 6 z < z1 and

z2 < z 6 1

∞

x(z,t) = ∑ xi (t)hi (z)
i=0

After the decomposition, we have system S(A, B,C, D), where
A = diag (λ0 , λ1 , λ2 , ......), B = [b0 b1 b2 .........]T ,
C = [c0 c1 c2 ..........],
D = 0,
and
X = L2 (0, 1; R),
λi = −i2 π2 a − Ra , i = 0, 1, 2, ...
{
1 f or i = 0
hi (z) = √
2 cos(iπz) f or i = 1, 2, 3, .....
∫1

bi =

∫1

b(z)hi (z)dz, ci =
0

(7)

c(z)hi (z)dz,
0

we have the following parameters for model (6) (verified in a laboratory, Oprzedkiewicz
(2003, 2004) [26, 21]):
a = 0.000945, Ra = 0.0271, c̄ = 25.7922 z0 = 1/13, z1 = 25/52, z2 = 27/52
From (7), we have
A = diag( - 0.0269 - 0.0358 - 0.0624 - 0.1068 - 0.1690 - 0.2490 - 0.3467
- 0.4621 - 0.5954 - 0.7464 - 0.9152 - 1.1017 - 1.3060 - 1.5281 - 1.7679
- 2.0255 - 2.3009 - 2.5940 - 2.9049 - 3.2335 - 3.5800 - 3.9441 - 4.3261
- 4.7258 - 5.1433)
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B = [0.0769 0.1077 0.1046 0.0995 0.0926 0.0842 0.0745 0.0638
0.0526 0.0412 0.0299 0.0190 0.0090 - 0.0000 - 0.0077 - 0.0139
- 0.0187 - 0.0218 - 0.0234 - 0.0235 - 0.0223 - 0.0200 - 0.0168 - 0.0130
- 0.0087]T
C = [1.0171 0 - 1.4348 - 0.0000 1.4244 - 0.0000 - 1.4070 0.0000
1.3830 - 0.0000 - 1.3524 - 0.0000 1.3156 - 0.0000 - 1.2729 - 0.0000
1.2246 - 0.0000 - 1.1711 - 0.0000 1.1130 - 0.0000 - 1.0507 0.0000 0.9848]
In order to perform the simulation, the heating process was implemented with use of
Matlab/Simulink environment (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Simulink system.
The zero-order-hold is necessary to simulate a measurement device (e.g. thermometer) with various sampling times. We used the Tustin method (see e.g., Astrom 1990, [1,
p. 212]) to discretize the compensator and then find the appropriate sampling frequency.
It transforms the continuous system S(A, B,C, D) into a discrete one for a given sampling
time h using the formulas
h
h
A+ = (I + A)(I − A)−1
2
2
B+ = A−1 (A+ − I)B
(8)
C+ = C
D+ = D
During the simulation we wanted to find optimal sampling time of the compensator
for various sampling frequencies for temperature measurement. We used the performance indicator proposed by Bini and Buttazzo (2014) [3]:
1
J(N) =
N

∫T

|u̇(t)| dt

(9)

0

During the simulations, we set T = 200 [s]. For optimization, we used golden search
with parabolic interpolation implemented in Matlab Optimization Toolbox. The optimization constraints were chosen as 1 6 N 6 106 . The results are gathered in Tab. 1.
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Table 1: The results of optimization
Temperature sampling
frequency [Hz]

Optimal number
of samples Nopt

Sampling time
h = NTopt [s]

10
1
0.1
0.03
0.02
0.01

23700
23896
68957
84140
48284
69997

0.0084
0.0083
0.0029
0.0024
0.0041
0.0028

It can be seen that sampling time of the controller increases with increasing sampling
frequency. This means that we have a buffer in the controller for doing necessary calculations. The accuracy of temperature measurements and controller performance are
depicted in the Figs 6 and 7.

Figure 6: Temperature for various sampling frequencies.
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Figure 7: Control signal for various sampling frequencies.
6. Comparison quality index
For all numerical experiments the golden search with parabolic interpolation method
has been chosen for tuning Nopt parameter. Initial value for all experiments have value 1.
The tests will be conducted for the following quality index:
1
1.
N

∫T
0

|u̇(t)| dt,

1
2.
N

∫T
2

u dt

1
3.
N

0

∫T
0

|u|dt

1
4.
N

∫T

tudt
0

I can bee seen, that all quality index give the same result for the same sampling frequencies (see Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). But calculating are the faster for the quality index of
form 1 (see Tab. 2) .

7. Conclusion
The main purpose of this work was to present possible way of approximating infinite dimensional systems with finite dimensional ones. The resulting system can then be
discretized and implemented in digital controllers. The results were confirmed with simulation as we analyzed the process of thin rod heating. We found optimal sampling time
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Figure 8: Temperature for various quality index with sampling frequencies 10Hz.

Figure 9: Temperature for various quality index with sampling frequencies 0.01Hz.
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Figure 10: Temperature for various quality index with sampling frequencies 0.1Hz
for the compensator depending on various output sampling frequencies and comparison
result for different quality index.
Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm is general and may be used for control of various systems. One of the possible way of applications may be non-integer order diffusion
equation Gal and Warma (2016) [12], see also Evans (2007) [10]. However, it will require further analysis and research, as the methods for integer order systems cannot be
directly applied to them.
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An exact block algorithm for no-idle RPQ problem
JAROSLAW PEMPERA

In the work a single-machine scheduling problem is being considered, in which all tasks
have a fixed availability (release) and delivery time. In the analyzed variant no-idle time is
allowed on a machine. The purpose of optimization is to determine such order of tasks that
minimizes the makespan, i.e. the time of execution of all the tasks. There is also a number of
properties of the problem presented, in particular there are formulated block eliminating properties for no-idle constraint. There was an exact B&B algorithm based on the block properties
proposed.
Key words: scheduling, single machine, no-idle, B&B algorithm.

1.

Introduction

In a single-machine problem with jobs’ release time and delivery time (RPQ) there
must be a number of tasks executed on one machine. No idle time means that since
the commencement of the first task the machine must perform the next task without
interruption until the completion of the last task. Therefore, there must be a schedule of
tasks minimizing delivery time of all the tasks determined.
No-idle constraint occurs in production systems, in which there are thermal or chemical reaction processes. In such systems, machine downtimes can not only cause failure
of machinery, deterioration in the quality of products but can also generate additional
costs related to energy expenditure. No-idle constraint can also be used in planning of
outsourcing services, in which costs are dependent on the length of the contracts or in
case of renting of expensive equipment for the execution of orders. Undoubtedly, both
RPQ and RPQ no-idle problems are NP-hard. In case of RPQ problem there are efficient algorithms based on Branch-and-Bound (B&B) method proposed by Carlier [1]
and Grabowski et al. [4]. In the first algorithm the node in the B&B search tree method
is created in the time O(n ln n) using the algorithm Schrage [10], whereas in the second
algorithm the nodes are created on the basis of the concept of a block task. Due to short
duration of execution of these algorithms (a few seconds for 50–10000 tasks) they can
be used to estimate lower bounds for the construction of multi-machine problems with
The Author is with Department of Automatics, Mechatronics and Control Systems, Faculty of Electronics, Wrocław University of Technology, Janiszewskiego str. 11-17, 50-372 Wrocław, Poland, e-mail:
jaroslaw.pempera@pwr.edu.pl
Received 9.11.2016. Revised 16.05.2017.
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the criterion of minimizing the completion time of all tasks such as: flow shop problems,
job shop problems, flexible flow shop and job shop problems.
Construction of algorithms for simple scheduling problems is important in scientific context because the properties of these problems can be used in the construction of
exact and heuristic algorithms for multi-machine scheduling problems. Discovered by
Grabowski et al. block properties have been successfully used not only in the construction of exact algorithms for flow shop and job shop problems (the exact solution of small
size), but also in the construction of one of the most effective heuristic algorithms for
the following problems: flow shop [3, 7], job shop [8], no-store (blocking) flow shop [9]
etc.
Study on task scheduling with no-idle constraint on machines mainly relate to the
flow shop problem. There were proposed exact algorithms [11] and heuristic algorithms
based on the construction [2], [5] and local search methods [6]. The paper presents the
new properties of the problem with no-idle time on machine. Due to the significant similarity to the block properties of RPQ problem they will also be called block properties.
Using these properties there has been an exact algorithm proposed based on the B&B
method.

2. Problem description
On machine there must be executed n task from the set J = {1, . . . , n}. Each task has a
known execution time p j > 0, j ∈ J and cannot start earlier than the release time r j  0.
The machine cannot perform more than one task at a time. The tasks on the machine
must be carried out without any interruption. Once the task is completed the finished
product is delivered to the customer in time q j  0. Let S j , C j and D j , be respectively
the starting moment, the completion time and delivery moment of task j, j ∈ J. There
must be determined the tasks schedule minimizing the moment of all the tasks delivery.
Let π be a permutation defined on the set J describing the sequence of tasks execution
on one machine. Feasible schedule for tasks execution in the order of π must meet the
following restrictions:
S j  r j for j ∈ J,
(1)
Cj = Sj + pj

for j ∈ J,

(2)

Dj = Cj + qj

for j ∈ J,

(3)

Sπ( j) = Cπ( j−1)

for j = 2, . . . , n.

(4)

Constraints (1–3) are obvious, while equation (4) imposes the performance of tasks on
the machine in order π with no idle time.
Let Dmax = max j∈J D j be the moment of all the tasks delivery. We want to find the
sequence of tasks on the machine π∗ , such that
Dmax (π∗ ) = min Dmax (π),
π∈Π

(5)
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where Π is the set of all permutations defined on the set J.
2.1. Example

There must be n = 10 tasks performed on a machine. The release times, execution
times and delivery times of tasks are summarized in Table 1. In Fig. 1 there are three
schedules for tasks execution presented in the Gantt chart form. Schedules (A) and (B)
have been designated for the permutations generated by the use of Schrage algorithm (ARPQ, B-RPQ no-idle) while schedule (C) is the optimal schedule for the RPQ no-idle
problem. The delivery moment of all tasks is: (A)–42, (B)–46, (C)–43.
Table 1: Test data
Parametr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

release time – ri
execution time – pi
delivery time – qi

9
4
26

16
1
13

15
1
22

27
2
12

6
1
28

4
1
1

26
2
5

12
4
17

3
1
20

11
1
0

Figure 1: Gantt chart
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3. Graph model
Before the presentation of graph model it must be noted that the equation (4) can be
replaced by two inequalities:
Sπ( j)  Sπ( j−1) + pπ( j−1)

dla j = 2, . . . , n,

(6)

Sπ( j−1)  Sπ( j) − pπ( j−1)

dla j = 2, . . . , n.

(7)

For fixed processing order π, there is a graph G(π) = (V, E(π)) defined with the set
of nodes V and a set of directed arcs E(π). A set of nodes V = J ∪ {s,t} consists of n
nodes representing tasks and two fictitious nodes s (initial, source) and t (final, target).
The node representing the task j is burdened with weight equal to the duration of the
task p j , j ∈ J, while the fictitious nodes with weight equal to zero.
A set of arcs E(π) consists of four subsets of arcs:
E s = {(s, j) : j ∈ J},

(8)

arc (s, j) ∈ E s corresponds to the constraint (1) and has weight r j ,
E t = {( j,t) : j ∈ J},

(9)

arc ( j,t) ∈ E t corresponds to the constraint (3) and has weight q j ,
E 1 (π) = {(π( j − 1), π( j)) : j = 2, . . . n},

(10)

arc (π( j − 1), π( j)) ∈
corresponds to the constraint (6) and has weight 0. Arcs
1
from the set E (π) corresponds to the processing order of tasks π and will be called (in
short) machine arcs. The last subset constitute arcs resulting from the no-idle constraint
E 1 (π)

E 2 (π) = {(π( j), π( j − 1)) : j = 2, . . . n},

(11)

arc (π( j), π( j − 1)) ∈ E 2 (π) corresponds to the constraint (7) and has weight −pπ( j) −
pπ( j−1) , which results from transformation of (7) to
Sπ( j−1)  Sπ( j) + pπ( j) − pπ( j) − pπ( j−1)

for j = 2, . . . , n.

(12)

Propertie 1 For fixed processing order of tasks execution π on a single machine, the
earliest starting moment for the task j, j ∈ J is equal to the length of the longest path to
the node representing this task (without weight of node) in the graph G(π) .
Propertie 2 For fixed processing order π, the earliest delivery moment of all the tasks
is equal to the length of the longest path to a node t in the graph G(π).
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It follows from the construction of a graph G(π) that every path begins in the source
node s, what is more, the longest path in the graph G(π) to node t is also the longest path
in this graph. This path will be called critical path.
The set of arcs of the graph G(π) consists of arcs with negative weighs, therefore,
determination of the length of the longest paths requires the use of the Bellman-Forda
algorithm with complexity of |V | · |E|.
Propertie 3 The lengths of the longest paths in G(π) can be determined in time O(n).
Proof. For the proof, it is enough to note that the lengths of the longest paths have a
fixed value after execution of a relaxation of arcs in the following order: (i) arcs from the
set E s , (ii) arcs from the set E 1 (π) in the order of (π(1), π(2)), . . . , (π(n − 1), π(n)), (iii)
arcs from the set E 2 (π) in the order of (π(n), π(n − 1)), . . . , (π(2), π(1)), (iv) arcs from
the set E t .
Any critical path in the graph G(π) begins with an arc belonging to E s and ending
with an arc belonging to E t . Therefore, it will be described with the pair (a, b), where
(s, a) ∈ E s i (b,t) ∈ E t . For a = b the solution π is the optimal solution. Let us consider
two cases: (i) a < b and (ii) a > b.
In case of (i) a sequence Ba,b = (π(a), π(a + 1), . . . , π(b)) will be called block of
tasks. The block theorem [4] can be formulated as follows:
Propertie 4 If Ba,b is a block in π and β ∈ Π is any permutation such that Dmax (β) <
Dmax (π), there is a task π(k) ∈ {π(a+1), . . . , π(b)} (or π(k) ∈ {π(a), . . . , π(b−1)}) such
that in the permutation β task π(k) precedes all other tasks in a block (it is processed
after all other tasks in a block).
In case (ii) the sequence Ba,b = (π(a), . . . , π(n), π(1), . . . , π(b)) will be called i-block
of tasks. In a way analogous to 4 property, the following property can be proved for the
i-block Ba,b :
Propertie 5 If Ba,b is i-block in π and β ∈ Π is any permutation such that Dmax (β) <
Dmax (π), there is a task π(k) ∈ {π(a+1), . . . , π(n)} (or π(k) ∈ {π(1), . . . , π(b−1)}) such
that in the permutation β task π(k) precedes all other tasks in the set {π(a), . . . , π(n)} (it
is processed after all other tasks from the set {π(1), . . . , π(b)}).

4.

Exact block algorithm

With each node of Branch and Bound method there is associated a permutation determining the order of tasks π, block or i-block of tasks Ba,b and the relation of partial order
of R. The relation R implies a constraint ” if (i, j) ∈ R, then task j can begin only after
the task i is completed”. The space of solutions is divided into subspaces (branching) on
the basis of tasks in the block (or i-block) Ba,b .
A new node in a search tree of B&B algorithm is created by generating a new permutation and adding constraints to relation R. For k = a + 1, . . . , x (x = b for the block and
x = n for i-block) a new permutation is generated by shifting task π(k) on position a in
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π. To the relation R there are added constraints {(π(k), π( j)) : j ̸= k, j = a, . . . , x}, which
means that the task π(k) must be executed before all other tasks from the set {a, . . . , x}.
But for k = x, . . . , b − 1 (x = a for the block and x = 1 for i-block) a new permutation
is generated by shifting task π(k) on position b w π. To the relation R there are added
constraints {(π( j), π(k)) : j ̸= k, j = x, . . . , b} which means that the task π(k) must be
executed after all other tasks from the set {x, . . . , b}.
The search node of tree is cut off if the relation R is contradictory. Similarly as in the
exact block algorithm for RPQ problem, the node generated by shifting task π(k) is cut
off, if rπ(k) > rπ(a) in case of inserting into the position a and if qπ(k) > qπ(b) in case of
inserting into the position b.
In Fig. 2 there was the course of the proposed algorithm for data from example
presented. Each node is described in a separate rectangle, in which there is a permutation,
node number, and Dmax (in the lower right corner) presented. Tasks forming block (iblok) were linked with the use of thick line, in addition, the tasks π(a) and π(b) were
highlighted in bold.
Transfers of tasks resulting from the division strategy were illustrated by arcs,
wherein the arcs leading to the nodes were indicated by dashed lines. The initial permutation π (Node 1) was generated by Schrage algorithm. In the permutations π there
is i-block B9,6 . In the case of tasks 4 and 5 there are conditions r4 > r7 and q5 > q3 and
q1 > q3 fulfilled, therefore the corresponding nodes will be cut off. Finally, as a result of
the division there are three child nodes created by shifting: (i) task 8 to position 6 (node
2), (ii) task 6 to position 6 (node 7), (iii) task 9 to position 6 (node 12). Child nodes
are connected to a parent node with an arc with the assigned number of a task shifted
as a result of generating of a new permutations. In any child the number of restrictions
remembered in relation of partial order increases. It is the main mechanism of cutting
off child nodes. This can be seen on the example of node 11, wherein the child nodes
generated by shifting tasks 5, 1, 3 and 8 were cut off because of the restrictions added
while creating node 10, i.e. shifting tasks 9, which generates restriction: task 9 must be
performed after tasks 5,1,8 and 3. The algorithm found the optimal solution in node 4
with a value of 43 and generated a total of 14 nodes (permutations) in reference to 10!
all possible. There were tests conducted on the effectiveness of the block algorithm on
multiple instances of data generated at random of size from 10 to 80 tasks. In most cases
the number of nodes generated by algorithm did not exceed a few dozen and duration
of action did not exceed a few hundred milliseconds. In addition, during the operation
of the algorithm, i-blocks were generated relatively rarely. This means that for many instances of RPQ problem, in exact solution the removal of idle-time of machine does not
increase the time of delivery of all tasks.

5.

Summary

In the work, for single-machine scheduling problem with release and delivery dates
with no-idle time on machines there was the notion of i-block of tasks formulated which
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Figure 2: The calculation process for the data from example
is an extension of the well-known block of tasks. There was an exact algorithm proposed
based on B&B method in which block properties have been used in the branch and bound
strategy. It follows from the experimental studies on algorithms that solution to a significant number of instances of size of dozens of tasks takes no more than 1 second on a PC.
The author of the paper believes that, based on i-blocks of tasks there can be efficient
local search algorithms constricted for multi-machine tasks scheduling problems.
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The study of the influence of micro-environmental
signals on macrophage differentiation using
a quantitative Petri net based model
KATARZYNA RŻOSIŃSKA, DOROTA FORMANOWICZ and PIOTR FORMANOWICZ

The complexity of many biological processes, which, thanks to the development of many
fields of science, becomes for us more and more obvious, makes these processes extremely interesting for further analysis. In this paper a quantitative model of the process of macrophage
differentiation, which is essential for many phenomena occurring in the human body, is proposed and analyzed. The model is expressed in the language of Petri net theory on the basis
of one of the three hypotheses concerning macrophage differentiation existing in the literature.
The performed analysis allowed to find an importance of individual factors in the studied phenomenon.
Key words: Petri nets, atherosclerosis, macrophages, t-invariants.

1.

Introduction

The discovery of high independence between phenomena of macrophages differentiation and the T helper cells and the existence of macrophages subpopulations with
different phenotype profiles M1 and M2 [19], opens new roads to better understanding
the patomechanisms of many diseases and brings hope for their effective treatment in
the future [28, 17].
The motivation for these studies were the results of recent research, which shed
new light on immunological processes. Abnormal functioning of the immune system is
the basis of many civilization-related diseases, inter alia the atherosclerosis. This disease ceased to be seen as a simple disorder caused by deposition of lipids in the arteK. Rżosińska is with Institute of Computing Science, Poznan University of Technology, Piotrowo str.
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rial endothelium. Now we know that its etiology is highly complex and associated with
multiple processes, such as inflammation, oxidative stress, immune disturbances and hyperlipidemia. It should be emphasized here that macrophage accumulation within the
vascular wall is a hallmark of atherosclerosis [3]. Therefore, the role of macrophages to
keep organism homeostasis is crucial.
Unfortunately, the mechanisms underlying macrophage differentiation are not fully
known. The macrophages are very important cells for the development of many diseases,
thus it is significant to determine how they are maturing and how the process of activation of particular phenotypic groups is going. In this paper macrophage differentiation
process has been studied. There are three main hypotheses about this phenomenon in
the literature. We have considered them and chosen one for analysis. Because of the
aforementioned complexity of the studied phenomenon, for its modeling and analysis a
systems approach based on the language of Petri nets theory has been used. Hence, an
in-depth analysis has been made.
In this article an extended version of the model proposed in [25] is presented and
analyzed. The model has been extensived by addition of the influence of macrophagederived secretory products on the maturation of the monocytes.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 basic notions concerning Petri
nets used in the other parts of this work are briefly presented. In section 3 biological
aspects of the process of macrophage differentiation are described. In section 4 the Petri
net based model of this process is presented, while in section 5 the results of its analysis
are described. The paper ends with conclusions given in section 6.

2. Petri nets
Petri nets have been proposed in 1960s by Carl A. Petri as a formalism for modeling
and analysis of concurrent computer systems [23]. For years they have been mainly used
in the context of technical systems but in the mid 1990s it has been realized that nets of
this type can be also used for describing and analysis of biological systems [24, 10].
A Petri net has a structure of a weighted directed bipartite graph. In such a graph a
set of vertices can be divided into two disjoint subsets in such a way that there is no arc
connecting vertices of the same subset. In Petri nets vertices from one of these subsets
are called places while elements of the other subset are transitions. When a Petri net is
a model of some biological system, places correspond to its passive components (e.g.,
substrates or products of reactions) and transitions are counterparts of some elementary
subprocesses occurring in the system (e.g., chemical reactions). Hence, in Petri nets arcs
connect places with transitions and transitions with places. There is also another, very
important type of components of Petri nets, i.e., tokens. They bring dynamics to the net,
which is one of its fundamental properties. Tokens flow between places through transitions, what corresponds to a flow of substances, information etc. in the modeled system.
The flow of tokens is governed by a simple transition activation and firing rule, according to which a transition is active if in every place directly preceding this transition there
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is a number of tokens which is equal to at least the weight of an arc connecting that place
with the transition. An active transition can be fired what means that tokens flow from all
places directly preceding it to places directly succeeding the transition and the number
of flowing tokens is equal to the weight of an appropriate arc. There are two exceptions
to this rule. A transition which is not preceded by any place, called an input transition,
is continuously active (so, it can fire at any time). Moreover, a transition which is not
succeeded by any place, called an output transition, does not generate tokens when fired.
Input and output transitions often represent some interfaces between a modeled system
and its environment. A distribution of tokens over the set of places, called marking, corresponds to a state of the modeled system [21].
There is a very intuitive graphical representation of Petri nets, where transitions are
depicted as rectangles or bars, places as circles, arcs as arrows and tokens as dots or positive integer numbers within places. This representation is very helpful in understanding
a structure of the model and in its simulation but it is not very well suited for an analysis
of its formal properties. For this purpose another representation, called incidence matrix, is more suitable. In such matrix A = (ai j )n×m rows correspond to places, columns
correspond to transitions and entry ai j is equal to the difference between the numbers of
tokens residing in place pi before and after firing transition t j .
In the analysis of Petri net based models of biological systems especially important are transition invariants (t-invariants). An invariant of this type is vector x being
a solution of the equation A · x = 0. These vectors are dependent only on the structure
of the network and the distribution of tokens does not affect them. For each Petri net
minimal t-invariants [16] are looked for, i.e., those that are not linear combinations of
other t-invariants. Algorithms for calculating t-invariants are described in several papers, e.g., in [4] (there are also freely available software tools for calculating invariants,
e.g., INA [11], Charlie [9] and MonaLisa [5]). With t-invariant x there is associated set
s(x) = {t j : x j > 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , m} containing transitions corresponding to positive entries of vector x and is called a support of this invariant.
Supports correspond to subprocesses which do not change a state of the modeled system. Hence, they are especially important and an analysis of dependencies among such
subprocesses may lead to discoveries of some unknown properties of the system. Such
an analysis can be done by searching for similarities among t-invariants. These similarities (properly defined) correspond to common parts of the supports. Transitions being
elements of support intersections correspond to elementary processes composing subprocesses being counterparts of the supports. These subprocesses can interact with each
other through the common elementary processes. In order to find similar t-invariants they
are usually grouped into sets called t-clusters using standard clustering algorithms. Each
of such clusters contains t-invariants similar to each other according to some similarity
measure. Moreover, each of them corresponds to some subprocess of higher order [8, 7].
There are many clustering algorithms and similarity measures which may provide various clusterings (e.g., sets of clusters). Hence, in order to obtain a proper clustering (from
the viewpoint of the analysis of the model of the biological system), the algorithm, the
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similarity measure and also the number of clusters should be carefully chosen, what is
not an easy task.
In addition, in the case where a Petri net contains a great number of transitions, they
can be grouped into the so-called Maximum Common Transition sets (MCT sets). Each
of these sets contains transitions being elements of supports of exactly the same minimal
t-invariants and corresponds to some functional module of the modeled system [8, 7].
The formal definition of MCT sets and some considerations about their importance in
the biological context can be found, e.g., in [26].
In figure 1 there is shown an example of a simple Petri net consisting of six transitions and four places. Among them there are two input transitions, representing input
signals (named Input1 and Input2) and output transition, representing an output signal
(named Output). The net is covered by two t-invariants. The subnets corresponding to
these invariants are marked with red and green arrows. As can be seen, the support of the
t-invariant marked in green does not contain transitions Input2 and Output. These transitions are in the support of the second t-invariant (the red one) but it does not contain
transition Input1 and those ones forming the cycle in the net. It can be observed that in
order to appear signal “Output” signal “Input2” is necessary but signal “Input1” is not.
In addition, signal “Input2” (together with “Input1”) is also necessary to start processes
forming the cycle if in the initial marking there are no tokens in any of the places being
elements of the cycle.

Figure 1: Simple Petri Net showing a cyclic process with two input and one output. It is
covering by two t-invariants, marked by red and green arrows.

3.

The process of macrophage differentiation

Macrophages, a type of white blood cells, are phylogenetically the oldest group of
the immune cells. They are characterized by high heterogeneity and versatility of the
immune response. Macrophages initiate and direct virtually all immune responses [20].
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The main function of macrophages is phagocytosis, however, they are equipped with a
number of other activities, which gives them the possibility to a comprehensive immune
response. They produce, inter alia, a number of cytotoxic and effector molecules such
as cytokines, reactive oxygen species (ROS), and reactive nitrogen species (RNS). In
addition, macrophages belong to antigen presenting cells (APC), so they can activate the
T-cells and start the specific immune response. Diversity of macrophages function allows
to divide them into resident tissue macrophages, tissue macrophages, and monocytederived macrophages [12].
Resident macrophages differentiate in the early stages of embryonic development
and have ability to regenerate its population. Other macrophages arise mainly as a result
of monocytes maturation. Monocytes are also not homogeneous group. There are two
subpopulations of monocytes, classical and non-classical differing in the expression level
of certain surface receptors. Both of these populations are formed in the bone marrow,
from where they go into the bloodstream. Then they are recruited into the tissues and
differentiate into various types of macrophages [12].
M1 macrophages, also called inflammatory macrophages, are activated in the presence of pathogens and inflammatory factors. They are characterized by the generation
of cytotoxic compounds, such as ROS, nitric oxide (NO), citrulline, high levels of IL12, and low levels of IL-10. Moreover, these macrophages produce plurality of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-23, IL-1, IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor (TNF). This
phenotypic profile is capable of an antigen presentation (APCs). However, metabolism
adapted to the production of toxic substances is not indifferent for the cells. Generally,
the macrophages activated in this subtype, are able to self deactivation, when the cytotoxic functions are no longer required for the status of the human organism. However, if
the process in M1 mode lasts too long, cells are not longer able to deactivate, and their
destructive metabolism ultimately leads to apoptosis [19].
M2 macrophages, called anti-inflammatory macrophages, create the second phenotype class. This is the basic activation program. Cells of these type are responsible for
the maintenance of tissue homeostasis, remodeling, growth and regeneration of cells,
damaged by injury or inflammation. Among this class, three subtypes are distinguished,
i.e., M2a, M2b and M2c. They differ in the expression and their function in the organism. Attraction M2a induces Th2 response, stimulates the type II inflammatory response (cytotoxic) and combats parasites. It is characterized by secretion of IL-10, IL1ra, polyamides, and decoy IL-1RII. In turn, the M2b program has immunological response regulatory activity and is distinguished by TNF, IL-1, IL-6 secretion, high levels
of IL-10, and low levels of IL-12 secretion. These types of cells are also involved in
the activation of Th lymphocytes and inhibition of tumor growth. M2c, a third of these
programs, is referred as immunosuppressant and is designed to inhibit inflammatory reactions and is involved in reconstruction and recomposing of the tissues. M2c produce,
among others, IL-10 and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β). They have a unique
metabolic machinery (plasticity) that allows them to switch from M1 to M2 [20]. However, these populations are much more heterogeneous, meaning that the M1(routine heal
mode) and M2 (inhibit mode) are extrema of the spectrum of intermediate phenoty-
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phes. A multitude of factors influencing the phenotype of these versatile cells makes that
macrophages may take mixed activity.
There are three main hypotheses of macrophage differentiation. The first one assumes that each one of subpopulations of monocytes can differentiate into specific
macrophages phenotype. According to this, classical monocytes and monocyte-derived
tissue macrophages can differentiate into M1 macrophages, while M2 macrophages are
formed from non-classical monocytes and resident macrophages [12]. According to the
second hypothesis, macrophages phenotype depends on factors affecting differentiation
of monocytes in a tissue. Micro-environmental signals and cytokines present in the tissue are different for various inflammatory conditions. The resultant of these factors affect to the expression of the macrophages involved in the immune response. Usually
local population of macrophages include both subtypes. However, the percentage of
any fraction is different and affected by many factors and circumstances. At the beginning of the inflammation an amount of M1 macrophages is much larger than M2
fraction, the number of which increases with time and reaches the largest share in the
post-inflammatory phase [12, 1]. According to the third hypothesis, mature macrophages
have ability to change their phenotype from pro-inflammatory (M1/inhibit mode) to antiinflammatory (M2/heal mode), and vice versa, depending on the different conditions in
the tissues [13, 22, 27].
In vitro studies have demonstrated that macrophage activation into M1 phenotype
takes place under the influence of infectious agents such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS),
granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF), and pro-inflammatory cytokines: tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and interferon gamma (IFN-γ). Activation
of the M2 program is dependent on the presence of certain cytokines (IL-4 and IL-13),
anti-inflammatory agents (IL-10, TGF-β) and activity Fc and TL receptors. Influence of
IL-4 and IL-13 gives rise to a subpopulation M2a of macrophages. Activation of phenotype M2b depends on the simultaneous launch of an immune complex receptors Fcγ and
TL. M2C - the third of the programs, is stimulated by IL-10 and TGF-β.
The activity of particular classes of macrophage phenotypes stimulates the differentiation and activity of another monocytes. M2b activity leads to a local increase in the
level of IL-10, which in turn leads to the formation of increased number of macrophages
M2c. In contrast, the IL-12 secretion by M1 macrophages activates T-cells, which produce IFN-γ, which, as stated above, is a major factor inducing the classic macrophage
activation M1. The share of particular subpopulation of macrophages in the tissue has an
impact on the subsequent differentiation of macrophages [18].
For better understanding the intricacies of the discussed biological process, it has
been schematically depicted in the figure 2. According to the accepted hypothesis, the
possibility of differentiation all types of macrophages to all pehonotypic classes, depending on the microenviroment conditions was considered. Some of macrophages tend
to differentiate into a specific phenotype more than others. It has been presented by the
lines thickness. Inflammatory factors, and their effect on the macrophage differentiation to type M1 and stimulation of recrutiement of classical monoctets to the tissue, are
highlighted in red. In green, yellow and blue color are marked anti-inflammatory factors
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which promote the formation M2a, M2b and M2c macrophages, respectively. Each phenotypic class has a different expression profile and level of interleukins secretion. All
types of macrophages secrete IL-10 but M1 secrete it in very limited amount, what is
signify on the figure by dotted lines.

Figure 2: The analyzed process of macrophages polarization.

4.

The model

The model created for the purpose of this study has been based on the second hypothesis of macrophage differentiation, according to which the macrophage phenotype
depends on the micro-environmental signals. Accordingly, the model is limited to the
differentiation and maturation of monocytes into macrophages, without taking into account the possibility of changing phenotype of already mature macrophages. Moreover,
the ability to inactivate macrophages and the presence of memory macrophages has not
been taken into account. The model contains the activity of selected cytokines, directly
related with the macrophages differentiation process. In addition to monocyte derived
macrophages, four main types of resident tissue macrophages are included in the model:
Langerhans cells, microglial cells, Kupffer cells and Alveolar macrophages. The Petri
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net based model consists of 67 transitions and 41 places described in Tables 1 and 2 and
it is shown in Fig 3.
With each of the transitions there is associated a literature reference, mentioned in
Table 3. The analyzed process is not autonomous, the individual elements are involved in
other reactions in the organism. This fact, likewise the formal requirements of the Petri
net, made it necessary to include output transitions to the model, that signify the contribution of some factors in other physiological processes, whose specification was not
important for this study. For example, only part of IL-23 produced by M1 macrophages
is involved in stimulating T-cells, other molecules of IL-23 may participate in other
processes not included in the model. All similar phenomena are indicated in column
“Biological meaning” of Table 2 by word “output”.
The model described in this paper is available in SBML and SPEED formats on the
website http://www.cs.put.poznan.pl/krzosinska/research.html
Table 1: List of places
Place
p0
p1
p2

Biological meaning
Langerhans cells (LC)
microglial cells
Kupffer cells

Place
p21
p22
p23

p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8

Alveolar macrophage
hematopoietic stem cells (HSC)
common lymphocyte progenitor (CLP)
common myeloid progenitor (CMP)
early T-lineage progenitor (ETP)
granulocyte and monocyte progenitor(GMP)
megakaryocyte/erythrocyte
progenitors(MEP)
macrophage/dendritic cells progenitors
(MDP)
common monocyte progenitor(cMoP)
common dendritic progenitors (CDP)
dendritic cells
non-classical monocyte in blood
classical monocyte in blood
monocyte derived macrophages
non-classical macrophage
tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α)
interferon γ (IFN-γ)
granulocyte-macrophage
colonystimulating factor (GM-CSF)

p24
p25
p26
p27
p28
p29

Biological meaning
lipopolysaccharides (LPS)
toll-like receptors (TLR)
receptors for the Fc region of IgG
(FcγR)
IL-4
IL-13
IL-10
transforming growth factor β (TGF-β)
M2a
M2b

p30

M2c

p31

M1

p32
p33
p34
p35
p36
p37
p38
p39
p40

nonclassical monocyte
classical monocyte
nitric oxide (NO)
ROS
IL-6
IL-12
IL-23
IL-1
T cells

p9
p10
p11
p12
p13
p14
p15
p16
p17
p18
p19
p20
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Figure 3: Macrophage differentiation Petri net based model, with biological descriptions
of the most important parts of the net.
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Table 2: List of transitions
Transition
t0
t1
t2

Biological meaning
HSC differentiation
CMP differentiation
GMP differentiation

Transition
t34
t35
t36

t3

MDP differentiation

t37

t4

maturation of dendritic cells (DC)

t38

t5

exit from the bone marrow

t39

t6

loss of expression of Ly6C

t40

t7

non-classical monocytes maturation
lymphoid line
formation of T-cells
erythrogenesis
presenting antigens
anti-inflammatory stimulation

t41

Kupffer cells M2a activation
LC to M2b activation
Kupffer cells M2c activation
HSCs self-renewal
transport to blood classical monocytes
transport to blood non-classical
monocytes
return to the marrow of classical
monocytes
proinflammatory stimulation
alveolar macrophage to M2b activation
microglial to M2b activation
Kupffer cells to M2b activation
microglial to M2c activation
alveolar macrophage to M2c activation
LC to M2c activation
microglial to M2a activation

t47
t48
t49
t50
t51

t8
t9
t10
t11
t12
t13
t14
t15
t16
t17
t18
t19
t20
t21
t22
t23
t24
t25
t26
t27

t52

Biological meaning
microglial to M1 activation
Kupffer cells to M1 activation
non-classical monocytes to M2a activation
classical monocytes to M2a activation
non-classical monocytes to M2c activation
classical monocytes to M2c activation
non-classical monocytes to M2b activation
classical monocytes to M2b activation
M1 activity
M2c activity
M2b activity
M2a activity
recruitment of classical monocytes
into tissue
Kupffer cells self-renewal
microglial self-renewal
Alveolar macrophage self-renewal
LC self-renewal
increase in the recruitment of classical monocytes into tissue
IL-13 i IL-4 input

t53

FcgammaR and TLR input

t54
t55

T-cells activation by IL-12
T-cells activity

t56
t57
t58
t59

TGF-β activity
IL-10 activity
ROS output
NO output

t60
t61

T-cells activation by IL-23
IFN output

t42
t43
t44
t45
t46
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Transition
t28
t29
t30
t31
t32
t33

Biological meaning
alveolar macrophage to M2a activation
LC to M2a activation
classical monocytes to M1 activation
non-classical monocytes to M1 activation
LC to M1 activation
alveolar macrophage to M1 activation

Transition
t62

Biological meaning
IL-6 output

t63
t64

IL-12 output
IL-1 output

t65

TNF output

t66

IL-23 output
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Table 3: The references to transitions
References
[6]
[12]
[18]
[19]

Transition
t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t8 , t10 , t11 , t16 , t52 , t53 , t54 , t58 , t59 , t61 , t62 , t63 ,
t64 , t65 , t66
t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , t6 , t7 , t13 , t14 , t15 , t16 , t17 , t18 , t19 , t20 , t21 , t22 ,
t23 , t24 , t25 , t26 , t27 , t28 , t29 , t30 , t31 , t32 , t33
t42 , t43 , t44 , t45 , t51
t12 , t42 , t43 , t44 , t45 , t46

5.

Analysis of the model

The net is covered by 126 t-invariants. Moreover, there are six multi-element MCT
sets and 42 trivial (i.e., single-element) MCT sets.
The biological meaning of t-invariants has been established on the basis of the analysis of the significance of the transitions from the support of particular t-invariants. Covered the entire Petri Net by t-invariants, and determining the biological significance for
each of them, is a key step in the analysis of biological Petri Net models.
Invariant x1 corresponds to flow of classical monocytes between the bone marrow
and blood. Invariant x6 describes outside activity of IL-10 and TGF-β caused by antiinflammatory stimulation. The Tables 4 and 5 describe the remaining invariants that
reflect the tissue macrophages differentiation and bone marrow-derived macrophages
differentiation to all phenotypic classes, as well as their activity, including the ability
to stimulate T cells. Table 4 shows the bone marrow derived macrophages and the resident macrophages, differentiating only into one of specific phenotypes. In Table 5 there
are described those t-invariants which depict the formation of mixed populations. In
this group a major phenotype class arises from non-classical monocyte, and the second
phenotype from classical monocytes. There do not exist invariants indicating that tissue
macrophages are involved in the formation of mixed populations. Also not found any
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t-invariant, which suggests formation of a mixed population consisting more than two
phenotypes.
In the model there exist six multielement MCT sets shown in the Table 6 and 42 Trivial MCT-transitions shown in the Table 7. MCT m1 corresponds to monocytes formation
in the bone marrow and maturation of non-classical monocytes. The set of m2 presents
M1 macrophages activity for the formation of cytotoxic compounds like ROS and RNS.
Set m3 comprises three output transitions corresponding to outflow of TNF-α, IL-1 and
IL-6 from the system. m4 and m5 are two-element sets of transitions, corresponding to
stimulation of macrophages to differentiation to M2a and M2b and the activity of these
macrophages. Set m6 also includes only two transitions - they correspond to synthesis
and outflow of IFN-γ from the system.
To find additional biological links between elements of the model, clusters analysis
was performed. The t-invariants have been clustered, using several algorithms: UPGMA,
Centroid method, complete linkage, McQuitty’s method, median method, single linkage
and Ward’s method, including the following metrics: Correlation, Pearson, Minkowski
distance, Maximum distance, Canberra distance, Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance
and binary distance. Calinski-Harabasz index [2] and Mean Split Silhuette (MSS) [14]
were used to appoint the best algorithm and the best similarity measure with the optimal numbers of clusters. The MMS allow to determine the best clustering method, by
checking how each t-invariants is matched to given class. The high CH value means the
number of clusters generated by tested clustering method is better, than clustering with
lower CH value.
The high values of both coefficients showed clustering using the Pearson and Correlation measures. Finally, clustering by UPGMA algorithm with Pearson similarity measure has been chosen. It grouped t-invariants into six t-clusters (see in Table 8). In this
case, the coefficient values were high on mean for the entire clustering, as well as for
each cluster separately. In addition, this clustering contains only one single transition
clusters.
Single-element cluster c1 corresponds to circulation of classic monocytes between
bone marrow and bloodstream (invariant x1 ). All other clusters contain invariants corresponding to formation of monocytes in the bone marrow and their transport into a
blood and transformation of classical monocytes into non-classical ones, by the loss
of expression, and increasing a recruitment of classical monocytes into the tissue by
proinflammatory factors. Clusters c2 , c3 and c6 contain t-invariants that represent T-cells
activation, wherein in c2 and c3 clusters T-cells are activated by IL-12, while in cluster c6
activation is influenced by two interleukins, i.e., IL-12 and IL-23. In clusters c4 and c5 ,
there is no corresponding t-invariants to the T cells activation. In turn, the input transitions corresponding to the proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory factors that stimulate
macrophages to activate the relevant phenotypes, i.e., M1, M2a and M2b are present in
all the clusters. However, an input transition for the external stimulation for differentiating of macrophages to the M2c type occurs only in the cluster c3 . The obtained clusters
demonstrate differences in the presence of t-invariants corresponding to the differentia-
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tion of macrophages (tissue and the bone marrow-derived) to the different phenotypes,
and activity of the differentiated macrophages:
• Cluster c2 (11 t-invariants): contains invariants corresponding to the differentiation
of tissue macrophages to M2a, non-classical monocytes to M2a and M2b and
classical monocytes to M2a.
• Cluster c3 (18 t-invariants): contains invariants corresponding to the differentiation of tissue macrophages to M2c, non-classical monocytes to all classes of phenotypes and classical monocytes to M2a and M2c.
• Cluster c4 (11 t-invariants): contains invariants corresponding to the differentiation
of tissue macrophages to M2b, non-classical monocytes to M2a, M2a, M2c and
classical monocytes to M2b.
• Cluster c5 (17 t-invariants): contains invariants corresponding to the differentiation
of tissue macrophages to M1, non-classical monocytes to all classes of phenotypes
and classical monocytes to M2a, M2b and M1.
• Cluster c6 (68 t-invariants): contains invariants corresponding the differentiation
of tissue macrophages M1 and M2b, and differentiation of both non-classical and
classical monocytes to all classes of phenotypes.
Table 4: t-invariants corresponding to various ways of T-cell activation. The homogeneous population of macrophages.

M1

M2a
M2b

x77

x78

x79

x80

x81

x82

x83

x84

x85

x86

x87

x88

x89

x90

x91

x92

non-classical monocytes

x73

x74

x75

x76

tissue macrophages

x2

x3

x4

x5

non-classical monocytes

x35

tissue macrophages

x11

x12

x13

x14

x23

x24

x25

x26

non-classical monocytes

x69

x72

tissue macrophages

tissue macrophages
x7
x8
x9
x10
non-classical monocytes
x52
The table shows t-invariants corresponding to differentiation of tissue and non-classical
macrophages to only one of phenotypic population. t-invariants corresponding to T-cell
activation by IL-23 are marked in blue, those corresponding to activation of T-cells by
IL-12 are marked in green while in yellow are marked t-invariants corresponding to
activation of T-cells by both of these interleukins. The t-invariants which are not marked
correspond to the cases, where the path of T-cell stimulation is not active.
M2c
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Table 5: t-invariants corresponding to various ways of T-cell activation. The mixed population of macrophages.
M1

M2a

M2b

M2c

M1

x65

x66 ↑

x67

x68 ↑

x69

x70 ↑

x71

x72 ↑

M2a

x76

x82 ↑

x79

x85 ↑

x77

x83 ↑

x80

x86 ↑

M2b

x105

x107 ↑ x116 ↑ x119

x121 ↑ x106

M2c

x88

x94 ↑

x91

x97 ↑

x89

x95 ↑

x92

x98 ↑

M1

x42

x43 ↑

x48

x49 ↑

x44

x45 ↑

x50

x51 ↑

M2a

x36

x37 ↑

M2b

x40

x41 ↑

x46

x47 ↑

M2c

x38

x39 ↑

M1

x101

x102 ↑ x115

x103

M2a

x75

x81 ↑

x84 ↑

M2b

x99

x100 ↑ x113

x114 ↑

M2c

x87

x93 ↑

x90

x96 ↑

M1

x59

x60 ↑

x65

x66 ↑

M2a

x53

x54 ↑

M2b

x57

x58 ↑

x63

x64 ↑

x78

x104 ↑ x117

x61

x62 ↑

x108 ↑ x120

x122 ↑

x118 ↑

x67

x68 ↑

M2c x55
x56 ↑
The table shows t-invariants corresponding to macrophage differentiation leading to the
formation of mixed populations. The first column shows populations of macrophages
resulting from the non-classical monocytes. In the second column there are subpopulations arising from classical monocytes. As in Table 4 t-invariants corresponding to T-cell
activation by IL-23 are marked in blue, those corresponding to activation of T-cells by
IL-12 are marked in green while in yellow are marked t-invariants corresponding to activation of T-cells by both of these interleukins. The t-invariants which are not marked
correspond to the cases, where the path of T-cell stimulation is not active. The arrow
at an invariant indicates the occurrence of an increase in the recruitment of classical
monocytes by inflammatory agents.

Table 6: List of non-trivial MCT sets
MCT set
m1
m2

Contained transitions
t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , t7 , t8 , t9 ,
t10 , t11 , t16 , t18
t42 , t58 , t59

Biological meaning
monocytes formation in the bone marrow and maturation of non-classical monocytes
M1 macrophages activity for the manufacture of cytotoxic compounds like ROS and RNS.
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MCT set
m3
m4

Contained transitions
t62 , t64 , t65
t44 , t53

m5

t45 , t52

m6

t55 , t61
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Biological meaning
outflow of TNF-α, IL-1 and IL-6 from the system
stimulate macrophages to differentiate to M2b and the
M2b activity
stimulate macrophages to differentiate to M2a and the
M2a activity
production and outflow IFN-γ from the model

Table 7: Trivial MCT sets
Transitions composing trivial MCT sets
t6 , t12 , t13 , t14 , t15 , t17 , t19 , t20 , t21 , t22 , t23 , t24 , t25 , t26 , t27 , t28 ,
t29 , t30 , t31 , t32 , t33 , t34 , t35 , t36 , t37 , t38 , t39 , t40 , t41 , t43 , t46 , t47 ,
t48 , t49 , t50 , t51 , t54 , t56 , t57 , t60 , t63 , t66

Table 8: Clusters composition
t-cluster
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6

t-invariants
x1
x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x35 , x36 , x37 , x75 , x78 , x81 , x84
x6 , x7 , x8 , x9 , x10 , x38 , x39 , x52 , x53 , x54 , x55 , x56 , x87 , x88 , x90 ,
x93 , x94 , x96
x11 , x12 , x13 , x14 , x40 , x41 , x57 , x58 , x69 , x99 , x100
x15 , x16 , x17 , x18 , x42 , x43 , x59 , x60 , x70 , x76 , x82 , x101 , x102 ,
x105 , x107 , x109 , x110
x19 , x20 , x21 , x22 , x23 , x24 , x25 , x26 , x27 , x28 , x29 , x30 , x31 , x32 ,
x33 , x34 , x44 , x45 , x46 , x47 , x48 , x49 , x50 , x51 , x61 , x62 , x63 , x64 ,
x65 , x66 , x67 , x68 , x71 , x72 , x73 , x74 , x77 , x79 , x80 , x83 , x85 , x86 ,
x89 , x91 , x92 , x95 , x97 , x98 , x103 , x104 , x106 , x108 , x111 , x112 ,
x113 , x114 , x115 , x116 , x117 , x118 , x119 , x120 , x121 , x122 , x123 ,
x124 , x125 , x126

6.

Conclusions

The previously published [25] our basic model focused mainly on the influence of
the micro-environment on the macrophage differentiation process. The main problem
that occurred during the building of the model was the discrepancy between knowledge
and the availability of accurate, quantitative and qualitative data, which are required by
the formalism of Petri nets. The model that has been build and then analyzed in this paper
has been extended (as compared to the previous one) by mutual macrophages interactions. It should be underlined that the activity of the already differentiated macrophages
to the particular phenotype is very important, because it affects next differentiating
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macrophages. The products of the activity of every phenotype are factors that directly
affect the subsequent differentiation of macrophages or indirectly affect this differentiation, inter alia by the activation of T-cells. The analysis of the extended model allowed
to observe new relationships between the cells.
The assumption of the model was based on the possibility of differentiation of all
types of macrophages to both of the phenotypic classes. The origin of macrophages
and an influence of micro-environmental factors affect a likelihood of the acquisition of
the specific phenotypic activity by them. Proinflammatory factors, contributing to the
activation of phenotype M1, stimulate the recruitment of classical monocytes from the
bloodstream to the target tissues, in order to enhance macrophages population that is
involved in the local inflammation.
From the analysis of the model there have been drawn several conclusions. It has
been revealed that macrophages recruited into tissue, by inflammatory stimulation, can
differentiate into all phenotypic classes, not only to the proinflammatory one (M1). This
means that the proinflammatory factors can initiate the anti-inflammatory response of
macrophages M2, by increasing the pool of macrophages in a tissue. In the model
there are also t-invariants suggesting that the stimulation of monocytes migration by
proinflammatory factors leads to the increased maturation of macrophages (to the antiinflammatory phenotypes) from the M2 macrophages without leading to the activation
of the proinflammatory M1 phenotype. Furthermore, due to high inflows of classical
monocytes into a tissues it is possible the rise of a mixed population of macrophages
in the immune response by simultaneous activation of a part of the macrophages to the
different phenotypes. In the model mixed populations of macrophages contain only two
phenotypes in which classical macrophages play only auxiliary roles and independently
does not differentiate into a homogeneous population.
Although various types of macrophages differ in their activity considerably and also
in their secreted substances, IL-10 was always produced in the analyzed network. For
this reason an external stimulation of macrophages for differentiation to the phenotype
M2c has no real effect on the formation of such macrophages. Macrophages M2c are
formed only as a result of macrophage activity of other classes of phenotypes, which
produce IL-10.
M1 and M2b macrophages can activate T-cells, but it does not always happen.
Macrophages M1, regardless of the origin, produce IL-12 and IL-23, however, it does
not always lead to the activation of T-cells. Such activation may only take place with
the participation of one of the cytokines or both of them. Similarly, macrophages M2b
always produce IL-12, but this does not always lead to activation of the T-cells.
The above findings, formulated on the basis of t-invariants, MCT sets and clustering
analyzes, could be interesting starting points for further study of macrophage differentiation mechanisms. A further work on modeling and analysis of macrophage differentiation will focus on the impact of other immune system cells on the studied phenomenon
and mutual impact of interleukins and cytokines on macrophages.
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Vehicle navigation in populated areas using predictive
control with environmental uncertainty handling
KRZYSZTOF SKRZYPCZYK and MARTIN MELLADO

This paper addresses the problem of navigating an autonomous vehicle using environmental dynamics prediction. The usefulness of the Game Against Nature formalism adapted to modeling environmental prediction uncertainty is discussed. The possibility of the control law synthesis on the basis of strategies against Nature is presented. The properties and effectiveness of
the approach presented are verified by simulations carried out in MATLAB.
Key words: motion planning, prediction, uncertainty handling, game theory.

1.

Introduction

Nowadays more and more mobile robotic solutions are used outdoor. That means
robotic vehicles often have to work in populated, dynamic environments under very little human supervision. However coexisting with humans and operating efficiently in
such environment, requires a robot must be able to navigate in harmony with traffic participants - humans. Thus the problem of automated navigation in dynamic environments
has become an important challenge of contemporary Robotics [1] [3] [5] [8] [9]. In contrast to static and supervised environments, navigating robot in dynamic and uncertain
conditions requires many issues to be solved e.g. moving objects detection and tracking, environmental changes prediction, motion planning, and many others. The most
common approach to a synthesis of navigation systems which are intended to operate
in dynamic conditions is predictive control. Its effectiveness depends on quality of the
environmental dynamics model which is created using environment’s state observations.
Inherent features of each prediction are its inaccuracy and uncertainty. The first one
is usually related to a quality of measurement devices or procedures. The second one
concerns predictability of the process dynamics. The navigation strategy is calculated
using the future, estimated environment’s state. In the case the prediction model is acK. Skrzypczyk (corresponding author), is with Institute of Automatic Control, Silesian University of
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curate enough and the process is predictable, the navigation plan computed using the
prediction usually results in successful, collision free motion even for relatively long
time horizon. But in the case when it differs significantly from the real one, the vehicle movement strategy may lead to a collision. Therefore it is very important to provide
methods for handling prediction uncertainty in the control process. There are some approaches to uncertainty handling and analysis. The most popular approaches reportet in
the literature are: probabilistic approach, fuzzy set based one as well as methods based
on Bayesian network formalism [6]. Unfortunately they are quite technically challenging and thus hard to apply in real-world robotic solutions. The key issue in uncertainty
robust control is to take action which minimize a risk resulting from a difference between the modeled and the real state of the control process. The technique which allows
for relatively easy modelling decision processes uncertainty is Game Theory, in particular Games Against Nature (G.A.N.) [7]. Nature in the G.A.N. formalism symbolizes
fictitious player whose behavior cannot be considered as rational. Generally G.A.N. are
commonly used in economics, telecommunication or informational sciences. However,
this technique can be used also in engineering and technical problems, like control or
robots motion planning [10] [11] [4]. Using the game theoretical framework prediction
based motion planning can be formulated as a sequence of two-person games in the
strategical form. In such games one player is identified with the motion planning system. This system is able to influence the navigation process using decisions (controls)
taken from its admissible decision space. The second player is identified with possible
to happen, environmental states influencing the process. In this case, these states can
by defined as alternative scenarios corresponding to prediction deviations coming from
model inaccuracies. By that means uncertainty regarding the prediction can be modeled
and involved in the motion control problem. Playing various strategies against such opponent we can obtain the motion plan which takes into account prediction uncertainty. In
the remaining part of this paper the motion problem is stated and modeled in the game
theoretical framework. Exemplary simulations are presented to illustrate the approach
discussed.

2.

Problem overview

A discussion on uncertainty handling in the predictive navigation of a vehicle is concerned with a system framework presented in Fig.1. An operation idea of this system
can be described as follows: The perception subsystem provides information about environment state. The information is assumed to be valuable enough to provide objects’
detection and tracking.
In this work none of specific sensory system is considered, but it is assumed it is
able to provide information about objects’ location. These information generally can be
noised and affected by many inaccuracies and they are stored in a data buffer of the size
defined. Using these data the objects’ motion model is created and a prediction of objects’ location is computed in the given time horizon. The aforementioned inaccuracies
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Figure 1: A diagram of the predictive navigation system with uncertainty handling
influence the prediction. This predictions are used for finding the navigation strategy speed and direction of movement which minimize the risk of collision. It is assumed
the environment changes prediction is not precise and can differ (even much) from the
real state. In order to deal with this fact, alternative scenarios of predicted environmental state are taken into account. These scenarios are input data for the decision making
module. In this work the scenarios represent assumed different than identified motion
model’s parameters. The role of this module is to evaluate particular environmental state
– navigation strategies combinations and find the best navigation strategy in the sense
of criteria applied. A reasonable navigation strategy should minimize the collision risk
in the prediction horizon, on the one hand, and minimize the deviation from the desired
movement direction, on the other one.
2.1. Navigation task formulation

Usually, navigation problems are decomposed, and analysed as a sequence of simple,
short-term, point-to-point navigation ones. The solution of such problem is a sequence
of controls that allows the vehicle reaching the desired position defined in the base coordinate frame. In this work the problem is reformulated. From the wheelchair driver
perspective the more convenient way for defining the short navigation goal is to follow
selected straight-line path instead of reaching an intermediate way point. Let us define
the desired path selected in the time n as a tuple:
ϒ0 (n) = (l(n), ∆w)

(1)
θ∗R,n .

where l(n) is the ray starting at the point (xR,n , yR,n ), angled at
The threshold value
∆w determines maximal, feasible vehicle distance to the line l(n). The path (1) defines
a lane of a width ∆w, the vehicle is supposed to move inside. Thus a primary navigation
task can be perceived as a sequence of paths (1) which allows for reaching the destination
point. Such an action is more intuitive in the context of a social navigation process.
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2.2.

Problem statement

R(n) = [xR,n , yR,n , θR,n ]T

(2)

Let us assume (2) the vehicle is equipped with a sensory system which is able to
detect N objects moving in its sensing range and to calculate their positions. Moreover
the system is provided with a buffer in which information on objects locations collected
in the past can be stored. Assuming the system is a discrete time one with a sampling
period ∆t , let us define the set containing locations of objects:
Pi = {pi,k }, i = 1, 2, .., N, k = ⟨n − M, n⟩

(3)

where pi,k is a vector containing coordinates defining location of the ith object in the kth
time point. The current time is indexed by n and the number of past observations stored
in the buffer is equal to M. Using data defined in (3) an estimation of future locations of
objects can be found:
m
p̂m
i,h = p̄i (h) , h = n + 1, , ..., n + H

(4)

where H denotes the prediction horizon and m is the model used for calculating the
prediction.
Now the short-term navigation task which is the vehicle movement in the desired
direction can be stated as follows: In the current time n, using the information on estimated, future objects’ location (4), find the control (the direction and velocity of the
vehicle):
uR ∗ (n) = [θR (n), vR (n)]T

(5)

which applied for H subsequent sampling periods minimize the risk of collision with
obstacles and provides the smallest possible deviation from the desired travel direction.

3. Prediction uncertainty handling
The vehicle motion strategy is determined using the environmental state prediction
(4) and thus highly depends on the quality of this anticipation. Each prediction bears
uncertainty and therefore it must be taken into account while planning the motion. In
this study we propose to handle prediction uncertainty using game theory framework.
Let us consider the process as a two-person game in a strategical form:
G = (D,C)

(6)

where D is a decision space of the game while C denotes costs incurred in the aftermath
of decisions taken. The decision space is defined as a Cartesian product of the player
decision set DG and the decision set DN of a fictitious opponent named Nature [7]. The
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uncertainty considered in this study is represented by various states of Nature specified
in the set (7). In turn, each state of Nature represents hypothetical navigation scenario in
the presence of circumstances different than predicted in (4). Therefore the uncertainty
is handled by considering a number of predictions obtained using various models. Thus
the decision set of Nature is defined by:
DN = {m},

m ∈ [1, K]

(7)

where m is the model used for calculating the prediction (4). The player’s decision set
contains admissible controls that can be taken by the vehicle. Let us define this set as:
{
}
DG = uR,k = [vR,k , θR,k ]T = VR × ΘR
(8)
where:
VR = {vR,i },i = 1, ...,V R , ΘR = {θR, j }, j = 1, ..., ΘR

(9)

The set VR contains admissible values of the vehicle velocity. Similarly the set ΘR
contains possible values of the vehicle orientation that can be taken. The motion parameters values defined in (8) correspond to actions usually taken by pedestrians, e.g.
marching faster, slower, giving way to an approaching object, stopping etc. Thus, the
size of the decision space is not large. A result of applying the control chosen from (8) in
the presence of hypothetical scenario distinguished in (7) is evaluated using the function
which is to be minimized:
C:D→ℜ

(10)

The values of this function are represented by the matrix C = [ci j ]. Rows of this matrix represent admissible controls i ∈ DG , while columns the scenario j ∈ DN considered.
The function (10) modelling process is presented in the next section.

4.

Process modelling

Let us assume a two component form of the cost evaluation index:
m
C(uR,k , m) = βrCrisk
+ β pCpdev
m
where Crisk

(11)

denotes the navigation risk assessment according to the strategy uR,k assuming the mth prediction variant (7). The second component expresses the cost of going off
the primary path (1).
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4.1.

Navigation risk evaluation

In this work the following risk evaluation index is proposed:
Crisk (uR,k , m) =

1
H

(12)

∑ min p̂R,h (uR,k ) − p̂m
i,h
L=2
h=n+1 i=1,...,N
This index evaluates the risk of applying the action uR,k ∈ DG for the time H and
is calculated by summarizing distances to the nearest objects. Its value is calculated for
the mth prediction variant and is minimized while finding the best control strategy with
respect to the collision avoidance aspect. An influence of this component on the index
value is tuned experimentally using the weighting factor βr .
4.2. Getting off the path cost

The next aspect of the control uR,k suitability evaluation is calculating the cost related
to the path (1) tracking error. Since the vehicle is intended to move inside the lane defined
by (1) the suitability of the action is evaluated twofold:
Cpdev (uR,k ) = Cdist +Cang

(13)

The first component expresses the cost related to getting off the primary path. The
second one maps vehicle movement direction change into the cost space. These costs are
calculated for the vehicle movement prediction in the time horizon H. The first component is determined using the following formula:
n+H

Cdist (uR,k ) = wd

∑

ˆ p̂R,h , l(n))
d(

(14)

h=n+1

ˆ p̂R,h , l(n)) is the predicted vehicle-path distance calculated in the time point h
where d(
according to:
{
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ p̂R,h , l(n)) = d( p̂R,h , l(n)) f or d( p̂R,h , l(n))  ∆w
d(
(15)
0
otherwise
The weighting factor wd is tuned experimentally and is used for balancing the influence of control goals defined by (13). The second component of the cost function is
related to the vehicle orientation change resulting from taking the action . This factor is
modeled as:
Cang (uR,k ) = wa θR,k − θ∗R,n
The weighting factor wa similarly as in (14) is tuned experimentally.

(16)
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5. Control strategy
The next stage, after designing and calculating the cost function (11) is to find the
best control strategy. This strategy has to take into account various possible environmental scenarios representing states of Nature. Therefore the control for the time horizon H
is determined as the solution of G.A.N. In this study Hurwicz criterion is applied. This
criterion characterises an optimistic decision maker, who expects favorable for him circumstances to happen. According to his policy, with some level of optimism α, selects a
strategy which is the result of the following optimization task:
i0 = min[α min ci j + (1 − α) max ci j ]
i

j

j

(17)

Please note that for α equal to 0 this criterion is equivalent to the pessimistic (Wald)
one.

6.

Simulation results

In order to evaluate the approach considered in this paper, simulation study is carried
out. The system functioning is evaluated using a number of scenarios typical for crowded
space navigation. In this section an exemplary, very common scenario, is selected as an
illustration. The simulated navigation task consists in moving the vehicle along the path
set with the given velocity in the presence of moving object. The desired path of the
vehicle is marked with the ray outgoing from the point denoting the vehicle position in
the time t=0. The real path of the object is drawn with circles while the predicted path
with dots.
Figure 2a shows a situation when the vehicle movement strategy is determined using the object movement prediction. In this case the system trusts the model and does
not take into account uncertainty of the model. The object changes its movement direction rapidly after the prediction is computed. This situation results in accurate tracking
the desired path but leads to collision danger. In a second experiment (Fig. 2b) prediction uncertainty handling mechanism is applied. The vehicle movement parameters are
computed using the object movement prediction but with Hurwicz criterion for α = 0,
assuming five various states of Nature. We can see that considering possible to happen
scenarios results in much safer vehicle trajectory. This in turn caused the vehicle went
off the path much more. The last experiment (fig. 2c) illustrates the same scenario but
solved for α = 0.5. That what can be observed is the tradeoff in the vehicle control. The
vehicle gets off the path less, but the distance to the object increases. These experiments
show that the method allows to take into account possible environmental changes and
adapts the movement strategy to uncertain environmental conditions.
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Figure 2: Predictive motion planning without uncertainty handling (a), using Hurwicz
criterion for α = 0 (b) and for α = 0.5 (c)
7.

Conclusions

In this paper the control system designed for navigating an automated vehicle is discussed. The vehicle is intended to stabilise a rectilinear movement in a direction chosen
by the user. Moreover the navigation system is intended to avoid collisions with objects
appearing on the course of the vehicle. Since the vehicle is assumed to navigate in populated, crowded spaces the control strategy has to follow the human-aware navigation
rules. The main goal of this research is to verify the long term predictive control strategy
as a method of generating the socially acceptable movement of the vehicle. The conception presented is simulated using a variety of scenarios. An application of game theory
based methods to modelling the uncertainty of prediction model improved robustness
of the navigation algorithm. The methodology of the uncertainty handling using G.A.N.
seems to be promising and can be applied to many various problems in which the uncertainty modelling play an important role or is indispensable.
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